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MPR-SAT-FE-73-4 

SATURN V LAUNCH VEhICLE FLIGHT EVALUATION REPORT - SA-513 

SKYLAB-l 

BY 

Saturn Flight Evaluation krorking Group 

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 

ABSTRACT 

Saturn V SA-513 (Skylab-l) was launched at 13:30:00 Eastern Daylight 
Time (EDT) on May la, 1973, from Kennedy Space Center, Complex 35, 
Fad A. The vehicle lifted off on a laurch azimuth of 90 degrees 
east of north and rolled to a flight azimuth of 40.88 degrees east of 
north. Tile launch vehicle successfully placed the Saturn Work Shop in 
the planned earth orbit. 

All launch vehicle objectives were accomplished. No launch vehicle 
Failures or anomalies cccurred that seriously affected the mission. 

Any questiox or comments pertaining to the information contained in 
this report are invited and should be directed to: 

Director, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 
Huntsville, Alabama 35812 
Attention: Chairman, Saturn Flight Evaluation Working 

Group, SAT-E (Phone 205-453-1030) 
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The Saturn i' M-513 (Skylab-l) is to olace the Saturn Work Shop (SWS) 
7 7 3 nearly circu?ir earth orbit at an altitude of 234 n. mf. and inclined 
-,.r 3 1. zo the equator. Sk-513 is comprised of the S-IC-13, S-11-13, and the 
Instrument Unit [ii!)-513. This !s the first flight in the Skylab Proqram 
tin : r' tr-ie Or?l;/ planned flight fncorporating the SWS payload. 

i aunrh -..- .-.. 2s SChedu!Pd t;o n-r-up QR v-v t!!e 14t!! of May 1973 from Ldunch Complex 
2'3, Fad F! of the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) at 1:30 p.m., EDT. The 
vehicle is aligned along 3 90" azSmut.h at liftoff. Following liftoff 
the behic!e ro!!s to a flight azimuth of 
of north. L'e 

approximately 41" measured east 
icie weight a'c ignition is nominally 6,297,336 ibm. 

The S-iC stage powered flight lasts appro;:imately 158 seconds. The S-II 
stage provides powered flight for approximately 430 seconds Inserting 
the SWS into its circular orbit. Separation of the SWS from the S-II 
will be accomplished through the use uf rPtro-motors located on the 
S-II stage whose thrust places the S-II into an elliptical orbit of 
234 x 197 n. mi. altitude. Vehicle weight at Guidance Cutoff Signal 
(GCS) is nminally 319,129 lbm. 
197,180 lbm. 

SWS weight after separation is nominally 

A maneuver of the SWS to the local vertical attitude will be mended 
fram the IU at 599 seconds. The payload shroud (naninally 25,640 lbm) 
will be jettisoned from this attitude at approximately 908 seconds. 

The next planned attitude change will place the SWS into a solar inertial 
body attitude with the positive Z body axis pointed at the center of the 
sun and the X body axis in the orbital plane and pointing in the direc- 
tion of the sunset terminator. This orientation is to be maintained 
until control is transferred to the Apollo Telescope Haunt (fiTI!). 

ATM and associated solar array deployme;.t are accomplished under the 
directicri of the !U nmfnally at 998 and 1492 semnds, respectively. 
ATM telemetry is activated at approximately 2208 seconds. 

Orbital Work Shop (QWS) solar arrays are to be deployed at 2465 seconds, 
and the meteoroid shield is to be deployed at 5763 seconds TV provide 
OWS thermal control capability. Camnand of the Thruster Attitude 
Control System is transferred to the ATM digital computer at 17,400 seconds. 

#n experiments are assigned to the M-573 launch vehicle. 
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The first launch veh ies, SH-513 (Skylab-l), was 
launched at 13:30:00 (EDT) on May 14, 1973, from 
Pad 39A of the Kennedy Space Center. The performance of the launch 
vehicle was satisfactory and all t!SFC objectives were accomplished. 

icle of the Skylab ser 
Eastern Daylight Time 

FLIGHT SUWRY 

The ground systems supporting the SA-513/Skylab-1 countdown and launch 
performed satisfactori?y except for the occurrence of LVGSE Nobile 
Launcher computer drum read errors. This malfunction caused no launch 
delay. There were r10 unscheduled holds in the countdown. Damage to the 
pad, Launch Umbilical Tower (LUT) and support equipment was considered 
minimal. 

The vehicle was launched on an azimuth 90 degrees east of north. A 
roll maneuver was initiated at 12.2 seconds that placed the vehicle on 
a flight azimuth of 40.880 degrees east of north. The trajectory para- 
meters were close to nominal except the S-K velocity which was 18.0 
meters per second greater than nominal at the ourboard engine cutoffs. 
The iargest contributors to this velocity have been identified as the 
tailwind and %gher stage specific i,qulse. S-II stage perfonaance 
deviated from nominal because the aft interstage failed to separate. 
The Saturn Work Shop (SWS) insertion conditicns were achieved 0.64 
second later than nominal with altitude naninal and velocity 0.6 Rleter 
per second greater than nominal. Orbital insertion parameters of the 
spent S-II stage deviated slightly from nominal but recontact with the 
SWS was precluded for at least eight months. 

All S-K propulsfon systems performed satisfactorily. The propulsion 
performance was very ciose to the predicted nominal. Overall stage site 
thrust was 0.07 percent higher than predicted. Total propellant con- 
sumption rate was 0.11 percent lower than predicted and the total 
cons& mixture ratio was 0.46 percent higher than predicted. Specific 
impulse was 0.78 percent higher than predicted. Total prupellcnt con- 
sumption from Holddown Am release to Outboard Engines Cutoff (OECO) 
MS im by 0.18 percent. The F-l engine node1 specification LOX pumg 
inlet total pressure upper l&nit of 150 psia was exceeded by all engines 
at Center Engjne Cutoff (CECO) as predicted. Engine 5 exceeded the 
specification by 4 psia and Engines 1, 2, 3, and 4 by 2 psia. The 
higher pressures are attributed to the higher boost acceleration 
schedule for the Skylab risri~ than for Apollo and caused no problem 
for flight. The f-l engine shutdown sequence was chit 

“$” 
frolll&e l-4 

sequence used on previous flights 
2-4) to reduce vehicle dynamics. 

: a l-2-2 sequence Engines 5, l-3, 
CECO was initiated by the Instrurlcnt 

hit (iU) at ?40.?2 seconds, 0.62 seconds !ater than planned. OECO was 
initiattwi by the lCi( depietIon sensors for engine pair l-3 at 158.16 



seconds and for engine pair 2-4 st 158.23 as predicted. At OECO of 
engine pair l-3, the LOX residual was 30,582 lbm compared to the pre- 
dicted 37,175 lbm and the fuel residual was 27,727 lbm compared to the 
predicted 31,337 lbrn. The S-Ii hydraulic system performed satisfactorily. 

The S-II propulsion systems performed satisfactorily throughout the 
flight. The S-II Engine Start Cwnd {ESC), as sensed at the engines, 
occurred at 160.61 seconds. CECO was initiated by the Instrument Unit 
(IU), based on characteristics velocity, at 314.05 seconds. OECO, 
initiated by an IU velocity signal , occurred at 588.99 seconds giving 
an outboard engine operating time of 428.38 seconds or 0.7 seconds 
longer than predicted. Engine mainstage performance was satisfactory 
throughout flight. The total stage thrust at the standard time slice 
(61 seconds after S-II ESC) was 0.13 percent below predicted. Total 
propellant flowrate, including pressurization flow, was 0.18 percent 
below predicted, and the stage specific impulse uas 0.05 percent above 
predicted at the standard time slice. Stage propellant mixture ratio 
was 0.54 percent below predicted. Engine thrust buildup and cutoff 
transients were within the predicted envelopes. The propellant wnage- 
ent system perfommce was satisfactory throughout loading and flight, 
and all parameters mwe nminal. Fmpellant residuals at MC0 were 
16,616 lbm LOX, 2319 lbm less than predicted and 5876 ltm Ll42, 319 lbm 
less than predicted. Control of Engine Mixture Ratio (EM) was accom- 
plished r~ith the two-position pneumatlcally operated mixture ratio 
control valves. The low ERR step occurred 1.1 seconds later, relative 
to ESC, than predicted. The performance of the LOX and LH tank pres- 
surization s_ystems were satisfactory. Ullage pressure in ii43 th tanks 
was adequate t3 meet or exceed engine inlet net posjtlve suction 
pressure minImum requirements throughout main&age. TBe engine ser- 
vicing, recirculation, helium injection, and valve actuation systms 
performed satisfactorily. All orbital wfing qwations were performed 
satisfactorily. Safing of the LH2 and LOX propellant tanks was verified 
by ullage pressures which decayed to less than 50% of design burst values. 
The engs'ne helix and h.ydmgen pressure spheres mn safed successfully 
when the vent valves were opened at 805.1 secmds. S-II hydraulic 
system performance uas noms1 tlwwghout the flight. 

Evaluation of the structural prfornmct of the launch vthicle shows no 
area of comm for tbs SA-513 vthWt, amd all co&ftions were well 
within the envelope ob*strvtd on rectnt Apollo flights. The mximm 
structural lords uera experienced during tht S-IC boost phase and were 
below the design values. The maximum bewling mmmt was 82 x 106 lbf-in 
at the S-IC LOX tank (approximately 10 vent of the design value). 
Themaxinnlmgitudinal tramieotrqmses at #it IU clcre +0.15 g and 
+&OS g and occurred at S-IC CECO and DECO, respectively. TFFhsc values 
art 1-r thafi *se obstrvtd on recentfllghts. During S-It boost 
phase the txptctefl small oscillatory response in tk first longitudinal 
mdt (6 Hz) uas ohsewed frua l pproximsttly 95 secmds unti? CRO. The 
instrummt. UCt stnsors reached +o.Oa g just prior to CECO. This is the 



same level experienced on AS-512 and AS-511. POGO did not occur during 
S-II boost. The SA-513 vibration levels were similar at liftoff and 
lower during subsequent flight as compared to those experienced on 
previous missions. 

The Guidance and Navigation System successfully supported the accomplish- 
ment of all guidance and navigation mission objectives with no discre- 
pancies in performance of the hardware. The end conditions at orbit 
insertion were attained with insignificant error. An anomaly related to 
the flight program occurred at 3805 seconds, during the first orbital 
revolution. This MS a swjtch from the inertial platform pitch ar:is 
gimbal fine resolver to the backup gimbal resolver. A single test 
failure of the yaw axis gimbal resolver "Zero Reasonableness Test" 
occurred at 190 seconds. Guidance and navigation system components 
responded to the physical excitations experienced by the vehicle at 63 
and '593 seconds. A change in the navigation scheme was instituted on 
this flight to avoid the possibility of introducing significant errors 
because of lateral accelerometer pickups limiting against their mechani- 
cal stops during liftoff. However, telemetry data indicated that no 
limiting occurred. The guidance scheme was modified to include inertially- 
referenced pitch, as well as yawI comands for the tower clearance maneuver 
because of the orientation of the platfom coordinate systm, required by 
the northerly flight azimuth. A yaw steering comand profile based on 
increased anticipated cross-wind cmponents was added to the atnmrpheric- 
boost Phase of guidance. 

The contrcl systems functioned correctly throughout the flight of SA-513. 
Engine gimbal deflections were nominal. Bending and slosh dyamics were 
adequately stabilized. ho undue dynamics accmanied any separation, 
however, the S-K/S-XI interstage failed to separate and caused high 
teaqerature and pressures in the S-II thrust cone region during the S-II 
burn. The fri'iure is attributed to damage to the linear shaped chaqe 
or its cover resulting from Orbital Mark Shop (CM) Reteoroid shield 
debris. 

The SA-513 launch vehicle electrical systems perfomed satisfactorily. 
The emergency detection system, in an oven loop configuration, functioned 
PWerly* The ogtation of the batteries, porrer supplies and switch 
selectors was fbwaal= All ex@odfng bridge wire firing units perfumed 
normally including the S-II second plane sqaration EBU firing units. 

The U-513 base pressures mm similar to Apollo flights except for the 
effect of the S-II second plane osparation failure. The S-IC base heat 
shield UBS irtstetmnted with WJJ difMtatir1 pmssure measurements, 
The S-II: flilght data s#mw trmds l ud maguIUdes similar to the Apollo 
flight data- The S-II base region contained three absolute pressure 
raeasurcacnts. The taeas~nt on the aft face of the heat shield showed 
a similar trend amd magnitude to Apollo flight data. Heasuremnts on the 



forward face of the heat shield and thrust cone surface agreed with 
Ape110 flight data up to the time of second plane separation. Following 
tile time of second plane separation, however, the data from these measure- 
ments remain at a higher level than that seen during the Apollo flights. 
These higher levels, along with other anomalous data led to the ccnrlu- 
sicn that the S-IC/S-II interstage had faiied to separate. S-I I forward 
skirt pressure showed a mere rapid decrease in pressure than was expected 
after 67 seconds, indicating a leak in that area probably caused by 
damage from meteoroid shield debris. 

The thermal environments of the base rem'- 
ncminal excect fcr the ef' 

yrvns of the SA-513 stages were 

failure. 
2ct of S-i! stage second plane separation 

The S-II base region thermal environment was expected to be 
about the same as that experienced on Apollo flights. However, the 
S-IC/S-II interstage failed to separate; consequently, the thrust cone 
region temperatures following scheduled time of separation were greater 
than experienced during Apollo qlights. Aerodynamic heating environ- 
ments were not measured on SA-513. Since the S-IC/S-II separation 
dynamics for SA-513 were nominal, the heating rates to the S-IC forward 
dame and S-II base area during separation were well below Mximum allow- 
able values. 

Enviromeental control system performance was satisfactory. The S-IC 
stage forward compartment and aft compartment thermal envirorrnents 
were adequately maintained throughout the launch countdown and S-IC 
boost p,base. 
maintained the 

The S-II stage engine canpartment conditioning system 
ambient twaperature and thrust cone surface temoera- 

tures within design rances throughout the launch countdown. The system 
also maintained an inert atmsphere within the compartment. The IU 
stage enviroaaental control system maintained coolant temperatures, 
pressures, and flowrates continuously within the required ranges and 
design limits. 

All data systems performed satisfactorily throughout the flight. Flight 
measu-nts from onboard telemetry were 99.7 percent reliable. Tele- 
~tvj perforslance nas satisfactory and no hardware a-lies were 
observed. Radio Frequency (kf) propa 

P 
tSon was satisfactory, though 

the usual interference due to flame l fects and staging were experienced. 
Usable Very Mq9h frequency (VHF) Wa were received until 67,620 s=onds 
(18:47:00). The Secure Range Safety Coanand Systems (SRSCS) on the 
S-IC and S-II stages wgre ready to perfom their functions properly. 
on coammnd, if flight conditions during launch phase had required 
destruct. Tk system properly safed the S-Ii dcstict system on a 
coammnd transmftted shortly after completion of powered flight (589 
seconds). The perfonrunce of the Conand Cornrrnications System (CCS) 
was sittisfuctary frnr liftoff through 151,200 seconds (4?:4C:45. Good 
trackSrg dab were recefved from the C-Band radar, tith Ha*sif (W) 
indicating last record of fnterrogatfon at 16,915 seconds (4:41:55). 
In general, ground engineering camera coverage was good; however, there 
was rx, coverage of the 63 second anomaly because of cloud cover. 
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Total vehicle mass, determined from post-flight analysis, was within 
i -91 percent of prek'clion from ground ignition through S-II stage 
shutdown. This larger than anticipated difference was due mainly to 
the S-IC/S-II inter-stage not separating as expected. Had the S-II 
stage residuals and OWS not been 4900 pounds less than oredicted, 
this percentage wouid have been greater. 

Skylab-l launch vehicle instrumentation recorded unusual disturbances 
at approximately 63 and 593 seconds during flight. The first evidence 
of anomalous behavior was an increase in S-II stage antenna reflected 
power beginning at 59.87 seconds. At 62.76 seconds the Work Shop film 
\!auTt vibration measurement recorded a structural transient which 
propag3ied !rp and down the space vehicle. 
imnedlately after 

At approximately 593 seconds, 
:-IT/CM separation, another transient was recorded 

on the IU and Orbital Work Shop (OWS) instrumentation. The cause of the 
transient at 63 seconds WLS structural failure and release of the Orbital 
Work Shop lOWS\ meteoroid shield, and premature fracture of the OWS Solar 
Array System (5%) Wing No. 2 t-e down fittings, permitting Wing No. 2 
to partia‘lly deploy. The 56,3 second transient was caused by the 
partiaily deployed SAS Wing do. 2 being rotated past its fully deployed 
position and torn from its hinges by impingement of the S-II retro 
PiUllUi. The vehicle reacted properly to the disturbances orfginating 
at the OWS. The origin of this anomaly was in a unique payload and 
external to the launch vzqicle; therefore, no launch vehicle corrective 
action is planned. The only siqnificant effect was the damage causing 
*he S-II second plane separation failure. 

?+e Dlanned Saturn Work Shop (SWS) activation and deployment functions 
occurred as scheduled except for the solar array wing problems, witn 
transfer of attitude control from the Ill to the ATM at approximately 
4 hours and 50 minutes. The payload shroud was jettisoned, and the 
Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) and its solar array were deployed as 
planned during the first orbit. The OWS solar array Wing No. 1 
released as planned during the first orbit but stooped after only a 
few degrees of movement. This array was restrained from fur&r Iltive- 
ment by debris from the meteoroid shield. 

The first astronaut crew arrived at the SWS on May 25. 1973. After a 
flya,=ound inspection and a soft docking, the crew undecked and attempted 
to free the solar arriy Uing No. 1 using special tools while standing in 
the open coa~~nd module hatch. This activity was not successful. A 
later attempt on mission day 14 using Skylab extravehicular activity 
facilities was successful in deploying the wing which subsequently 
operated normally. 

The crew cofllpleted the deactivation procedures and left the SWS on 
June 22, 1973, after a stay of 28 days. 
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MISSION OBJECTiVES ACCOMPLISHMENT 

Table 1 presents the Marshall Space FiSght Center (MSFC) launch vehicle . 
object; ves for Skylab i 

Plan St 
as defined :n the "Saturn Mission Implewntation 

L-ifSA-513," KSFC Document PM-SAT-8010.21, Revision A, dated 
March 30, 1973. An assessment of the degree of accomplishment of each 
objective is shown. Discussion supporting the assessment can be found 
in other sections of this report as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Kission Objective Accomplishments 

LALfirQl VEHICLE OBJECTIVES 
/ 

Boost l d insert the Soturn woti 
shop (%) Into,r circular earth 
orbit of &out 234 n q i. rltl- 
tude at an lncllnrtion of 50 
with 8 descerul~ng node of 153.25' 

After earth mbit insertion. 
sepwete the S-II st8ge frm 
the % so es to preclude 
recontact with the % for 
rt least eight months. 

After sepw8tia. vmt the 
S-II st8ge rcridvrl pro- 
pellants l d presswants to 
make the st8g8 srfe fmm 
l xplos7ve 0~~~ssur-e. 

DE6REEOF 
Acco191 ISJmNT DISCREPIYlCIES 

Cwlete NW 

Corplete 

Ctmlet8 

Nate 

Nme 

I 

SECTIDW IK 
MUCH DISCUSSED 

1 

4 

6 

Pvvvide lttltude cmtml tlgnals 
to ut8 Thmlsur nttitud8 cmtrd 
systm (TAG) mtll % rttltub 
cmtm1 is witchtd to wbe L#llo 
TeIescop rwUle Dlgltal Cm- 
puter (Am). 

wlek- non 9 

5 ProvSb sdtch selector 
cm to initiate % 
deplopmnt aOcratiows. 

I  
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F&iLiMES AND ANOMALIES 

Evaluation of the Skylab-l launch vehicle and Launch Vehicle Ground 
Support Equipment data revealed the four failures and/or anomalies 
sumarized below, the first and fourth of whSch are considered 
significant. 

xxi x/xxx 



SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTIOlY 

1.1 PURPOSE 

This eport provides the National Aeronautics and Space AdAlinistration 
(NASA) Headquarters, and other interested agencies, with the launch 
vehicle evaluation results of the SA-513 flight (Skylab-l). The basic 
objective of flight evaluation is to acouire, reduce, analyze, evaluate 
and report on flight data to the extene required to assum future 
mission success and vehicle reliability. To accarplish this objective, 
actual flight problems are identified, their causes detemined, and 
recoeVnendations made for appropriate corrective action. 

This report contains the performance evaluation of the major launch 
vehicle systems, with special emphasis on problems. Sumaries of launch 
operations and Saturn Work Shop performance are included. 

The official George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (NW) position at 
this tim is represented by this report. It will not be follmd by a 
similar report unless continued analysis or new information should prove 
the conclusions presented herein to be significantly incorrect. 

1.3 PERFDRUANCE PREDICTIo)IS BASELINE 

Unless otherwise noted, all performance predictions quoted herein for 
comparison purposes are based on the Q-1 Launch Vehicle Operational 
Trajectory Data for May 13 launch, transmitted by S&E-AERCMTT-59-73, 
dated May 3rd. 

l-l/ l-2 



SECTION 2 

EVENT TIMES 

2.1 SUMMARY OF EVENTS 

Range zero occurred at 13:30:00 Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) (17:30:00 
Universal Time [UT]) May 14, 1973. Range time is the elapsed time from 
range zero, and is the time used throughout tnis report unless otherwise 
noted. Time from base time is the elapsed time from the start of the 
indicated time base. Table 2-l presents the time bases used in the 
flight sequence program. 

Table 2-1. Time Base Sumnary 

WC BASE 
VEHICLE TIML* 

SE COYCS 

-16.95 -16.95 

0.59 0.53 

140.79 140.75 

158.25 158.25 

589.17 589.17 

919.27 919.27 

29.399.53 29.399.42 

GR!Jim TIHt** 
SLCG!il,S SICHAL START 

Guidance Reference Release 

IU I'.nbilical Disconnect 
Sensed by LVDC 

Initiated by LVLK 0.1 
Seconds after S-IC CECO 
camand 

S-It OCCO Sensed by LVDC 

S-11 OLCO Sensed by LVDC 

Vehicle Achieved Gravity 
Gradient Attitude 
Yithin 5' 

First Computation Cycle 
After Tq l 28810 Second5 

l bngc Tim of occurrence as indicated b) uncorrected LVBC clock, 
i.e., the tim of event as tagged onboard. converted to range tinr. 

qmge Tim of Ground receipt n * t~ie~~~~trrmi ci-qal from vehicle. 
InCludcS telemtry transnisslon tllr and LYDC clock correction. 
See fiowe 2-l. 

The start of time bases TD, Tl, T 
approximately 0.7 seconds late, 3 

and T3 were nominal. Tq was initiated 
a ter receiving the S-II velocity cutoff 

and S-II engines out interruot as discussed in Sections 6 and 9 of this 
document. Start time of T4A was approximately 13.1 seconds earlier than 
predicted, initiated when tW vehicle achieved an attitude within 5' of 
being parallel with the local vertical. Time base T5 was initiated 
by the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) during the first computation 
cycle to exceed 14 + 28,810 seconds and was approximately 0.9 seconds 
later than predicted. 
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Fiaure 2-l. SF.-513 LVDC Clock/Ground Time Differeme 

Figure 2-l st~ous the difference hctueen telemetry signal receipt at a 
ground station and time of occurrence of an event as indicated by tne 
LVDC clock. This curve includes the adj~rtmentr for LVDC clock speed. 

A sumnary of significant event times for 56-513 is given in Table 2-2. 
The preflight predicted times have been adjusted to match the actual 
first motion time. The predicted times for establishing actual minus 
predicted times in Table 2-2 were taken fmn 4ON336338, “Interface Control 
Docunent DefinitCon of Saturn SA-Slj/Skylab 1 flight Sequence Program" 
and from the Skylab-l launch Vehicle Dperatimal Trajectory Data for 
MBy 14 launch as tranmitted by S&F-AERfMfJ-53-73, dated Mav 3, 3933. 

2.2 VAUIABLE TIME AND COPHANDED SUIfCH SELECTOR EVENTS 

Table 2-3 lists the switch selector events *&ich were issued during the 
flight, but were not programed for specific times. 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Summary 

iTEM EVENT CESCRI PT ION 

1 XtIDANCE QEFERENCE RELEASE 
(CQR J 

2 S-It EYGINE START SEOUENCE 
COW ANC t CROUN 0 J 

3 S-It ENGINE NO-5 START 

4 S-IC ENGlNf Nfl.1 START 

5 S-IC ENGINE NO.3 START 

6 S-IC ENGlNE NC.2 STAR? 

I S-IC ENCJlhF NC.4 START 

P ALL S-IC E?:tlNES THRUST OU 

I1 IV UW3f~ICAt DISCOYNECT. SfAP 
OF TIM hA,SE 1 111) 

12 RECIN fr)rEU CLEARANCE PITCH 
ANC VAY mANEUVEI 

13 END PITCH MANFUVER 

14 nEGIN PITCM bW0 AOLL CANtfUVER 

15 S-YC OUTJOA~C ENtlNE CANT ON 
‘4’ 

lb MAW 1 

17 EN0 WILL MNEUVEU 

lb WAlllWJP 0VNAPIC PRESSIIRE 
(NAY QJ 

19 FLICM: CONTROL COMPVTEa SMTC 
MlNf NO. 1 

IC CElrfIER EWtl WE CUtOff 
Cco)IbNC 

-lC CENTELI EodlNE CUTnFF 
lCEC0 J 

RI’ 
ALTUAL 

SEC 

-17.0 

-8.9 

-6. I! 

-6.5 

-6.1 

-6. I 

-6.3 

-1.e 

0.0 

0.2 

0.6 

1.6 

s-9 

12.2 

20.5 

105.5 

130. (> 

140. t 

160.72 

E TIME 
C t-PREO 

SFC 

0.0 

0.0 

O-1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0. 

-0.3 

0.0 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

1.0 

0.0 

-0.4 

0.0 

-1-s 

0.0 

0.1 

0.1 

0.02 

TINE 
-rvrc 

SEC 

-11.5 

-9.5 

-1-3 

-7.0 

-7.2 

-7.2 

-6.1 

-2.4 

-0-b 

-0.4 

0.0 

1.0 

5.2 

11.4 

20.0 

60.5 

62.9 

72.9 

105.0 

130.0 

140.1 

140.14 

RON R4SE 
Y l-PREC 

SEC 

0 . . 1 

-0.1 

O-1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

-0.3 

-0.1 

O-0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.9 

0.0 

-0.4 

0.0 

-1.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

4.04 
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Table 2-2. Significant Fvert Times Summary (Continued) 
r 

I liY LVFNT DESCQIpTlON 

23 START O= TIME 3ASF 2 (12) 

24 .s-IC IWTPi-ARC ENGIUFS C~JT~FF 
FYABLE Ct’C”4ND 

RANGE TIPF I TIPS F(IPM RfiSE 
ttlll AL ACT-PRED ’ AC T’JAl AC T-PP El 

tsr SFT SfC SEC 

160.9 0.1 0.0 9.0 

152.5 0.1 ll.? 0.0 

23 I?FGI\ TILT ACRCST 15Q.l 1.0 17.3 0.0 

21, ,S- IC ncJTRr)ARr: ENtINt CUTOFF 158.16 0.01 1?.3? -0.05 
1 (DFCP) 
I 

27 /C-K FYGIYSS Nrl. 1 G 3 CUTOFF 159.16 0.00 17.37 -0.07 

2A s-li ENGlh’FS NC. 2 r; L CUTOFF 159.23 0.00 I I.44 -0.07 

29 STAQT “F TluC 9ASE 3 (131 15,“.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 

39 STAR1 S-T! LP2 TANK HIGH 15P.? 0.0 0.1 0.0 
PRESSUuE VENT YOCE 

31 S-11 LH? RECIRCULATION PUMPS 15e.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 
CFF 

32 s-xc/s-11 SEPAQATI~~N CrlYlr(ANO 159.9 O-9 1.6 -0.1 
TO FIRE SEPASATlOh’ OEVICES 
ANC RET+\? ‘KISORS 

33 S-1C 9ETRl-J MnT’)R EMU FIRE 159.9 -0.1 1.1 0.0 
Sl%l\L 

36 SEPARATION STRUCTURE 159.9 -0.1 1.7 -0.1 
COYPLETELY SEVERED 

35 S-11 F&GINS START SEOUE’KE 160.6 0.0 2.4 0.0 
COMMAND ( ESC 1 

36 S-11 E%!I;INE SCLEMOIT! ACllVAT- 160.6 0.0 2.4 0.0 
ION (AwFRAGE OF FIvEI 

13 ARM NO. 2 183.3 0.0 25.1 0.0 

44 S- iI SECCW PL4UE SEP&RATlDN 109.9 0.0 31. T 0.0 
COMRAND t.fEfll SON S-1 t rFT 
IcufERSf4CE SLP~k~TloN (I II 

. 
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Table 2-2, Significant Event Times Summary (Continued) 

RANGE TIME TIME FROM BASE 
ITEM EVENT DFSCR IPT ION 

SEC SEC SEC SEC 

45 S-11 SECnYO PLANE SEPARAt ION 190.0 0.1 31.8 0.1 
ERU FIRE SIGNAL 41 1Wt36-2061 

46 S-1 I SECCNC PLANE SEPAUAT i@N 190.0 0.0 31.8 0.0 
CD’W4uD (JEllI SON S-I I AFT 
INTEQSl4C.E SEPIAAT ION I 28 

47 S-II SECr)YF PLANE SEPARA~lON 
ERY FIRE SlCNAL r2 tM87-206) - 

- 

48 17ER411VE GUICANCE MODE (IWB 197.1 0.9 39.n 0.8 
PHASE 1 INIt IATED 

49 STEER INC MISALICN~ENT (SW b , 216.4 -0.4 SO.1 -0.5 
INlTIATION 

i 

SD FL IGHT CCNTROL CO*Wl ER SWITCH 22O.r, 0.0 62.4 0.0 
POINT 83 

51 S- I1 CENTER FYGINE CUlnfF 314.c -0.2 155.0 -0.2 
COWAN’) 
VELOC I TV OEPEYOENT EVENT 

52 S-11 CENTER ENGINE CUTOFF 314.05 4.19 lS5.19 -0.21 
(CECO ) 

53 STARt OF tRANSITlOYAL tAU 315.1 0.0 lS6.8 0.7 
PCCE BEGlN IGU PHASE 2 

54 FL ICHf CONi’ROL CmPUfER SLITCH NO.6 0.0 192.4 0.0 
PCINT I4 

5S S-11 LOW ENGINE mIXtUnE aAt 403.7 1.1 24s.4 1 .c 
1E*RI SMIFT (ACTUAL 1 
vE~aX1 TV DEPENfBENt EVENT 

5a St4Rf CC 4(lTIFICIY TAU WOE 404-s 2.0 246.i 2.1 
DECIN IW PwAfE 3 : 

I 

$I BEGIcl tER*lNAc SIEEnlWC Sb0.8 5.1 610.6 S-1 

S0 ;UtCANCE CUtoFF SICUAC 1fiCS1 slw, 9b o-s* 430.71 0.63 

SQ s- I1 OutBOAR EWCInE CUfOFF 5OR.99 0.47 430.14 . 0.b6 
tOECOb 

b0 StARt OF f!ME 0ASE 4 s93.2 0.7 0.0 0.0 

Al S-II/SUS SE?ARAtICM CCaMm s91.1 O-6 2.0 0.0 
ttl FIRE SEPAlAtlC)Y OCVICES 
ANO REfcyl MCtQ@S 9 1 

62 -It/SuS SEPAPAtIr*r CfWmAm 591.2 C-6 2.1 0.0 
TO FIRE SfRA(lAfIOW DEVICES 
AWO UEl#) ry)toRS l 2 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Summary (Continued) 

ITEI 

63 

64 

bS 

66 

67 

60 

69 

TO 

14 

7s 

76 

77 

ID 

79 

DO 

EVENT OEXR IPflON 

S-II RETRD m0vt-m md FIRE 
SIGNAL (MM-20b.*ES-2068 

RAI 

SEC 

591.1 

E TIUE 
AC T-PR ED 

SEC 

0.6 

TIME 
1KT AL 

SE: 

2.0 

PM 

KM BASE 
UT-PRd 

SEC 

0.0 

SFPARLT ION Ebw FIRE 5 IGNAL 
INlOl-ZOb.mlOZ-206) 

591.2 0.1 2.1 0.1 

SEPAPAT IoN SlRtXTURE 
COMPLE IELY SEVERE0 

591.1 0.5 2.0 -0.1 

INITIATF S-I I f IMER 

S-11 NPV FIRING UNIT CMRCEO 

3RIJIT INSERTION 

BEGIN MAYEUVER Tl! Lncu 
VERTtCAL ATTITllDE 

591.2 0.6 2.0 -0.1 

592. C -0.1 2.8 -0.8 

599.0 0.7 9.1 0.0 

599.6 1.1 to.4 0.4 

~~INtTIATE ALL 511: SaFtNG VEY 
l *SEQUENCED BY S-I I ONBOAR 

CCh’TRCL AFTER 5 EPARAT ION 

005.1 4.5 216.3 3.9 

START OF TIME B4SE Nfl CA (I64 

*4YLOAO SMRDUO JET11 SDN 

INITIATE MANEUVER TO SOLIR 
INERTIAL ATT1 TuDE 

919.2 -13.1 0.0 0.0 

920.4 -13.6 1.2 -0.s 

911.1 -13.s 369.6 -14.2 

INtTt 1TE Ifr DEPLWIENT 

INtTtATE ATM SOLAR ARRAYS 
DEPLOYRENT 

999.1 0.6 410.0 0.0 

1492.3 0.6 903-Z 0.0 

LTM TELEMETRY ON 

INITtbTE 06 SDLAR ARl4YS 
DEFLCYWENT 

2209.1 0.6 1620.0 0.0 

24bS.t 0.6 18tb.b 0.0 

IN IT I ATE RETECJRO ID SMIELD 
DEPLOYMENT 

5754.1 0.6 517s.o 0.0 

r4Cf comm TR &NSFfR tU TO &TM lT400. ? 0.6 lb@1 1.6 -0-l 

STMT TtME D&SE ND. S t TSJ 29399.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2-3. Variable Time and Camanded Switch Selector Events 

RANGE TIME 

FUNCTION STAGE TIME 
BAF$EC, 

fEwMKs 
(SEC) 

Telemetry Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate ON 

IU 672.4 Tq +a3.3 Newfoundland 

Telelnetry Calibrator IU 677.4 T4 +BB.3 Newfoundland 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF 

Hater Coolant Valve 
CLOSED 

IU 949.2 Tq +360.1 Newfoundland 

Water Coolant Valve 
CLOSED 

IU 3349.2 T4 +2760.0 Newfoundland 

Telemetry Calibrator IU 3360.5 T4 +2771.3 Camarvon 
In-Flight Calibrate Q Revolution 1 

Telemetry Calibrator !U 3365.5 T4 +2776.3 CWMNon 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF Revolution 1 

Telemtry Calibrator IU 5704.5 T4 +5115.3 Texas 
In-Flight Calibrate ON 

Telemetry Calibrator IU 5709.5 T4 +5120.3 Texas 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF 

Water Coolant Valve 
OPER 

IU 5749.2 T4 +5160.0 Texas 

Yater Wlant Valve 
CLOSED 

IU 6049.2 T, +5460.1 Texas 

AM Deploy Buses OFF 

Telemetry Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate ON 

ws 11.038.7 T4 +10.449.5 LVDC rnd 

IU 11.096.5 T4 +10,X)7.3 Hawaii 

Telemetry Calibrator IU 11,;01.5 T4 +10.512.3 Hawaii 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF 

Hater Coolant Valve IU 12.949.2 T4 412,360.l Madrid 
CLOSED Revolution 3 

Tel-try Calibrator IV 15,4Bo.s T4 +14,8%.3 tloneysuckle 
In-Flight Calibrate o)r Revolution 3 

Telatry Calibrator IU 15.4BS.s 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF 

T4 +14,B96.3 Honeysuckle 
Revolution 3 

Tel-try Calibrator IU 17.3B4.5 
In-Flight Calibrate BN 

T4 +16,795.3 Goldstone 
Revolution 3 

Telatry Calfbrator IU 17.389.5 
In-Fllgbt CalGrate BFF 

T4 +16.BW.3 Goldstone 
Revolution 3 
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Table 2-3. Variable Time and Ccmnanded Switch Selector Events 

(Continued) 

PJ\NGE TIME 
FUNCTION STAGE TIME FROM REMARKS 

(SEC) BASE (SEC) 

Water Coolant Valve IIJ 17,749.3 T4 +17,160.1 Goldstone 
OPEN Revolution 3 

Teiemetry Calibrator IU 18.688.5 Tq t18.099.3 Canary 
In-Flight Calibrate DN Revolution 4 

Telemetry Calibrator :ii 18.693.5 T4 t18.104.3 Canar? 
!n-Flight Calibrate OFF Revolution 4 

Water Coolant Valve IU 25.249.3 
OPEN 

T4 t24.660.1 Ascension 
Revolution 5 

Telemetry Calibrator IU 29.216.5 Tq t28.627.3 Goldstone 
In-Flight Calibrate ON Revolution 5 

Telemetry Calibrator IU 29.221.5 T4 28.632.3 Goldstone 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF Revolution 5 

Comnand Rate IU 34.986.2 T5 t5586.7 LVDC Comnand 
Measurement Switch Golds tone 

Revolution 6 

Water Coolant Valve 
OPEN 

Telemetry Caiibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate ON 

IU 35.449.3 LVDC Comnand T5 t6049.7 
Goldstone 
Revolution 6 

IU 35.728.5 T5 +6329.0 Texas 
Revolution 6 

Telemetry Calibrator IU 35.733.5 T5 +6334.0 Texas 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF Revolution 6 
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SECTION 3 

LAUNCH OPERATIONS 

3.1 SUPIMARY 

The ground systems supporting the SA-513/Skylab 1 countdown and 
launch performed satisfactorily with the exception of the Launch 
Vehicle Ground Support Equilxnent (LVGSE) Mobile Launcher canputer 
drum read errors. This malfunction, which is discussed in para- 
graph 3.5.2 caused no launch delay. The space vehicle was launched 
at 13:30:00 Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) ('7:30:00 UT) on Hay 14, 1973, 
from Pad 39A of the Kennedy Space Center, Saturn Complex. There were 
no unscheduled holds in the countdown. Damage to the pad, Launch 
lknbilical Tower (LUT) and support equipment was considered minimal. 

3.2 PRE! AUNCH MI LESTONES 

A chronological sunrrdry cf prelaunch milestones for the SA-513 
launch is contained in ;able 3-l. All stages, S-IC, S-II, and IU, 
performed normally during the countdown except during S-IC LOX 
loading, when the vent valves were being cycled to maintain a 2-4 
psig ullage pressure, the open position switch on the LOX vent 
valve exhibited intermittent pickup or chatter. This occurred on 
the middle 4 of 6 valve cycles, and did not occur during the 
remainder of the countdown. It is believed that the chatter was 
due to the effect of the higher vent flowrates during this period 
when only one vent is used to vent the tank at 4 psig. This chatter 
has occurred during this same time period on previous countdowns. 
The chatter did not cause any problem nor affect valve operation. 

3.3 TERMINAL COWTDOWN 

The SA-513/Skylab 1 teninal countdown was picked up at T-123 hours 
on May 9, 1973. Scheduled holds were initiated at T-7 hours for a 
duration of 30 minutes, and at T-2 hours for a duration of 1 hour. 
The space vehicle was launched at 13:3D:DD EDT on May 14, 1973. 

At T-l hour 58 minutes, it was determined that the readout of the 
Mobile Launcher Computer (HLC) magnetic drun during the execution of 
the SE89 "Alternate Memory Checker Program" was erroneous. This is 
discussed in paragraph 3.5.2. 

3.4 PROPELLANT LOADING 

3.4.1 RP-1 Loading 

The RP-1 system successfully supported countdown and launch without 
incident. Tail Service Mast (TSM) l-2 fill and replenish was accom- 
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Table 3-1. SA-513/SL-1 Prelaunch Milestones 

DATE ACTIVITY OR EVENT 

January 1, 1971 S-II-13 Stage Arrival 

July 26, 1972 S-IC-13 Stage Arrival 

August 2, 1972 S-IC Erection on Mobile Launcher (NL) - 2 

September 20, 1972 S-II Erection 

September 29, 1972 Saturn Work Shop (SWS) Erection 

October 27, 1972 Instrument Unit (IU) - 513 Arrival 

November 1, 1972 IU Erection 

January 3, 1973 Launch Vehicle (LV) Electrical Systems 
Test Completed 

February 6, 1973 LV Propellant Dir rrion/Halfunction 
Overall Test (DA1 r Complete 

February 28, 1973 LV Service An OAT Complete 

Pdrch 21, 1973 Space Vehicle (SV) OAT No. 1 (Plugs In) -let, 

March 26, 1973 SV Electrical Mate 

March 30, 1973 SV Flight Readiness Test (FRT) Completed 

April 26, 1973 SV/ML Transfer to Pad 39A 

April 26, 1973 RP-1 Loading 

Flay 2, 1973 Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT) 
Completed (Met) 

Hay 3, 1973 CDDT Completed (Dry) 

Flay 9, 1973 SV Tenainal Countdown Started (T-123 Hours) 

May 14, 1973 SV Launch 
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plished at T-5@ hours and S-IC level adjust and fill line inert 
occurred at about T-30 minutes. Both operations were satisfactory, 
there were no failures or anomalies. Launch countdown support 
consumed 211,373 gallons of RP-1. 

3.4.2 LOX Loading 

The LOX system supported countdown and launch satisfactorily. The 
fill sequence began with S-II chilldown at 7:OZ EDT, F-lay 14, 1973. 
and was completed 2 hours 5 minutes later with S-IC main fill complete 
at 9:07 EDT. Replenishment was automatic through the Terminal Count- 
down Sequence without incident. LOX consumption during launch count- 
down was 532,000 gallons. 

3.4.3 LH2 Loading 

The LH2 system successfully supported countdown and launch. The fill 
sequence began at 9:21 EGT, May 14, 1973, and was completed 45 min- 
utes later when normal replenish was established at lo:06 EDT. S-II 
replenish was automatic until terminated at initiation of the Tenni- 
nal Countdown Sequencer. Launch countdown support consumed approxi- 
mately 335,000 gallons of LH2. 

3.5 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 

3.5.1 Ground/Vehicle Interface 

In general, performance of the ground service systems supporting all 
stages of the launch vehicle was satisfactory. Overall damage to 
the pad, LUT, and support equipment from blast and flame impingement 
was considered minimal. 

The Propellant Tanking Computer System (PTCS) adeouately supported all 
countdown operations and there was no damage or system failures. 

The Envirormnental Control System (ECS) successfully supported the 
SA-513 countdown. All specifications for ECS flow rates, tempera- 
tures, and pressures were met and flow/pressure criteria were 
satisfactory during the air to GN2 changeover. 

The Holddown Arms and Service Ann Control Switches (SACS) satisfac- 
torily supported count&n and launch. All Holddown Arms released 
pneumatically within a 12 millisecrnd period. The retraction and 
explosive release lanyard pull was accomplished in advance of ord- 
nance actuation with a 33 millisecond margin. Penunatic release 
valves 1 and 2 opened within 18 milliseconds after SACS anned signal. 
The SACS primary switches closed at 399 and 387 milliseconds after 
conmni t. SACS secondary switches closed 963 and 966 milliseconds 
after carmit. 
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Overall performance of the Tail Service Masts and Hydraulic Charging 
Unit was satisfactory. Mast retraction times were nominal; 2.163 
seconds for TSM l-2, 2.625 seconds for RSM 3-2 and 2.522 seconds for 
TSM 3-4, measured from umbilical plate separation to mast retracted. 

The preflight and inf'ight Service Arms (S/A's 1 through 6, 6A, 7 and 
8) supported the countdown in a satisfactory manner. Performance was 
norrrinal during terminal count and liftoff. 

The primary damping c,ystem was retracted before propellant loading as 
G p;-ecautionary measr:re to preclude occurrence of a ruptured hose problem 
similar to that on V-206 during Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT). 
It was maintained ir operational status so reconnect could be accomplished 
should it be needed before the canpletion of propellant loading. The 
requirement for the Auxiliary Damping System was deleted for SL-1 launch 
countdown. 

The Digital Events Evaluation (DEE)- 3 and DEE-6 systems satisfactorily 
supported all countdown operations. There weti no system failures and 
no launch damage. 

3.5.2 MSFC Furnished Ground Supwrt Eauipnent 

MSFC furnished electrical and mechanical ground support equipment 
successfully supported the Skylab 1 launch. 

At T-l hour 58 minutes, it was determined that the readout of the 
Mobile Launcher Computer (MLC) magnetic drun dur'ng the execution 
of the SE89 "Alternate Memory Checker Program" was erroneous. A 
subsequent drun-read incorrectly altered the MLC alternate memory. 
The MLC alternate memory was restored successfully by operator 
intervention. Drun-read problems were then experienced during the 
S-IC propellant monitor program. At T-l hour 30 minutes, a decision 
was made to conti?oo the countdown without the use of the MLC mag- 
netic drun. This decision precluded further execution of the 
following non-cr;,.ical launch functions: 

FT49/FESO ST-124M Acceleraneter Monitor Progrmns 
BE01 S-IC Propellant Temperaturn Monitor 
BE02 S-TC Propellant Level Monitor 
SE89 Alternate Memary Checker 

Real time work-arwnds utilizing telemetry and Digital Data Acquisi- 
tion System data were implanted to provide equivalent monitoring 
functions. 

During postlaunch trouble shooting a failed diode in a flip-flop 
circuit in the FU darn address circuitry was found. However, 
analysis shti this failure was probably not related to the 
obsewed erroneous drrm-read symptoms. During further trouble 
shooting, a printed circuit board (PCB) in the MLC drus address 
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circuitry was removed and reinserted, clearing the failure and 
indicating that the cause was improper seating. Additional site 
testing verified that no intermittent component failure was involved 
and confirmed improper scjting of the PCB as the cause of the 
anomaly. 

Computer test and maintenance procedures were reviewed and determined 
to be adequate. Improperly seated printed circuit boards are an 
infrequent occurrence, and are normally revealed in early testing 
so that the countdown is not materially affected. Therefore, no 
corrective action was taken. 
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SECTION 4 

TRAJECTORY 

4.1 SUmARY 

The vehicle was launched on an aximuth 90 degrees east of north. A roll 
maneuver was initiated at 12.2 seconds that placed the vehicle on a flight 
azimuth of 40.880 degrees east of north. The trajectory parameters were 
generally close to naninal except the S-fC velocity which was 18.0 meters 
per second greater than nominal at the outboard engine cutoffs. The 
largest contributors to this veiocity have been identified as the tailwind 
and higher stage specific impulse. The Saturn York Shop (SUS) insertion 
conditions were achieved 0.64 second later than naninal with altitude 
nominal and velocity 0.6 meter per second gmater than nominal. S-II 
stage performance deviated fraa noninal in large part because the aft 
interstage failed to separate. 

Orbital insertion parameters of the spent S-II stage deviated slightly 
frown winal but recontact with the SUS was precluded for at least eight 
months. 

A study to detenine the inpact footprint of the leteomid shield's debris 
is reported herein. 
are provided. 

Also, the orbital parameters of the spent S-II stage 

4.2 TRAJECTORY EVALUATION 

The reconstructed trajectory was generated by Rprging the ascent phase and 
the orbit phase trajectory seQllents. The analysis for each phase was con- 
ducted separately with appropriate end point constraints to provide trajectory 
continuity. Available C-band radar and US8 tracking data plus telclletcred 
guidance velocity data were used in the trajectory reconstruction. 

4.2.1 Ascent Phase 

The ascent phase spans the interval fma guidance reference release through 
earth orbit insertion. The ascent trajectory was established by using 
telenetemd guidance velocity data as generating paructers to fit tracking 
data fr# three C-band stations (Merritt Island, Patrick Air Force Base. 
and Be& FPQ-6) and one S-band station (3erudr). Approximtely 22 
percent of the C-band tracking data and 31 percent of the S-band tracking 
data were eliminated due to inconsistencies. The launch phase portion of 
the ascent phase (liftoff to appmxiwkly 20 seconds) was establish& by 
constraining integrated telsllctered navigation data to the best estillate 
trajectory. 
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Actual and nominal altitude, surface range, and crossrange for the ascent 
phase are presented in Figure 4-1. Actual and nominal space-fixed velocity 
and flight path angle during ascent are shown in Figu= 4-2. Actual and 
nominal L3mparisons of total non-gravitational accelerations are shwn in 
Figure 4-3. The maximun! acceleration during S-IC bum was 4.45 g. 

Mach ntier and dynamic pressure are shown in Figure 4-4. These para- 
meters were calculated using meteorological data measured to an altitude of 
ui.5 ki1onleter-s (33.7 nmi). Above this altitude, the measured data were 
merged into the US Standard Reference Atmosphere. 

Actual and nominal values of parameters at significant trajectory event 
times, S-IC and S-II cutoff events, and separatim events are shwn in 
Tables 4-1, 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4, respectively. 

The S-IC velocity at cutoff, although well within the 30 limits, was 
noticeably higher than predicted. A iimited investigation as to possible 
causes yielded the following information: The winds on launch day were 
higher than the prediction used in the Operational Trajectory. Being princi- 
pally tailwinos, this would effectively improve S-K perfornana and add 
approximately 8 m/s to the S-IC velocity at cutoff. It was also found 
that increasing the S-IC stage specicic impulse used in the Operational 
Trajectory by approximately 0.2% would produce an additional 6 n/s in 
velocity. Other contributors, which were not simulated but would result 
in increased S-IC perfomance are: lower-than-pwdfcted RP-1 density, 
lower S-II weight (propellant and payload), unpredicted S-II insulation 
ablation, and the separation of the mteoroid shield. 

From extensive data evaluation and flight radar observations it NM 
concluded that the S-II aft interstage failed to separate completely when 
coumnanded at 189.9 seconds. A 1isc;lssion of these analyses is pmsented 
in paragraph 9.5.2. 

4.2.2 Earth Orbit Phase 

Orbital tracking was conducted by the NASA Spacecraft Tracking and Data 
Network. Two C-band stations (Hewitt Island and Rem&) provided two 
data passes at the beginning of the fint orbit. Ten S-band stations 
(Merritt Island, Bermuda, Canary, Ascension. Madrid, Camarvon, Honeysuckle, 
Hawaii, Goldstme and Texas) furnished twenty additional tracking passes 
during the first three revolutions. 

felemtered guidana velocity data uelp used to derive the orbital non- 
gravitatimal l cceleratron (venting) m&l. The orbit trajectoy was 
obtained by integratfng a corpmhensive force m&l (gravtty plus ventina) 
with corrected inserticm cmdftims fonard to 16,200 seconds (1:30:00) 
uhicB is near Transfer to ATM Control. The insertion conditions #re 
obtained by using the foKIc mdel and a dlfferPntia1 CoFtpction procedure 
to fit the available tracking data. 
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Table 4-l. Comparison of Sfgnlflcant SA-513 Trajectory Events 

ftrst notIon 

t-11 

S-II 

l :(e4rest Time Point Avdilrble 

fottl Xon-Grrr(tr)lonrl 
Ace~ler~tlon. ml 

! 
1 

(fC/S 1 
(9) 

Rtngr Ttmr. set 

Altltuee. km 
(nmr 1 

Rulgr Tine. set 

Dynrnic Pressure, n/cm’ 
(lbflftl) 

Mtltud;,kl; 
n 

llrn9e time, set 

Accelrrctlon, ITI/!’ 

('t'?9I 

Rrn9r Tlnr, sot 

Accrlwrtion, m/92 

('t't;i 

Range Ifme. see 

voIoc1cy. m/s 
(ft/sl 

Rrnor limo, set 

VIlOC!L 
t;t::; 

- 

.l.lj) 
61.0 

7.7 
14.2) 

73.5 

, ‘: .‘- 
(biO.781 

12.0 
(6.51 

143.'2 

43.66 
iI;&;!; 

559.50 

23.97 
(76.60: 

(2.48) 

159.00 

2.565.3 
(8,416.J) 

590.50 

7.333.3 
(24.553.1) 

T.5 
11.;: 

'5 , 

J.3; 
(645.461 

12.3 
(6.6) 

>dR. Ji 

23.35 
(79.39: 

(2.48) 

159.22 

2.541.0 
(8.156.JJ 



Table 4-2. Comparison of SA-513 S-IC Cutoff Events 

PARANETER 

Range lime, set 

Altitude, km 
(nmi) 

Space-Fixed Velocity, m/s 
(ft/s) 

Flight Path Angle, deg 

Heading Angle, deg 

Surface Range. km 
(nmi 1 

Cross Range. kn 
(nml) 

Cross Range Velocity. m/s 
(Ws) 

Range Tine, stc 

Altitude, km 
(nml) 

Space-Flxcd Vtloclty. m/s 
(ft/t) 

Flight Path Angle, deg 

Hcrdlng Angle. deg 

Surface Range, km 
(ml) 

Cross Range, ka 
t-11 

Cross Range Velocity. n/s 
(Ws) 

I  1 

ACTUAL 1 NOMINAL 1 ACT-NOM 1 

S-IC CECO (ENGINE SOLENOID) I 

140.72 

62.4 
(33.7) 

2.214.4 
(7.265.1) 

32.446 

SO.494 

54.1 
(29.2) 

(0";: 

-1.4 
(-4.6) 

140.62 

61.9 
(33.4) 

2.201.1 
(79221.5) 

32.589 

50.393 

53.1 
(28.7) 

-6.9 
(-22.6) 

T 0 . 

(00;; 

13.3 
(43.6) 

-0.143 

0.101 

1.0 
(0.5) 

(A5 

S-IC OECO (ENGINE SOLEWOID) 

158.16 

35.2 
(46.0) 

2.800.5 
:g,l88.D) 

30.581 

48.443 

85.7 
(46.3) 

-1.7 
(-5.6) 

158.16 

84.7 
(45.7) 

2.782.5 
(9.128.9) 

30.697 

48.302 

84.7 
(45.7) 

-9.8 
(-32.2) 

0.00 

(035 

18.0 
.(S9.1) 

-0.116 

0.141 

(O!iP 

(0";; 

(26I)i; 
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Table 4-3. Comparison of SA-513 S-II Cutoff Events 
.-- - 

PARAMETER 

Range Time, set 314.07 314.24 

Altitude. km 273.2 222.4 
(nml) (i47.5) (147.1) 

Space-Fixed Velocity. n/s 
(ft/s) 

Flight Path Angle. deg 

3.860.6 
(12.666.0) 

15.759 

3.845.3 
(12.630.9) 

15.791 

Heading Angle, deg 48.111 48.107 

Surface Range, km 493.5 490.1 
(nmlj (266.5) (264.6) 

Cross Range, km 
(nnl) .!O!$ 

Cross Range Velocity. m/s 
(Wt) 

(1:;; 

55.2 
(181.1) 

54.6 
(119.1) 

Range ffme. set 

Altitude, La 
(nmf 1 

t 

Space-Flred Veloclt 
I 

, m/s 
Ws) 

Fllght Path Angle, deg 

Herdlng Angle, deg 

furfrcc Range, La 
(Ml 1 

Crass Range, km 
(-1) 

Cress Range Vcloclty. m/s 
(Ws) 

Incllnrtlon, deg 

Descending lode. deg 

Eccentrlclty 

c?;,l;;~: 

ACTUAL I NOMINAL I ACT-NOM 

S-11 CECO (ENGINE SOLENOID) 

S-11 GUIDANCE CUTOFF SIGNAL 

-0.19 

(0";B 

10.7 
(35.1) 

-0.032 

0.004 

(1:;; 

CO!;; 

588.96 588.32 

442.1 
(238.7) 

7.641.9 
(25.071.9) 

0.013 

442.0 
(238.7) 

7.642.2 
(25.072.8) 

0.013 

56.363 56.329 

1.810.7 
(977.7) 

84.5 
(4S.6) 

709.9 
(2.329.1) 

50.029 

153.249 

0.0021 

-58.638.675 
I-631.101.44S) 

1.801.6 
072.8) 

63.6 
(45.1) 

709.1 
(2.326.4) 

50.030 

153.252 

0.0020 

-58.635.937 
(-631,lSl,973) 

0.64 

(A; 

-0.3 
(-0.9) 

0.000 

0.054 

(4';; 

(OOif 

(2:;; 

-0.001 

-0.003 

0.0001 

-2.730 
-29,472) 
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Table 4-4. Comparison of SA-513 Separatfon Events 

PARAHETER ACTUAL I NOMINAL I ACT-NOM 

S-XC/S-II SEPARATION 

Range Tlmc. see 

Altitude. kn 
(nmf I 

Space-Flxtd Velocity. a/s 
(Ws) 

Flight Path Angle. dcg 

Heading Angle, deg 

Surface Range, km 
(nmi 1 

Cross Range, kn 
(nni) 

Cross Range Velocity. a/s 
(Ws) 

Geodetic Latitude. deg II 

Longitude, deg E 

159.9 T 
07.7 

(47.4) 

2.807.0 
(9.209.3) 

30.344 

07.3 
(47.1) 

2.789.1 
(9.lSO.6) 

30.451 

48.422 48.278 

89.4 
(48.3) 

(0";; 

-1.7 
(-5.6) 

29.213 

-80.001 

80.4 
(47.7) 

(O"iP 

-9.8 
(-32.2) 

19.210 

-80.010 

0.0 

(0";: 

17.9 
(58.7) 

-0.107 

0.144 

,o!iP 

(0";: 

(268;; 

0.003 

0.009 

S-tX/SYS SEPARATION 

Range Tiae. set 

Altitude. km 
(mi) 

Space-Fixed Veloc"f;t;;; 

Fljght Path Angle. deg 

Heading Angle. Oeg 

Surface Range. km 
(-1) 

Cross Rang;. 
MI 

:"; 

Cross Range Velocity, m/s 
(Ws) 

Ceodetlc Latitude. deg II 

Longitude. deg E 

s91.1 

442.1 
(238.7) 

7.648.2 
(25.092.5) 

0.003 

56.480 

: Ki; . 

86.0 
(46.4) 

712.1 
(2.336.3) 

39.772 

-66.000 

590.5 

442.0 
(238.7) 

7.648.2 
(25.092.6) 

0.002 

56.429 

1.816.7 
(980.9) 

85.1 
(46.0) 

71;.5 
(2.334.3) 

39.732 

-66.076 

0.6 

(0%; 

(0%: 

0.001 

0.051 

,453 

co:;; 

(206: 

0.040 

0.076 
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A corrparison of actual and nominal earth orbit insertion parameters is 
presented in Table 4-5. The groundtrack from insertion to near Transfer 
to ATM Control near the end of the third orbit is given in Figure 4-5. 

4.2.3 Meteoroid Shield Debris Impact Trajectory 

A three dearee of freedom simulation was used to model the probable 
impact trajectory of the meteoroid shield debris (see Section 17) and 
the resulting impact footprints are shown in Figure 4-6. The following 
items characterize the essential elements used for the simulation: 

a. Initial lelocities and positions were taken from the 7-Day Observed 
'iass Point Trajectory (OMPT) data. 

b. The Cape Kennedy wind data from the SA-513 postflight meteorological 
data tape was used to represent the winds acting on the debris. 

C. A massof 270 kg with an area of 70 m2 (mass per unit ama = 3.86 kg/m2) 
was taken to represent the aluminum shield. 

d. Impact footprints were determined parametrically assuning drag varying 
from 5 percent to 100 percent of flat plate drag, and tilne of separation 
varying from 69 to 65 seconds. 

The 70 percent flat plate drag case is estimated to be the best mpresen- 
tation of the falling mteoroid shield, and the associated point for the 
63-second separation rep=sents the most likely inpact point. 

4.2.4 Spent S-II Orbit 

Skin tracking data of the spent S-II stage were received from the Merritt 
Island, Bermuda and Camarvon C-band radars for portions of the second and 
sixth orbits. Separate o&it solutions were done on the second and six&h 
orbits using a gravity-only m&l. Corrparisons of the actual and nominal 
orbits at two hours range time are presented in Table 4-6. At two hours, 
the SWS and S-II are in the same orbital plane and the SUS trails the S-II 
by three &grees; the separation distance is 298 kiloneters. Table 4-7 
presents the spent S-II stage orbital par-ters at the midpoint of the 
sixth orbit. A conq+arison of these parameters to the mission plan show that 
the apogee altitude was actually 239.5 rather than 234 n.mi. and the perigee 
altitude was 2E.O instead of 197 n. mi. The differences are a result of 
vehicle attitude errors during separation and are discussed in paragraph 
9.5.3. Recontact with the SMS has been precluded for at least eight months 
by the phasing relationship between the orbits, the trim burns raising the 
orbit of the SUS, and the more rapid decay of the S-II orbit due to the 
smaller ballistic coefficient of the S-II stage. 
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Taoie 4-5. Comparison of SA-513 Earth Orbit Insertion Conditions 

PARAMETER ACTUAL NOM1 NAL ACT-NOM 

Range Time, 5ec 598.96 598.32 0.64 

Altitude, km 442.2 442.1 
(nmi ) (238.8) (238.7) COP;; 

Space-Fixed Velocity, m/s 7.649.3 7.648.7 
(ft/s) (25.096.1) (25.094.2) (A: 

Flight Path Angle. deg -0.007 0.001 -0.008 

Heading Angle, deg 56.827 56.777 0.050 

Inclination, deg 50.030 50.028 0.002 

Descending Node, d?g 153.252 153.248 0.004 

Eccentricity 3.0002 0.0003 -0.0001 

Apogee tiltitude, km+ 433.8 433.3 
(nmi) (234.2) (234.0) (0";: 

Perigee Altitude, km* 431.5 429.5 
(nmi 1 (233.0) (231.9) clfiP 

Period. min 93.23 93.21 0.02 

Geodetic Latitude. deg N 40.051 40.009 0.042 

longitude, deg E -65.484 -65.564 0.080 

Based on a Spherical Earth with Radius = 6.378.165 km. 
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Table 4-6. SA-513 Comparlson of Spent S-II Stage Orbital Parameters at 2 Hours Range Time 

PARAMETER ACTUAL NOMINAL ACT-NOM - 

Radius, km 
(n ml) 

Velocity, m/s 
Ws) 

Rlght Ascension - True of 
Date (deg) 
Desllnatlon (deg) 

Headlng (deg) 

Path Angle (deg) 

6,796.713 6,795,679 
(3,669.931) (3,669,373) 

7,648.6 7.648.2 
(2,331.3) (2.331.2) 

1.034 
(0.558) 

(I, 

163.696 163.755 -0.059 
39.276 39.239 0.037 

123.929 123.696 -0.040 

-0.217 -0.231 0.014 

C3 km2/s2 
(n m12/s2) 

Pzrlod (mln) 

Apogee Radlus km 
h ml) 

Perlgee Rad{;s,,,; 

-58.791200 
(-17.1407gl) 

92.58 

6.810.6 
(3.677.4) 

6,749.4 
(3.644.4) 

-58.815334 
(-17.147828) 

92.52 

6.810.1 
(3,677.l) 

6.744.3 
(3,641.6) 

0.024134 
(0.007037) 

0.06 

0.5 
0.3 

El 

Semi-Major AXIS km 
h ml) 

6.780.0 
(3.660.9) 

6,777.2 
(3,65X4) (E, 

Eccentricity 

Incllnatlon (deg) 

Right Ascension of 
Node - True of Date (deg) 

Argument of Pcrlgee 

True Anomaly (deg) 
-- 

0.004517 0.004860 -0.000343 

50.037 50.034 0.003 

26.957 26.950 0.007 

-112.352 -111.263 -1.089 

-123.333 -124.360 1.027 



Table 4-7. SA-513 Spent S-II Stage Orbital Parameters on Sixth Revolution 

PARAMETER 

Time (W) 

c3 k&-2 
(n L2/s2) 

Period (min) 

Apogee $di;; km . 

Perigee Radius kp 
( n mi) 

Semi- 'or Axis km 
? n mi) 

Eccentricity 

Inclination (deg) 

Right Ascension of 
Node - True of Date (deg 

Argrrment of Perigee (deg) 

True Anomaly (deg 
L 

SIXTH REVOLUTION 
MIDPOINT 

1 

May 15 1:54:24 

-58.738148 
(-17.125324) 

92.70 

6.821.7 
(3.683.4) 

' 6,750.5 
(3,645.O) 

6,786.l 
(3664.2) 

0.005247 

50.068 

25.605 

-122.180 

-57.820 
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SECTION 5 

S-IC PROPULSION 

5.1 ZUMMARY 

F,ll S-IC propuls'on systems performed satisfactoriiy. The propulsion 
perfcrmance wts very close to the predicted nominal. Overall stage site 
+hrust was 0.0: percent higher than predicted. Total propellant con- 
sJmption rate was 0.11 percent lower than predicted and the total 
consumed mixture ratio was 0.46 percent higher than predicted. Specific 
Impulse '~3s 0.18 percent higher th&;i predicted. Total propellant 
consumption from Holddown Arm (HDA) release to Outboard Engines Cutoff 
(OECO) vJas low by 0.18 percent. 

Tke F-1 Enqine model specification LOX pump inlet total pressure upper 
lim;t of 150 psia was exceeded by all engines at Center Engine Cutoff 
(?EZO. as oredicted. Engine 5 exceeded the speccfication by 4 psia 
ancl Cnaines 1, 2, 3, and 4 by 2 psia. The higher pressures are 
,qttr,buted to a higher boost acceleration schedule for the Skylab 
-:issiQn than for Apollo and caused no proolem for flight. 

The F-l engine shutdown seauence was chanqed from the l-4 sequence 
used on previous fliahts to a 1-2-2 seouence (Engines 5, 1-3, Z-4j tc 
reduce vehicle d,vnamics. CECO was initiated by the Instrument Unit 
(Ill) at 140.72 sszozds, 0.02 seconds later than planned. OECO was 
initiated by the LOX depletion sensors for encrine pair l-3 at 158.16 
seconds and for engine pair 2-4 at 158.23 as predicted. At OECO cf 
enaine oai r 1-3, the LOX residual was 30,582 lbm compared to the 
nredicted 37,175 lbm and the fuel residual was 27.727 lbm conpare to 
the prcdl:';ed 31 337 lbm. 

The S-IC r,ydraulic system performed satisfactorily. 

5.2 S-IC IGNITIDI TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 

ihe fuel pum, inlet prestmt prsscure of 45.3 psia was within the f-i 
engine acceptable starting range of 43.3 to 119 psia. 

The LOX pump inlet prestart pressure and temperature were 80.4 psia and 
-285.5"F and were within F-l engine acceptable starting region, as shown 
by Figure 5-l. 

The planned l-2-2 F-l engine start sequence (Engines 5, 3-1, 4-2) was not 
achieved. Two engines are considered to start together if both thrust 
-Clatier pressures reach 100 psig within 100 milliseconds. By this 
definition, the starting order was l-l-l-l-l (Engines 5-3-l-2-4). The 
buildup times of all five engines as measured from engine control valve 
open signal to 100 psig charker pressure, Table 5-1, werp less than 
predicted,, although within specifications. The l-l-l-l-l start sequence 
had no adverse affect on either propulsion system perfomance 0~ on the 
Ttructure. 
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Figure 5-l. SIC LOX Start Box Requirements 

Table 5-l. F-l Engine Systems Buildup Times 

.-300 

BUILDUP TIME, SECONDS 

Predicted* 
Actual* 
Difference 
Direction 

ENGINE 1 ENGINE 2 ENGINE 3 ENGINE 4 ENGINE 5 

3.822 4.287 4.004 3.999 3.873 
3.539 3.913 3.565 3.613 3.476 
0.283 0.374 0.439 0.286 0.397 
Fast Fast Fast Fast Fast 

*Time from 4-way control v;llve open signai to 100 psig combustion chaher 
pressure. A?1 times corrected to nominal prestart conditions. 
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The reconstructed propellant consumption during holddown (from ignition 
command to holddown arm release) was 77,099 lbm LOX (67,550 lbm predicted) 
and 22,337 :bm fuel (18,674 lbm predicted). The greater than predicted 
propellant consumption during holddown was due to the faster engine start 
and longer burn before holddown release. The reconstructed propellant 
load at holddown arm release was 3,232,480 lbm LOX (3,240,147 lbm predicted) 
and 1,383,759 lbm fuel (1,394,378 lbm predicted). r 

Thrust buildup rates were as expected, as shown in Figure 5-2. The shift 
in thrust buildup near the 1100 Klbf level on the outboard engines is 
attributed to ingestion 0; helium from the LOX prevalves during startup and 
is a normal occurrence. The thrust shift is absent on the inboard engine 
(Engine 5) since the POGO suppression helium injection system is not used 
on this engine. 

The enaine main oxidizer valve, main fuel valve, and gas generator 
ball valve openinq times were nominal. 

9.0 
r 1 I I I I I I I I 

t2.0 

1"1 w 

I I I 

0 

0 
0 

5.0 I i I 1 

I I I 11 /V/l I --NGI# 4 
I I I l-l.0 r; 

3.0 -210 d.0 d 1.6 

RAMX TM, SECOIOS 

Figure 5-2. S-IC Engines Thrust Buildup 
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5.3 S- IC MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE 

S-IC stage propulsion performance was satisfactory. Stage thrust, specific 
impulse, mixture ratio, and propellant flowrate were well within operating 
licits as shown in Figure 5-3. The stage site thrust (averaged from time 
zero to OECO) was 0.07 percent higher than predicted. Total propellant 
consumption rate was 0.11 percent lower than predicted and the total 
consumed mixture ratio was 0.46 percent higher than predicted. The specific 
impulse was 0.18 percent higher than predicted. Total propellant consumption 
from HDA release to OECO was low bJp 0.18 percent. 

For comparison of F-l engine flight performance with predicted performance, 
the flight performance has been analytically reduced to standard conditions 
and cowar-ed to the predicted performance which is based on ground firings 
and also reduced to standard conditions. These comparisons are shown in 
Table 5-2 for the 35 to 38-second time slice. The largest thrust deviation 
from the predicted value was -10 Klbf for Engine 5. The 1498 Klbf thrust of 
Engine 5 was below the minimum value of 1500 Klbf. This caused no problem 
for flight. Engines 1, 2, 3, and 4 had lower thrusts than predicted by 1, 
9, 3, and 6 Klbf, respectively. Total stage thrust was 29 Klbf lower than 
predicted for an average of -5.8 Klbf/engine. These performance values are 
derived from a reconstruction math model that uses a chamber pressure and 
pump speed match. 

Table 5-2. S-IC Individual Standard Sea Level Engine Performance 

i 

I PAMTER ENGINI PREDICTED RECWSTRUCTI~ OEVIAT!O)( 
ANALYSIS PERCENT 

STLltE 
CEVIATIM 

PERCENT 

I nlhrust 
( 103 lbf : 

1510 

1516 I 1509 1507 -0.066 -0.594 
1 4 5 3 1508 lS3D 1516 1527 1510 ?498 -0.663 -0.396 -0.196 -c.383 

( Specific Impulse. 
lbf-s/lbm : 

265.1 265.0 -0.038 
264.9 264.7 -0.076 

3 265.9 265.8 -0.038 -O.&O 
: 264.4 265.7 265.6 264.1 -0.038 

-0.113 

1 Total F:crrate 1 5698 5695 -0.053 
lbm/s 2 5723 5692 -0.542 

3 5755 5745 -0.174 -0.329 
4 5703 zt -0.298 
5 5704 -0.579 

I 

Mixture Rar'a 1 2.297 Z.&W -0.131 
LOX/Fuel 2 2.268 2.265 -0.132 

3 2.260 2.257 -0.132 -0.132 
4 2.294 2.291 -0.131 
5 2.271 2.268 -0.132 

NOTE: Penomma levels were mduccd to standard sea level and pmp inlet conditions. 
Data uem taken frm the 35 to 38-second tim slice. 
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The Rocketdyne F-l engine model specification LOX pump inlet total pressure 
upper limit of 150 psia was exceeded during S-IC-13 flight. The maximum 
value of 154 psia occurred on the center engine just before CECO at maximum 
longitudinal acceleration. Similarly, maximum pressure for the outboard 
engines was 152 psia at the same flight time. Predicted pressures were 155 
and 153 psi for the center engine and outboard engines, respectively. The 
higher pressures are attributed to the higher boost acceleration schedule 
for Skylab than for Apollo. LOX pump inlet pressures higher than the 
engine specification also occurred on the AS-502 flight which had a high 
acceleration at inboard engine cutoff. Maximum pressure for AS-502 was 
150.5 psia. Analysis of engine operating parameters and structural loads 
as coordinated betwee,) Rocketdyne, MSFC, and Boeing indicated that the high 
inlet pressures would not cause a problem for AS-502 flight. Similarly 
for SA-513, the high inlet pressure caused no problem for flight. 

5.4 S-IC ENGINE SHUTDOWN TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 

The F-l engine thrust decay transient was nominal. The cutoff impulse, 
measured from cutoff signal to zero thrust, was 680,512 lbf-s for the 
certer engine (0.4 percent less tran predicted) and 3,104,683 lbf-s for 
all outboard engines (4.9 percent greater than predicted). The total 
stage cutoff impulse of 3,785,225 lbf-s was 3.9 percent greater than 
predicted. 

Center engine (Engine 5) cutoff was initia?ed by the IU at 140.72 seconds, 
0.02 seccnd later than planned. Engines ! and 3 were programed to shut- 
down 0.070 second earlier than Engines 2 and 4. This 2-2 o&board engine 
shutdown was accomplished and stage shutdown dynamics were significantly 
reduced. Individual enoine thrust decal plots indicating the 2-2 shutdown 
sequence are shown in Figure 5-4. CutcJff signal to the outboard engines 
was initiated by LOX depletion and occurred at 158.16 seconds for engine 
pair 1-3 and at 158.23 seconds for engine pair 2-4 as predicted. 

5.5 S-IC STAGE PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT 

The S-IC stage does not hav 1 an active propellant utilization system. 
Minimum residuals are obtained by attempting to load the mixture ratio 
expected to be consumed by the engines plus the predicted unusable 
residuals. An analysis of th e residuals experienced during a flight is 
a good measure of the perfartrance of the passive propellant utilization 
system. 

The residual LOX at OECO (first engine pair) was 30,582 lbm compared to 
the predicted value of 37,175 lbm The fuel residual at OECO (first 
engine pair) was 27,727 lbm compared to the predicted value of 31,337 lbm. 
A sumnary of the propellants remaining at major event times is presented 
in Table 5-3. 
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Figure 5-4. S-IC Outboard Engine Thrust Decay 

Table 5-3. SIC Propellant Mass History 

EVENT 

Ignition 
Cammd 

PREDICTED, LEN 

LOX FUEL 

3.307.697 1.413.052 

LEVEL SENSOR REamSTwcTED.LBN 
DATA. LW (BEST ESTIMATE) 

LOX FUEL LOX WL 

--em-- 1.406.109 3.309.579 1.4cm.096 

Holddow 3.240.147 1.394.37R 3.225.467 1.382.988 3.232.480 1.3B3.759 
An Release 

CECO 

DECO (First 
Pair) 

Separation 

Zero Thrust 

332,664 156,010 325.264 152.019 325,140 151.624 

37.175 31.337 30.893 28.533 30,582 27,727 

31.067 28.141 m-m-e-m ------ 24.211 24,355 

30,957 28.064 emmmm-m --e-e- 24.090 24.271 

Predicted and reconstructed values do not include pressurization gas so they ~111 caRpam ~4th 
level sensor data. 
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5.6 S-IC PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS 

5.6.1 S-IC Fuel Pressurization System 

The fuel tank p=ssurizatlon system performed satisfacto,ily, keeping ullage 
pressure within acceptable limits during flight. Helium Flow Control Valves 
(HFCV) No. 1 through 4 opened as planned and HFCV No. 5 was not required. 

The low flow prepressuriration system was connanded on at -97.0 seconds and 
was cycled on a second tir$m at -3.1 seconds. High flow pressurization, 
accomplished by the onboard pressurization system, performed as expected. 
HFCV No. 1 was commanded on at -2.8 seconds and was supplemented by the 
ground high flow prepressurization system until umbilical disconnect. 

Fuel tank ullage pressure was within the predicted limits throughout flight 
as shown by Figure 5-5. HFCV No.'s 2, 3, and 4 were comnanded open during 
flight by the switch selector within acceptable limits. Helium bottle 
pressure was 3031 psia at -2.8 seconds and decayed to 550 psia at OECO. 
Total helium flowrate was as expected. 

z1 

lb 

v HFCV NO. 

VMFCV 

1 OPEN, -2.9 SEC v HFCV NO. 3 OPEN. 95.8 SEC 

m. 2 OPEN, SO.0 SEC 0 HFCV WO. 4 OPEN. 133.0 SEC 4 
I I I 1 

.- PRENCfEO !UXIHn 

T-32 
/ 

302 
“0 

-SC.-513 FLIGHT MTA 

\ I -26 3 
\ 

\ 

\ -- -- 
4 

' // L-22 

VP 
., D-m.--- 

I I 

- PNEOICTEO n1nr:n;t 
. 

w WI I !  IB. -20 
0 20 10 60 I IW I20 Ia 160 

RAW TIN. SEcQlDs 

Figure 5-5. S-IC Fuel Tank Ullage Pmssu,-t 
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Fuel pump inlet pressure was maintained above the required minimum Net 
Positive Suction Pressure (NPSP) durina flight. 

5.6.2 S-IC LOX Pressurization System 

The LOX pressurization system performed satisfactorily and all performance 
requirements were met. The ground prepressurization system maintained 
ullage pressure within acceptable limits until launch cornnit. The onboard 
Lressurization system performed satisfactorily during flight. 

The prepressurization system was initiated at -72.0 seconds. Ullage 
pressure increased to the prepressurization switch band and flow was 
terminated at -57.7 seconds. The low flow system was cycled on three 
additional times at -38.4, -12.1, and -4.7 seconds. At -4.7 seconds, the 
high flow system was comnanded on and maintained ullage pressure within 
acceptable limits until launch comnit. 

Ullage pressure was within the predicted limits throughout flight as shown 
in Figure 5-6. GOX flowrate to the tank was as expected. The maximum 
GOX flowrate after the initial transient was 47.2 lbm/s at CECO. 

a 

4 
0 20 40 60 a0 Irn 120 140 160 

RANGE 11°K. SECU"NDS 

Figure 5-6. S-IC LOX Tank Ullage Pressure 
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The LOX punp inlet pressure met the minimum NPSP requirement throughout 
flight. 

5.7 S-IC PNEUMATIC CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM 

The control pressure system functioned satisfactorily throughout the S-IC 
flight. 

Sphere pressure was 3040 psia at liftoff and remained steady until CECO 
when it decreased to 2926 psia. The decrease was due to center engine 
prevalve actuation. There was a further decrease to 2551 psia after OECO. 
Pressure regulator performance was within limits. 

The engine prevalves were closed after CECO and OECO as required. 

5.8 S-IC PURGE SYSTEMS 

Performance of the purge systems was satisfactory during flight. 

The turbopunp LOX seal storage sphere prpssuro of 3032 psia at liftoff was 
within the prestart limits of 2700 to 3300 psia. Pressure was within the 
predicted envelope throughout flight and was 2744 psia at OECO. 

The pressure regulator performance throughout the flight was within the 
85 +lO psig limits. 

5.9 S-IC POGO SUPPRESSIW SYSTEM 

The POW suppression system performed satisfxtorily during S-IC flight. 

Outboard LOX prevalve temperature measurements indicated that the prevalve 
cavities were filled with gas prior to liftoff as planned. The four 
resistance thermometers behaved during the SA-513 flight similarly to the 
flight of AS-512. The temperature measurements in the outboard LOX pre- 
valve cavities remained warm (off scale high) throughout flight, indicating 
helium remained in the prevalves as planned. The two thermometers in the 
engine prevalve were cold, indicating LOX in this valve as planned. The 
pressure and flowrate in the system were nominal. 

5.10 S-IC HYDRAULIC SYSTEt4 

The performance of the S-IC hydraulic system was satisfactory. All servo- 
actuator supply pressures were within roquimd limits. 

Engine control system return pressures were within predicted limits and 
the engine hydraulic control system valves operated as planned. 
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SECTION 6 

S-II PROPULSION 

6.1 SUMMARY 

The S-II propulsion systems performed satisfactorily throughout the flight. 
The S-II Engine Start Conunand (ESC), as sensed at the engines, occurred at 
160.61 seconds. Center Engine Cutoff (CECO) was initiated by the Instru- 
ment Unit (IU), based on characteristic velocity, at 314.05 seconds. Out- 
board Engine Cutoff (OECO), initiated by an IU velocity signal, occurred 
at 588.99 seconds giving an outboard engine operating time of 428.38 
seconds or 0.7 seconds longer than predicted. 

Engine mainstage performance was satisfactory throughout flight. The 
total stage thrust at the standard time slice (61 seconds after S-II ESC) 
was 0.13 percent below predicted. Total propellant flowrate, including 
pressurization flow, was 0.18 percent below predicted, and the stage 
specific impulse was 0.05 percent above predicted at the standard time 
slice. Stage propellant mixture ratio was 0.54 percent below predicted. 
Engine thrust buildup and cutoff transients were within the predicted 
envelopes. 

The propellant management system performance was satisfactory throughout 
loading and flight, and all parameters were nominal. Propellant residuals 
at OECO were 16,616 lbm LOX, 2319 lbm less than predicted and 5878 lbm 
LH2, 319 lbm less than predicted. Control of Engine Mixture Ratio (EMR) 
was accomplished with the two-position pneumatically operated Mixture 
Ratio Control Valves (MRCV). The low EMR step occurred 1.1 seconds later 
relative to ESC, than predicted. 

The performance of the LOX and LH2 tank pressurization systems were satis- 
factory. Ullage pressure in both tanks was adequate to meet or exceed 
engine inlet Net Positive Suction Pressure (NPSP) minimum requirements 
throughout mainstage. 

Performance of the center engine LOX feedline accumulator system for POGO 
suppression was satisfactory. The accunulator bleed and fill subsystems 
operations were within predictions. 

The engine servicing, recirculation, helium injection, and valve actuation 
systems performed satisfactorily. 

All orbital safing operations were performed satisfactorily. Safing 
of the LH2 and LOX propellant tanks was verified by ullage pressures 
that decayed to less than 50% of design burst values. The engine 
helium and hydrogen pressure spheres were safed successfully when the 
vent valves were opened at 805.1 seconds. 

S-II hydraulic system performance was normal throughout the flight. 
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63 .b S-II CHILLDOWN AND BUILDUP TRANSiENT PERFORMANCE 

The engine servicing operations required to condition the engines prior 
to S-II engine start were satisfactorily accomplished. Thrust chamber 
jacket temperatures were within predicted limits at both prelaunch and 
S-II ESC. Thrust chamber chilldown requirements are -200°F maximum 
at prelaunch commit and -150'F maximum at ESC. Thrust chamber temper- 
at,Jres ranged between -256 and -287°F at prelaunch commit and between 
-205 and -232OF at ESC. Thrust chamber temperature warmup rates during 
S-1C boost agreed closely with those experienced on previous flights. 

Start tank system performance was satisfactory. Both temperature and 
pressure conditions of the engine start tanks were within the required 
prelaunch and engine start boxes as shown in Figure 6-l. Start tank 
temperature and pressure increase rates were normal during prelaunch and 
S-IC boost and no ind'c.ation of start tank relief valve operation was 
noted. 

I I I I I I I I I I I 

slMTTaRTfJmm~.~ 

Figure 6-l. S-II Engine Start Tank Performance 

All engine helium tank pressures were within the prelaunch limits of 
2800 to 3350 psia alld engine start limits of 2800 to 3500 psia. Engine 
helium tank pressures ranged between 3150 and 3245 psia at 1 aunch comnit 
and between 3250 and 3375 psia at S-II ESC. 
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The LOX and LH2 recirculation systems, used to chill the feed ducts, 
turbopumps, and other engine components performed satis;‘zctorily during 
prelaunch and S-;C boosi. Engine pump inlet temperatures and pressures 
at S-II ESC were well within the requirements as shown in Figure 6-2. 
The LOX pump discharge temperatures at S-II ESC were approximately 
12.O"F subcooled, well below the 3'F subcooling requirement. 

Prcpressurization of the propellant tanks wa s accomplished satisfactorily. 
Tank ullage pressures at S-II ESC were 40.3 psia for LciX and 28.6 psia 
for LH2, well above the minimum requirement of 33.0 and 27.0 psia, 
respectively. 

S-II ESC was received at 160.61 seconds and the start tank discharge 
valve (STDV) solenoid activation signal occurred 1.0 seconds later. The 
eng'ne thrust buildup was satisfactory with all engines reaching the 90 
percent operating level within 3.4 seconds after S-II ESC. Engine 5 did 
momentarily exceed the predicted thrust buildup envelope as shown in 
Figure 6-3. This was attributed to a slow second stage ramp during main 
oxidizer valve opening. The predicted envelope was based upon the per- 
folnance of those engines on AS-509 and AS-510 and allowable variations 
in other variables (i.e., valve timing) were not included. 

6.3 S-II MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE 

The propulsion reconstruction analysis showed that stage performance 
during mainstage operation was satisfactory. A comparison of predicted 
and reconstructed thrust, specific impulse, total flowrate, and mixture 
ratio versus time is shown in Figure 6-4. Stage performance during the 
high EMR portion of flight (prior to CECOj was very close to predicted. 
At ESC +61 seconds, total stage thrust was 1,164,965 lbf which was 
?483 lbf (0.13 percent) below the preflight prediction. Total pro- 
pellant flowrate including pressurization flow, was 2760.7 lbm/s, 0.18 
percent below predicted. Stage specific impulse, including the effect 
of pressurization gas flowrate, was 422.0 lbf-s/lbm, 0.05 percent above 
predicted. The stage propellant mixture ratio was 0.54 percent below 
predicted. 

Center Engine Cutoff was initiated at ESC +153.44 seconds. This action 
reduced total stage thrust by 234,734 lbf to a level of 930,507 lbf. 
The EMR shift from high to lw occurred 243.1 seconds after ESC and the 
reduction in stage thrust occurred as expected. At ESC +351 seconds, 
the total stage thrust was 795,491 lbf; thus, a decrease in thrust of 
135,016 lbf was indicated between high and low EMR operation. S-II 
burn duration was 428.38 seconds. which was 0.7 seconds longer than 
predicted. 

Individual J-2 engine data are presented in Table 6-l for the ESC +61 
second time slice. Good correlation exists between predicted and 
reconstructed flight performance. The performance levels shown in 
Table 6-1 iiavr not been adjusted to standard J-2 altitude conditions 
and do not include the effects of pressurization flow. 
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Table 6-l. S-II Engine Performance 

I ESI)IE 

Tbmst. lbf 

5pecfftc Iqulsc. lbf - s/llm 

I 
I Eqlnc Flarrte. lhls 

PREDICTED 
RECONSTRUCTlOll 

ANALYSIS 
PERCENT PERCENT 

INoIvIouAl STAGE 
DEVIATION DEVIATIOl 

1 
236,992 236.419 

: 

:E*E 

232:160 

230.166 232.278 

k31.660 
5 235.312 2344.452 

: 
425.0 425.8 
423.0 423.4 

: 423 2 422.4 t:i-: 
5 425.0 425:r 

: 
556.58 555.24 
546.91 546.61 

: zx 
553:?2 

543.46 546.27 
5 551.12 

: 
5.619 
5.599 x*z 

: 
5.578 Sk2 

5 ::Z 5.570 5.445 

-0.25 
+0.41 
-0.21 
-0.22 
-0.36 

+oaoo9* 
+0.071 

::z 

I I E@ne Mixture Ratio. LOX/Lti2 -0.23 

::*z 
-0:34 
-0.86 

-0.13 

+0.06? 

-0.16 

-0.51 

NOTE: Perfommcc vrlucs at E5C +61 seconds. V4lurs we site codltlons and do not 
!nclude effect of pressurization fl*. 

An in-run shift of -0.6"F over an 8 second period was exhibited in 
engine 4 fuel pump discharge temperature commencing at ESC +285 seconds. 
There were no corresponding changes in any other engine data and the 
temperature measurement was determined to be indicating warm between 
ESC and ESC +285 seconds. The measurement is considered questionable 
and no engine performance change was indicated by the flight data. 

6.4 S-II SHUTDOWN TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 

The outboard engine thrust decay performance was within the predicted 
band as shown in Figure 6-5. As expected, outboard engine perfomance 
did not exhibit decay prior to cutoff as on orevious fliqhts. This is 
attributed to the higher propellant head and lower temperature propellant 
at the engine inlets due to the higher propellant reserves left in tl,e 
tanks with the velocity signaled cutoff versus the previous mode of 
operating to oxidizer depletion. 
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Figure 6-5. S-II Butboard Engines Thrust Decay 

At S-11 OECO, total thrust was down to ?g5,043 lbf. Stage thrust dropped 
to five percent of this level within 0.5 seconds. The stage cutoff 
impulse through the five perce.:t thrust level is estimated to be 14@,544 
lbf-s. 

6.5 S-II STAGE PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT SYSTEb 

Ground loading and flight performance of the S-II stage propellant manage- 
ment system were nominal and all parameters were within normal ranges. 

The Propellant Tanking Computer System (PTCS) and the stage propellant 
management sq*stem properly controlled S-II loading and replenishment. 
All S-II stage LOX and LH2 liquid level point sensors and capacitance 
probes operated without any problems during the propellant loading. Both 
LOX and LH2 point sensor percent wet indications were all within the 
loading redlines at -187 seconds. 

Open loop control of EMR during flight was successfully accomplished 
through use of the engine two-position pneumatScdily operated Mixture 
Ratio Control Valves (MRCV). At ESC, helium pressure drove the valves 
to the engine start position corresponding to the 4.8 EMR. The high EMR 
(S-5) command was received at ESC + S.5 seconds as expected, providing 
a nominal high EMR of 5.5 for the first phase of the Progranmned Mixture 
Ratio (PMR). 
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The low EMR shift occurred at ESC t243.1 seconds, which is 1.1 ,econds 
later than predicted. This time difference is attributed to either IU 
computational cycle time or the launch vehicle reaching the preset step 
comand velocity at a later time than planned. The average EMR at the 
low step was 4.84 (4.80 predicted) which is well within the two sigma 
+ 0.06 mixture ratio tolerance. 

Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO) was initiated by the IU velocity signal at 
ESC + 428.38 seconds which was 0.7 seconds later than predicted, within 
tolerance. Based on the 5% point sensors and flowmeter data, propellant 
residuals (mass in tanks) at OECO were 16,616 lbm LOX and 5878 lbm LH2 
versus 18,935 lbm LOX, and 6197 lbm LH2 predicted. The open-loop pro- _-_ 
pellant utilization error at otc0 was 22 lbm LH which is within the 
estimated three sigma dispersion of + 2500 lbm 2 H2. 
open-loop ru error at ut~u was LL Iom Ln2 wnicn is witnin the estimated 
three sigma dispersion of t 2500 lbm LH2. 

Table 6-2 presents a comparison of propellant masses as measured by the 
PU probes and engine flowmeters. The best estimate of full load and 
cutoff masses was derived from the engine flowmeter integration and 
5% point sensors. 

Table 6-2. SA-513 Flight S-II Propellant Mass History 

I EVENT 
I 

PREDICTED, LBH 

I I 
I I LOX I Lb 

Liftoff 822.200 160,170 

S-II ESC 822,200 160.166 

S-II Lo* EMR Step Cmnd 306.699 65.951 

5 Percent Point Sensor 75.940 16,818 

S-II OECO 18.935 6.197 

S-II Residual After 18.715 6.081 
Thrust Decay 

I 

I NOTE: Table is based on mass in tanks and s 
external to tanks and LOX suep is not 
corrected for tank/probe mismatch. 

PU SVSTEM 
ANALYSIS, 

LBkl I 

ENGINE FLOWMTER 
INTEGRATION, LBH. 
(BEST ESTIMATE) 

LOX ' LH2 LOX LH2 

822,200 160,134 820.596 160.266 

822,649 159,726 820,596 160.252 

307,002 65.620 303.909 65,626 

78,467 16.826 75,940 16,818 

17.240 5.681 16,616 5,878 

mp only. Propellant trapped 
included. PU data are not 
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S-II LH2 slosh amplitudes as indicated by the capacitance probes were 
nominal except for the time period between 60 and 90 seconds of S-IC 
boost when amplitudes were greater than predicted. Maximum amplitude 
reached at the probe was 14 inches peak-to-peak at 80 seconds, compared 
to 12 inches predicted. The cause of this difference is not fully 
resolved. Just prior to S-IC cutoff, indicated S-II slosh amplitudes 
were 4 inches peak-to-peak at the probe for LH2 and 0.5 inches peak-to- 
peak for LOX. After S-II thrust buildup, the amplitudes were 9.5 inches 
peak-to-peak for LH2 and 7.5 inches peak-to-peak for LOX. A full dis- 
cussion of S-II slosh is given in paragraph 9.2.2. 

6.6 S-II PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 

6.6.1 S-II Fuel Pressurization System 

LH2 tank ullage pressure, actual and predicted, is presented in Figure 
6-6 for autosequence, S-IC boost, and S-II boost. The LH2 vent valves 
were closed at -93.1 seconds and the ullage volume preszuri?ed to 35.4 
psia in 17.6 seconds. One make-up cycle was required at approximately 
-39 seconds and the ullage pressure was increased from 34.5 psia to 35.3 
psia. Ullage pressure at -19 seconds (launch commit) was 35.3 psia 
which is within the redline limits of 33.0 to 38.0 psia. Ullage pressure 
decayed to 35.0 psia at S-IC ESC at which time the pressure decay rate 
increased for about 20 seconds. The increased decay rate was attributed 
to an increase in LH2 surface agitation caused by S-IC engine firing and 
flight control maneuvers. This decay is normal and seen on previous 
launches. 

Ouring S-IC boost, the LH tank pressure remained within the allowable 
low-mode band of 27.5 to 5 9.5 psi. Neither LH~,vent valves opened 
during this boost mode. Ullage pressure at S-Ai engine start was 28.6 
psia exceeding the minimum engine start requirement of 27 psia. The 
LH2 vent valves were switched to the high vent mode (30.5 to 33.0 psia) 
prior to S-II engine start. 

During S-II boost, the GH2 for pressurizing the LH2 tank was controlled 
by a flow control orifice in the LH2 tank pressurization line with 
maximum tank oressure controlled by the LH2 vent valves. For this 
flight, the ullage pressure remained within the 30.5 to 33 psia vent 
band. LH2 vent valve No. 1 opened three (3) times during the first 
29.6 seconds of S-II boost. LH2 vent valve No. 2 opened at 167.9 
seconds and remained open until 591.3 seconds. The LH 
was within 0.3 psi of the predicted pressure during S- T 

ullage pressure 
I boost. 

Figure 6-7 shows LH2 pump total inlet pressure, temperature, and Net 
Positive Suction Pressure (NPSP) for the J-2 engines. The parameters 
were in close agreement with the predicted values throughout the S-II 
flight period. NPSP remained above the minimum requirement throughout 
the S-II burn phase. 

. 
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6.6.2 S-II 7X PressurilJtion System 

LOX tank ullage pressure, actual and predicted, is presented in Figure 
6-8 for autosequ-rice, S-IC boost, and Y-II burn. After a 107 second 
cold helium chilldown flow through the LOX tank, the chilldown flow was 
terminated at -200 seconds e The vent valves were closed at -184 seconds 
and the LOX tank was pressurized to the pressure switch setting of 38.6 
psia in 50.6 seconds. One pressure make-up cycle was required at -103.2 
seconds. The LOX tank ullage pressure increased to 39.7 psia because of 
common bulkhead flexure during LH7 tank prepressurizetion. Ullage 
pressure at -19 seconds was 39.7 psia which is within the redline limits 
of 36 to 43 psia. The LOX vent values performed satisfactorily during 
all prelaunch operations. 

The LOX vent valves remained closed during S-IC boost and the LOX tank 
ullage pressure prior to S-II ESC was 40.3 psia. During S-II boost, 
the LOX tank pressure varied from a maximum of 41.3 psia at 180 seconds 
to a minimum of 39.6 psia at S-II OECO. The GOX for pressurizing the 
LOX tank was controlled by a flow control orifice in the LOX tank press- 
urization line with the LOX tank vent valves controlling excessive 
pressure buildup within a pressure range setting of 39.0 to 42.0 psia. 
LOX vent valve No. 2 remained closed during S-II boost. LOX vent valve 
No. 1 cracked open and reseated a total of 75 times between 161.7 seconds 
and 355.5 seconds. Frequent vent valve modulations indicate the valve 
was modulating within a narrow crack and reseat pressure band. This per- 
formance is acceptable since the ullage pressure was stable during this 
period. 

The LOX tank ullage pressure was within 0.3 psi of the pressure pre- 
dicted for S-II boost during high engine mixture ratio (EMR) and was 

' greater than predicted during low EMR engine operation as shown in 
Figure 6-8. Comparisons of the LOX pump total inlet pressure, tempera- 
ture, and NPSP are presented in Figure 6-9. Throughout S-II boost, the 
LOX pump NPSP was well above the minimun requirement. 

This was the third flight using the LOX tank pressure switch purge. The 
purge system was incorporated to preclude a potential LOX/GOX incompati- 
bility situation within the LOX pressure switch assembly. The purge is 
connected to the helium injection and accumulator fill helium supply 
system. No instrumentation is available to evaluate the purge system. 
However, since both the helium injection and accumulator fill systems 
operated successfully, it is concluded that the purge system also func- 
tioned properly. 

6.7 S-II PNEUMATIC CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM 

The pneumatic control system functioned satisfcctorily throughout the 
S-IC and S-II boost periods. Bottle pressure ua- 2990 psia at -30 
seconds and with normal valve activities during S-II burn, pressure 
decayed to approximately 2685 psia after S-II OECO. 
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The pneumatic control system pressure regulator maintained the outlet 
pressure at 720 psia, except for the expected momentary pressure drops 
when the recirculation valves were actuated closed just after engine 
start, and when the prevalves were closed at CECO and OECO. 

6.8 S-II HELIUM INJECTION SYSTEM 

The performance of the helium injection system was satisfactory. The 
supply bottle was pressurized to 30G0 psia prior to iiftoff and by S-II 
ESC the pressure was 1755 psia. Helium inject-ion average total flowrate 
during supply bottle blowdown (-30 to 158 seconds) was 70.3 SCFM. During 
the prelaunch countdown, the helium injection bottle decay test results 
indicated that no adverse trenslis existed. 

6.9 POGO SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 

A center engine LOX feedline accumulator was instalied on the S-II stage 
as a POGO suppression device. Analysis indicates that there were no 
S-II POGO oscillations. 

The accumulator system consists of (1) a bleed system to maintain sub- 
cooled LOX in the accumulator through S-IC boost and S-II engine start. 
and (2) a fill system to fill the accumulator with helium subsequent 
to engine start and maintain a helium filled accumulator through S-II CECO. 

The accumulator bleed subsystem performance is satisfactory. Figure 6-10 
shows the required accumulator temperature at engine start, the preaicted 
temperatures during prelaunch and S-IC boost, and the actual temperatures 
experienced during AS-513 flight. The maximum allowable tem erature of 
-281.5"F at engine start was adequately met (-294.4"F actual P . 

Accumulator fill was initiated 4.1 seconds after engine start. Figure 
6-11 shows the accumulator LOX level versus time during accumulator fill. 
The fill time was 6.3 seconds, within the required 5 to 7 seconds. Tlhc 
helium fill flow rate, during the fill transient, was 0.0056 lbm/s and 
the accumulator pressure was 44.7 psia. 

After the accumulator was filled with helium, it remained in that state 
until S-II CECO when the helium flow was terminated by closing the two 
fill solenoid valves. The accumulator bottom temperature measurement 
indicated there was liquid propellant splashing on the bottom temperature 
probe shortly after the accumulator was filled with helium gas. This 
type of phenomena was observed during the ground static firing test of 
the S-II-14 vehicle and the splashing presented no danger or problem to 
the success of the flight. Figure 6-12 shows the helium injection and 
accumulator fill supply bottle pressure during accumulator fill operation. 
The supply bottle pressure was within the predicted band, indicating that 
the heliun usage rates were as predicted. 
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Figure 6-12. S-II Center Engine LOX Feedline Accumulator Heliun Supply 
System Performance 

6.10 S-II ORBITAL SAFING OPERATIONS 

All orbital safing o;,: rations were performed satisfactorily. The engines 
hydrogen start tank pressures were slightly higher than expected at start 
of safing due to thermal wanup caused by the abnormally high aft inter- 
stage temperatures. The slightly higher pressures caused the pressure 
decay rate to be on the high side of the predicted band but safing was 
achieved successfully. 

6.10.1 Fuel Tank Safing 

S-II safing was initiated at 805.1 seconds ard ths two ordnance actuated 
fuel tank non-propulsive vent valves were opened at 80&,2 seconds. The 
fuel tank ullage pressure subsequently decayed within the predicted band 
from 18.5 psia at the initiation of safing to 3.2 psia at 7200 seconds 
as shown in Figure ' 13. The d-,fferential pressure across the comnon 
bulkhead was at all times well Lj:low the maximlm allowable coll,,?se 
pressure of 14.6 p.;i. 

6.10.2 LOX Tank Safing 

The two ordnance actuated LOX tank non-propulsive vent values were opened 
at 805.2 seconds. The LOX tank ullage pressure subsequently decayed 
within the predicted band from 29.7 psia at the start of saiing to 9.2 
psia at 7200 seconds as ,hown in Figure 6-14. Comparison of the LOX and 
LH2 tank ullage pressutes show that the differential pressure across the 
c~mnon bulkhead was well below the maximun allowable burst prtssure of 
17.5 psi. 

6.10.3 Engine Start Sphere Safing 

The hydrogen start tanks were safed by energizins the start tank emergency 
vent valves. This allows the ranks to vent overboard at umbilical panel 

, 
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Figure 6-14. S-II LOX Tank Ullage Pressure During Safing 
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#3A through the LH2 Pump Se21 Drain System. The tanks were safed from a 
maximum pressure of 330 psia to 65 and Y'rl psia (Engines No.'s 3 and 4, 
respectively) in 855 seconds as shown in Figure 6-15. Data subsequent to 
the first revolution (5200 seconas from initiation of safing) indicated 
tank pressures of 12 and 18 psia. 
of safing were slightly 

The tank pressures at the initiation 
higher than predicted due to thermal warmup caused 

by the atnormally high aft interstage temperatures. 
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Figure: 6-15. S-II Engine GH2 Start Tank Safing 

6.10.4 Engine Control Sphtro Safing 

The helium tanks :qere safed by energizing the engine helium control solenoid 
valves which initiates the engine purges (LOX dome, GG LOX injection and 
LOX pump intermediate seal) thus depleting the helium in the tanks. The 
tanus were safed from a maximum pressure of 2890 psia (Engine No. 5) down 
to 60 to 120 psis in 335 seconds as shown in Figure 6-16. Data subsequeni 
tc thz first revolution (5200 seconds from initiation of safing) indicated 
tank pressures of 0 to 60 psia. 

6.11 S-II HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

S-11 hydraulic system qerfonance was 
Hydraulic pressures d;ring the 

,.drmal throughout the flight. 
countdown and fTight were normal. Accumu- 

lator gas pressures ranged between 3650 and 3500 psia compared to the 
redline of 3000 psia minimum. Accumulator pressures were between 3530 
and 3630 psia, which is well within the predicted ranae of 3300 to 3800 
psia. Reser,loir pressures were between 98 and 130 ps;a c 
dicted values of 78 to 105 psia. 

slared tc pre- 
,v 
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Figure 6-16. S-II Engine Helium Tank Jafing 

Servoactuator performance was normal. The servoactuator piston position 
was less than 0.25 degree compared to the redline of + 1.5 degrees. A 
maximum compressive force of 6500 lbs was exerted by The pitch actuator 
of Engine No. 1, well below the maximum predicted force of 19,000 lbs. 

The fluid temperatures were nominal at liftoff and S-II ESC. However, 
during S-II boost the fluid temperatures increased more rapidly than on 
previous flights resulting in a maximum temperature of 198°F at engine 
cutoff compared to 120°F on other flights. The high temperatures are 
attributed to a high base heating condition in the engine compartment 
due to failure of the S-IC/S-II interstage to separate. (Discussed in 
paragraph 9.5.2) 

The reservoir volumes during prelaunch and engine start were well above 
the minimum redline limit of 10 cubic inches. During S-II boost and 
at S-I! OECO, the volumes were greater than on previous flights due to 
increased fluid thermal expansion caused by the unusually high base 
heating. 
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SECTION 7 

STRUCTURES 

7.1 SUMllARY 

E\daluation of the structural performance of tne launch vehicle shows 
II\' area of concern for the Sk-513 vehicle, and all conditions k!erz well 
blithin the ecvelopz observed on recent Apollo flights. 

The maxinlum structural loads were -xperienced during the S-IC boost 
phase and were below the design values. The maximum tending moment ws 
!13 it 106 lDf-in at the S-iC LOX tank (approximately 40 percent of the 
.lisisn vdlue). The maximun. longitudinal transient responses at the 
Instrument Knit (Ii) were to.15 g and +0.05 g at S-IC Center Engine 
Cutoff (CECO) and Outboard-Engine CutoFf (OECO), respectively. These 
values are lower than those observed on recent flights. 

During S-IC boost phase the expected small oscillatory response in the 
first longitudinal mode (6 Hz; was observed from approximately 95 seconds 
until CECO. The Instruaent Unit sensors reached +0.06 g just prior to 
CECO. This is the same level experienced on AS-5r2 and AS-511. POGO 
ciid not OCCUI' during S-IC boost. 

The S-II stage cet,ter engine LOX feedline acsumulatur successfully 
inhibited the 16 Hz PCGO oscillations. A peak response of +0.2 g was 
measured on engine No. 5 gimbal pad during steady state engTne opera- 
tion. As on previous Apollo flights, low amplitude 11 Hz oscillations 
were experienced near the end of S-II burn. Peak engine No. 1 gimbal 
pad response was 50.04 g. POGO did not occur during S-II boost. 

The SA-513 vibration levels were simila? at liftoff and lower during 
subsequent flights as compared to those experienced on previous 
missions. 

7.2 TOTAL VEHICLE STRUCTURES EVALUATION 

7 1 .2. Longitudinal Loads 

The structural loads experienced during SA-513 boost were well within 
design values. The steady state acceleration of 1.27 g at launch was 
slightly higher than pr:dieted (1.25 g) resulting in slightly higher 
longitudinal loads but no associated problems. The maximum longitudinal 
dynamic response of 20.20 g (Figure 7-l) at the IU during thrust buildup 
is comparable to that experienced on previous Apollo flights. 

t 
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Figure 7-l. SA-513 Longitudinal Acceleration at IU During SIC Thrust Buildup 
and Launch 

The F-l engine thrust buildup rates were normal. The ignitirn sequence 
was l-l-l-l-l with engines 2 and 3 igniting early relative to the center 
engine. While the planned l-Z-2 start sequence was not achieved 
(Reference Paragraph 5.2) the time deltas between pairs of diametrically 
opposed engines were within the 3~ dispersio;, (229 ms) used in the 
pre-flight loads analy-ses. 

The maximum longitudinal dynamics resulting from CECO were +0.15 g at the 
IU as shown in Figure 7-2. This value was slightly lower than the 
+0.25 to +0.20 g which was experienced on previous flights. .- - 
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Figure 7-2. SA-513 Longitudina ? Acceleration at IU 
at Time of S-IC Engine Cutoff 
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For CFCO the maximum longitudinal dynamics at the IU were 0.05 g (Figure 
7-Z); rlrevious flights we,-e 9.27 to 3.32 g. The significantly lower 
dynamics at OECO are due to tt;e staggered 2-2 outboard f-l engine shutdown 
secue -Ice. 

'Yzxino IU lonqiiudinal dadnamics at S-II cutoff and S-II/SG s?;aration 
are showI, In Fiyure 7-3. ihe d;,ri,i;rlics of '0.4 g are sinni'i-rril- 
lz\~er th,+n the preflight !Jrediction of g.5 g. 

580 509 590 591 592 593 

RANGE TIR. 5EcmDs 

Figure 7-3. S,"i-513 i:rlcitudinal Acceleration at IU During S-II Thrust 
:)ecay and S-II/SWS Separation 

The longitudinal loads experienced at - time of maximum bending moment 
(66 seconds) were as expected and are sh;;wn ir Figure 7-4. The steady 
state longitudinal acceleration was 1.9 g. Figure T-4 also depicts 
that tile maximum longitudinal loads imposed on the S-IC stage thrust 
structure, fuel tank, and intertank area occurred at S-IC CECO (140.5 
seconds) at a longitudinal acceleration of 4.45 g. 

7.2.2 Bending Moments 

Peak bending moments occurring at 66 seconds are shm in Figure 7-F;. 
Bending moment computations are eased on measured flight parameters 
(gimbal angle and dynamic pressure) and mwnstructed angle of attack. 
The maximm moment cf 82 K 106 lbf-in at station 1156 was approximately 
40 percent of design value. 

The maximum lateral dynamics it' the yaw direction at the IU during lift- 
cff werP +0.08 g (Figure 7-6). Accelerations in the pitch direction were 
of canparzblo amplitude. Predfcted 3~ values during liftoff were 20.32 g 
at tf,e IU. 

7.2.3 Canbined loads 

CorrrDined compression and tension loads were computed for the maxjmun 
bending moment, CECO, and OECO condit'ons using the loa& shown in 
Figuvs 7-4 and 7- 5 and measured ullage pressures. 
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The envelope of combined loads experienced are shown for each vehicle 
station along with the associated capabilities in Figure 7-7. The 
minimum factor of safety (Ratio of capability to actual limit load) 
was 1.32 at Station 3258 for the CECO condition. 

7.2.4 Vehicle Dynamic Characteristics 

During S-IC stage boost, the significant vehicle resprl.lse rvas in the 
expected 6 Hz first longitudinal mode. The IU sensor A2-603 reached 
3.06 g near CECO. This is the same level experienced on AS-512 
and AS-511. Spectral analysis of engine chamber pressure measurements 
shows no detectable buildup of structural/propu?sion ccupleq 
oscillations. PrJeO did not occur during S-IC boost. Figure 7-8 shows 
the SA-513 longitudinal modal frequency correlation (analysis vs. measured). 
The analysis is in good agreement with the xasured data as the vehicle 
respcnds in the first lcngitudinal mode (at low amplitudes) throughout the 
S-iC boost please except for a few seconds after the 63-second anmaly 
(See Sect.;00 17;. A" this time, the acceleraneter which is located on 
the IU skin senses longitudinal oscilla$ions as the vehicle responds in 
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Figure 7-5. SA-513 Maximum Bending Moment 

Figure 7-6. 94-513 Lateral Acceleration During Thrust Buildup 
and Launch 

the third bendirg mode. 

The SA-513 lateral modal frequency correlation (analysis vs. measured) 
shows the analysis to be in good agreement with the measured data (Figure 
7-9). Ez;.ly in the flight the vehicle responds in the third bendina-mode. 
This mode can easily be excited by aerodynamic forces. Later in flight, 
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Figure 7-i. SA-513 Envelope of Maximum Combined Loads 

when the aerodynamic forces diminish, the vehicle responds in the 
second mode which can be excited by engine perturbations. The maximum 
amplitude (+0.4 g) was recorded in the IU at the time of 63 seconds 
anomaly (reFerence Section 17) in the third bending mode which was 
excited externally at the OWS. This mode has its largest structural 
gain in this area and essentially zero gain at the engine gimbal pads. 

The S-II stage center engine accumulator effectively suppressed the 16 
Hz POGO phenanenon. The flight data show that the 16 Hz oscillations 

recent 
to.2 g 

were inhibited with amplitudes generally less than those on 
Apollo flights. The peak center engine gimbal response was 
as compared to *0.4 g on AS-512. POGO did not occur. - 

Transients usually present in the center engine LOX punp in 
during initiation of accumulator helium fill were not exper 
ing SA-513 flight. 

let pressure 
mienced dur- 
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Late in S-II stage boost phase, the dynamic measurements displayed 
very low amplitude 11 Hz response. The Engine 1 thrust pad accelerometer 
(E361-206) data show a maximum level of 9.04 g at 9.8 HZ near 570 
second. 

7.2.5 Vibration Evaluation 

The SA-513 vibration and acoustics data fall within the envelope of 
previous flight data indicating that these environments were as expected. 
Figure 7-10 depicts spectra for E0040-603 for AS-510, AS-511, AS-512 and 
SA-513 for liftoff, Mach 1 and Max q portions of the flight. The SA-513 
data are comparable to previous vehicle levels at liftoff, and below 
these levels at subsequent flight times. 

7.3 POGO LIMITING BACKUP CUTOFF SYSTEM 

The POGO limiting backup cutoff system performed satisfactorily during 
the prelaunch and flight operations. The system did not produce any 
discrete outputs and should not have since there was no POGO. 
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SECTION 8 

GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATICN 

8.1 SUFIMARY 

The Guidance and Navigation System successfully supported the accomplish- 
ment of all guidance and navigation mission objectives with no discrepan- 
cies in performance of the hardware. The end conditions at orbit 
insertion were attained with insignificant error. 

An anoma3y related to the flight program occurred at 3805 seconds, durinq 
the first orbital revolution. This was a switch from the inertial plat- 
form pitch axis gimbal fine resolver to the backup gimbal resolver, 
which is discusseli in Paragraph 8.3.3. 

A single test failure of the yaw axis gimbal r?soiver "Zero Reascqable- 
ness Test" occurred at 190 seconds. This even: is discussed in F Iragraph 
8.3.2. 

Guidance and navigation system components responded to the physi:cil erci- 
tations experienced by the vehicle at 63 and 593 seconds (see Section 17). 

A change in the navigation scheme was instituted on this flight due to 
the possibility of lateral accelerometer pickups limiting against their 
mechanical stops during liftoff. However, telemetry data indicated 
that no limiting occurred. 

The guidance scheme was modified to include inertially-referenced pitch, 
as well as yaw, commands for the tower clearance maneuver because of the 
orientation of the platform coordinate system required by the northerly 
flight azimuth. A yaw steering command profile based on increased 
anticipated cross-wind components was added to the atmospheric-boost 
phase of guidance. 

a.2 GUIDANCE COMPARISONS 

The postflight guidance error analysis was based on the COmp?riSO!X of 
position and velocity data generated by guidance system with corre- 
sponding values from the final poetflight trajectory (21-Day Observed 
Ma:s Point Trajectory, OKPT) which was estatlished by consideration of 
both tracking and guidance system data (see Section 4). Comparisons of the 
inertial platform measured velocities (Project Apollo Coordinate System 
Standard (PACSS) 12) with corresponding OMPT data from launch to Orbit 
Insertion (01) are shown in figure 8-1. The differences in vertical and crocs 
range velocities are very small throughout the flight. The dawnranqe 
differences may indicate, in addition to small olatfonn hardware errors, 
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Figure 8-1. SA-513 Trajectory and ST-1244 Platform Velocity Comparisons, 
Doost- to-Orbit 1nsert;on (Trajectory Minus LC'DC) 

a small time bias, or angular error in the transforlnation of ground tracking 
data to the launch site and ibjertial coordinate system at the time of 
guidance reference release. Hmever, the differences are within 30 envelopes 
and well within the accuracy of the data compared. 

The inertial platform velocity measurements at significant event times 
are shown in Table 8-l along with corresponding data from the OMPT. 
The small differences between the telemetered and OMPT data reflect 
some combination of small guidance hardware errors and trajectory 
determination errors. 

Velocity gain due to thrus t decay and S-II retro-motor plume impinge- 
ment after Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS) was essentially ds predicted 
unti'i approxin;ateiy 593 seconds. At that time the guidance and naviga- 
tion system responded to the 593-second ananaly (see Section 17 for 
detailed discussion of this event). MeasurG ana predicted velocity 
gains are summarized in Table 8-2 and shown in Figure 8-2. The velocity 
gdin from KS to S-I!iWS separation as sensed by the platform accelero- 
meters, was 6.30 m/s (20.67 ft/s) or 0.10 m/s (0.33 ft/s) greater than 
the Operation&l Trajectory prediction. The measured velocity gain 
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Table 8-l. SA-513 Inertia; Platform Velocity Comparisons 

EVENT DATA SOURCE 

s-IC 

CECO 

S-II 

GCS 

LVDC 

Postflight 3086.17 
Trajectory (10,125.23) 

LVDC 3179.80 
(10,432.41) 

Postflight 
Trajectory 

Orbital 
LVDC 

Insertion Postflight 
Trajectory 

VELOCITY - PACSS 12 
METERS/SECOND (FECT/SECOND) 

VERTICAL CROSS RANGE 

I 

DOWN RANGE 

x i i 

3066.77 
(10.127.20) 

3180.14 
(10,433.53) 

3174.85 
(10,416.17) 

3175.28 
!10,417.59) 

5.55 
(18.21) 

5.24 
(17.19) 

517.78 
(1698.75) 

518.05 
(1699.64) 

518.85 
(1702.26) 

518.28 
(1700.39) 

2162.82 
(7095.87) 

2163.10 
(7056.78) 

7501.07 
(24,609.81) 

7501.07 
(24,609.81) 

7506.95 
(24,629.W) 

7507.39 
(24,630.54) 

from S-II/SWS spearation to 593 seconds was slightly less than the Of 
values for the same time interval making the total velocity gain from 
GCS of 6.76 m/s (22.18 ft/s). for the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer 
(LVDC) compared to an OT value of 6.83 m/s (22.41 ft/s). The OT 
simulation assuned no thrust after this time period (approximately 4 
seconds after GCSj. However, the LVDC Gelocity accumulation indicated 
a 1.47 m/s (4.82 ft/sec) increase after 593.04 seconds. Since the LVDC 
reads the accu,mlated accelerometer outputs only at the beginning of a 
computation cycle (approximately 1 second) for navigation purposes, 
the velocity accumulations at approximately 593.71 seconds could be 
slightly in error. However, only one pulse (0.05 m/s) change in each 
component was noted over ten succeeding computation cycles. The 
accelerometer optisyn signals are in pairs and only one of each pair 
was telemetered which makes it impossible to actually reconstruct 
the accelerometer outputs during this transient period. The summation 
of the AV from paint to point is shown in Table 8-2. The measured 
velocity gain from GCS to orbit insertion was 8.35 m/s (27.40 ft/s) 
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Table 8-2. SA-513 Velocity Gain After Guidance Cutoff Signal 

TIME DATA 
INTERVAL SOURCE 

VELOCITY CHANGE - PACSS 12 - M/S (FT/S) 

Ai *v Ai Av* tbv 

LVDC -3.25 0.82 5.33 6.30 6.30 
From GCS to (-10.66) (2.69) (17.49) (20.67) (20.67) 
SWS Separation 

OT -3.21 0.85 5.24 6.20 6.20 
(-10.53) (2.79) (17.19) (20.34) (20.34) 

LVDC -0.20 0.10 0.40 0.46 6.76 
From SWS Separa- (-0.66) (0.33) (1.31) (1.51) (22.18) 
tion to 593.04 
sec. OT -1.33 0.09 0.53 0.63 6.83 

(-1.X) (0.30) (1.74) (2.07) (22.41) 

Frm 593.04 sec. LVDC -1.45 0.25 0.10 1.47 8.23 

to 593.71 sec. 
(-4.76) (0.82) (0.33) (4.82) (27.00) 

OT 0 0 0 C 6.83 
(22.41) 

LVDC -0.05 -0.10 0.05 0.12 8.35 

Fran 593.71 sec. (-0.16) (-0.33) (O.lC) (0.39) (27.40) 

to 01 OT 0 0 0 0 6.83 
(22.41) 

l Av = (Ai + Ai2 + Ai2) 
l/2 

compared with the 0: value of 6.83 m/s (22.41 ft/s). The LVDC total 
velocity at 01 was 7649.22 m/s (25094.87 ft/s) which indicated an 
overspeed of 0.49 m/s (1.61 ft/s). 

Comparisons of Navigation (PAM 813) positions, velocities and flight 
path angle at significant event times are presented in Table 8-3. 
Differences between the LVDC and OT values reflect the normally 
encountered differences between actual and nominal flight environment 
and vehicle performance. At S-II stage cutoff the LVDC total velocity 
was 0.07 m/s (0.23 ft/s) less than the GT and the radius vector was 3.3 
meters (11.0 feet) greater than the DT value. At 01 the LVDC total 
velocity was 0.49 m/s (161 ft/s) greater than the OT value which was 
mostly due to the unexpected transient after S-II/Sk5 separation. The 
LVDC and OMPT data were in good agreement. The guidance system per- 
formed as expected from launch to 01. 
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Table 8-3. SA-513 Navigation Canpmisons (PAW 13) 
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8.3 NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SCHEME EVALUATION 

The LVDC flight program performed all required functions properly. One 
anomaly occurred and is discussed in Paragraph 8.3.3. Several flight 
program changes from the Saturn V Apollo navigation and guidance scheme, 
as discussed below, were successfully instrumented. A minor discrepancy 
occurred and is discussed in Paragraph 8.3.2. 

6.3.1 Plljor Differences From Past Schemes 

lYajor differences between the SA-513 guidance scheme and that employed in 
recent Saturn V Apollo configurations consisted of the following: 1) 
inertially-referenced pitch commands to the tower clearance maneuver, 
2) addition of yaw steering to the atmospheric boost time-tilt profile, 
3) S-II stage CECO cormnanded as a function of vehicle characteristic 
velocity rather than burn duration, and 4) S-II stage OECO commanded on 
inertial velocity rather than depletion cutoff. The navigation scheme 
was altered to use pre-set accelerations in lieu of y and z accelero- 
meter outputs until approximately TO seconds. 

The tower clearance maneuver consists of a rotation about the vehicle 
yaw axis. Past Saturn Apollo flights have been such that the inertial 
yaw axis was sufficiently parallel to the vehicle yaw axis so that only 
an inertia! yaw steering comnand was necessary. Alignment of the 2 
inertial axis to the northerly flight azimuth of the SL-1 resulted 
in a change in the inertial axes to vehicle irxes orientation such that 
an inertial pitch, as well as yaw, was required to obtain a rotation 
about the vehicle yaw axis. 

Yaw steering as a function of time during atmospheric boost was added 
to minimize launch vehicle aerodynamic angle of attack and the attendant 
bending moment magnitude. This action was taken because of the increased 
magnitude of the anticipated crosswind component due to the more 
northerly launch azimuth coupled with the prevailing southwesterly 
winds in the launch area. 

S-II CECO was commanded as a function of stage performance as keyed 
by a navigator-calculated accumulation of characteristic velocity. 
The change resulted in a more optimum S-II stage boost profile. 
S-II OECO was progranrned as a guidance controlled event rather than 
a propellant depletion cutoff because the S-II was the terminal 
booster for the first time. 

Modeled lateral acceleration inputs to the navigator in lieu of 
inertial Y and 2 platform accelerometer outputs, were Introduced 
into the flight program for the first ten seconds of flight. This 
change insured that if limiting did occur, no effect on the flight 
would result. Accelerometer limiting has in the case of three 
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previous flights been caused by the high level of acoustic energy that 
accompanies Saturn V liftoff. Limiting is due to the accelerometer 
pickup hitting their mechanical stop and cause biases to be introduced 
into the accelerometer values used in the onboard navigator. Prior 
studies showed that considerable degradation to the SWS orbit could 
result from the navigation errors associated with limiting. However, 
for this flight no limiting occurred. The modified scheme resulted 
in negligible error of -0.15 rills downrange and -0.05 m/s crossrange. 

8.3.2 Guidance Event Times 

All guidance events scheduled at preset times occurred within 
acceptable tolerances. All flight program routines, including time- 
tilt, IGM, navigation and minor lrcp functions were accomplished 
properly. Times of occurrence of major navigation and guidance 
events are shown in Table 8-4. 

Table 8-4. SA-513 Start Times for ICM Guidance Commands 

I RANGE TIME - SECONDS 

EVENT t7iEG- 

IGM Initiation 
(Phase 1) 

IGM Phase 2 

IGM Phase 3 

Terminal Steering 

196.220 

314.345 

402.470 

563.720 

ACTUAL DELTA 

197.071 0.851 

315.089 0.744 

404.545 2.075 

565.777 2.057 

8.3.3 Yaw (Z) Axis Resolver Unreasonable Indication 

A single instance of an unreasonable zero output by the yaw axis fine 
resolver was indicated at 190 seconds during the inertial attitude 
hold between S-II engine start and IGM initiation. The Zero Reasonable- 
ness Test is applied to distinguish between a normal electrical zero 
reading of the gimbal angle resolver, which can occur 64 times in a 
complete gimbal rotation (every 5.625 degrees), and a power supply 
failure which also would cause an electrical zero reading. When two 
successive zero readings occur and the attitude error is sufficiently 
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large to be causing control reaction, i.e., larger than a preset constant, 
the occurrence of successive zeros is considered unreasonable. Three 
unreasonable determinations in 0.8 seconds during boost (one second 
during orbit) initiates a switchover to the backup resolver. In this 
instance, only one unreasonable detemination occurred. 

Analysis of the fine gimbal angle data verified that the error word 
was proper and that the zero readings were expectable. The attitude 
error output was 0.24" and not changing. This offset in attitude error 
of greater than 0.06" resulted from a car&in&ion of rate gyro null 
offset and a stage thrust misalignarent. It was determined, tiver, 
that the criteria should not be changed since the probability of three 
successive test failures without a real system failure is very low, and 
because the impact of inadvertent switchover to the backup resolver would 
only be loss of redundancy. 

8.3.4 Pitch Axis Resolver Switchover 

At 3805 seconds, during the first orbital revolution, the Y (pitch) fine 
gimbal angle was found unreasonable three tiukzs within one fecund causing 
switchover to the backup resolver. The unreasonable readings were deter- 
mined by the Zero Reasonableness Test (see Paragraph 8.3.2). The 
resolver switchover had no effect on the mission and resulted only in 
loss of redundancy. The control system deadband used for orbital atti- 
tude control for the Saturn Work Shop has a larger attitude error limit 
deadband (2.0”) than in the Apollo systm (l.OO). The coqwter test 
constant used to represent the deadband should, therefore, have been 
increased to reflect the increased attitude error limit. HMver, the 
test constant was set at l.2", the Apollo value. In addition, a null 
offset (within specification) in the Contml Signal Processor effec- 
tively moved the control deadband so that an appropriately set test 
constant would not have properly represented the edge of the deadband. 
These two conditions, either of them sufficient, permitted the Zero 
Reasonableness Test to be failed in pitch when the vehicle pitch attitude 
was actually within the control deadband. 

A repeat of this occurrence for either X-3 or X-4 is unlikely. However, 
the test constant values have been n-evaluated based on known rate-gyro 
null offsets. As a result of this re-evaluation, the test constant will 
be increased to 2.0". 

8.3.5 Attitude Camnands 

Vehicle attitude caa~undr issued during boost are shown in Figure 8-3 
along with the predicted values. Yaw steering conssands are slightly 
different fron those pred~~cted due to larger than predicted steering 
misaligrnent corrections, and different-frYn-naminal initial conditions 
for 1GM initiation. 



n’)c W.“.” Terminal Conditions 

A comparison of desired and achieved guidance terminal conditions is 
shown in Table 8-5. The small error values indicate satisfactory 
performance by the guidance and navigation system. 

8.3.7 Orbiter Phase 

Orbital guidance and events sequencing were as specified. Caananded 
attitudes during the orbital phase are shown in Table 8-6. 
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Figure &3. Attitude Camnand: 
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Table 8-5. SA-513 End Conditions 

Vtlalty. VT Wstc) 7648.7198 7648.6326 

hdius, k (fwtn) 6811SM.O 6811492.5 

Ptth hglt. cq \atg) l .w3 -.002905 
Incllnrtlm, I (deg) SO.029 50.0284 

&sanding Nude. A (dtg) 153.25 153.249 

-.0872 

-41.5 

-.007905 

-.WW 

-.OOl 

Table 8-6. SA-513 Orbital-Phase Commanded Attitude Angler 

t 
COMIlPNMO ANGLE. DECRff 

EVENT TTHE POLL IX) PITCH (Y) YAY (2) 

Attitudt Hold 74 +0.0335 -121.0352 l 0.0524 

Shroud Jettison and la l 1~.005 Set 0.0 161.7026 -2.1, % 
Initiate Mitrl Guidance 

Salw Attitude Ta + 370.169 -175.128@ -81.1276 +5.6845 
4 

8.4 NAVIGPTIO1Y AND GUIPANCE lCYSTEM COMPONENTS 

The navigation and guidance hardware satisfactorily supported the accomplish- 
ment of mission objectives. 
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8.4.1 Stabflited Platforrr. System 

All three gym servo loops operated properly. Maxi- deflections of the 
pickoffs at various event times are listed below: 

2 Gmi x Gyro Y Gym 

Liftoff <+.os" c+.OSO <*.(K" 
- .os" (-.osO -.05O 

x63 set +O.1° +0.1* +.07" 
-0.1" -O.1° -.m" 

z 593 Set l .080 +2.t0 +.07O 
-.Ot" -O.lSO -0.1" 

Payload Shroud +.07O <+.os" +O.1° 
Jettison <- .os" c-.05" - .os" 

All three accelerometer servo loops responded pmgrly to the vehicle 
accelerations. Maxim dcflectfons of * pickoffs at various tks am 
listed as follows: 

2 Accel x Accel v AC-1 

lfftoff +l.P +l.1° +2.0° 
-1.9' -l.o" -2.w 

z63Sec MJ.4" *o.SO +o.S" 
-0.4" -0.30 00.6~ 

z 593 set +1.30 4.5O +2.P 
-1.4. -S.2O -2.9O 

Payload Shroud +2.0° +l.V +l.P 
-3.6' -1.4O -2-l" 

8.4.2 Guidance and FYavigatfon Computer 

The LVDC and MM perfonwd satisfactowlly, and no hardraw a-lies were 
observed durjng any phase of SL-1 flight. 
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SECTION 9 

CONTROL AND SEPARATION 

9.1 SUMMARY 

The control svstems functioned correctly throughout the flioht of WS13. 
Enoine aimbal deflections were nominal. 
adeauately stabilized. 

Bending and slosh dynamics were 
rYo undue dvnamics accorrganied any separation, 

however, the S-IUS- interstage failed to separate and caused hiqh 
temperat res and pressures in the S-II thrust cone reaion durinq the S-II 
burn, as discussed in naraqraoh 9.5.2. The failure is attributed to 
damaqe to the Linear Shaned Charoe (LSC) or the LSC cover resulting from 
Orbital Work Shon meteoroid shieid debris. 

9.2 S-IC CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 

9.2.1 Liftoff 

The liftoff tower clearance maneuver occurred as planned. Table 9-1 
sumnarizzs liftoff misalignments and conditions. 

9.2.2 Inflight Dynamics 

The SA-513 control system performed as expected during S-IC boost except 
during the 63-second anomaly discussed in paragraph 9.2.3. Jjmsphere 
measurements indiiate two significant wind peaks. The first wind peak was 
29.5 meters per second at 9.25 kilometers altitude with an azimuth of 263 
degrees. The second peak was 34.4 meters per second at 12.7 kilaneters 
with an azimuth of 267 degrees. The first wind peak caused the maximum 
total angle of attack of 2.8 degrees. The control system adequately 
stabilized the vehicle in this wind. About 7% of the available pitch 
gimbal angle and 8% of the available yaw gimbal angle were used. 

Time histories of pitch, yaw, and roll control parameters are shown in 
Figures 9-l through 9-4. The peaks are surrrr;arited in Table 9-2. Dynamics 
in the region between liftoff and 40 seconds resulted primarily from 
guidance conxnands. Between 40 and 110 seconds vehicle dynamics were 
caused by the pitch and yaw guidance programs, the wind, and the 63-second 
anomaly. Dynamics from 110 seconds to S-IC outboard engine cutoff were 
caused by center engine shutdawn, tilt arrest and high altitude winds. 
There is no evidence of a flow separation transient as experienced on 
Apollo flights. 

The attitude errors indicate that the equivalent thrust vector misalignments 
were 0.05 and -0.05 degrees in pitch and yaw, respectively. Roll engine 
misalionment was zero degrees prior to outboard engine cant and 0.01 
degree after cant. The attitude error transients at center engine cutoff 
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Table 9-l. V-513 Liftoff Conditions Hisalianment Sumnary 

PREDICTLD 3- RANGE LAUPiCIJ 
PARAMETER 

PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH VAW ROLL 

Thrust Misalign- *Il.31 -0.31 -0.37 O.CS -0.05 0.0 
merit, deg 

Center Engine 
Cant, deg 

-0.31 dG.31 - 0.09 0.02 - 

Vehicle Stacking .0.26 -0.28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
and Pad Misalign- 
merit, dw 

Attitude E.-rot at - 0.06 
Holddown Arm 

i - -0.06 -0.06 

Release, deg 

* I 
PREDICTED ACTUAL - / 

Peak Soft Release 415,900 (93,500) l 

Force Per Slow 
Release Rod, 
":(lbf) 

Wind 19.55 m/s (38 5.1 m/s (10.0 Knots) 
Knots) at 161.5 at 161.5 Reters 
Meters (530 Feet) (530 Feet) 

Thrust to Weight 1.240 1.263 

*Data not available 

indicate that the center enaine misaliqnments were 0.09 and 0.02 degrees 
in nitch and yaw respectively. 

All dynamics were within vehicle capability. The attiatude errors required 
to trim out the effects 0‘; thrust unbalance, offset center of gravit>, 
thrust vector misalignment and control system misalignments were w>thin 
predicted envelopes. The peak angles of attack in the maximum dynamic 
pressure (Flax q) reqion were -2.02 deqrees in pitch and 1.96 dearees in 
yaw. The peak averaoe enaine deflect;ons required to trim Out the aero- 
dynamic moments in this reqion were -0.34 dearee in pitch and 0.39 degree 

in yaw. 
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Figure g-1. Pitch Plane Dynmits During S-IC Bm 
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Figure 9-2. Yaw Plane Dynamics During S-IC Burn 
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Table 9-2. Maximum Control Parameters During S-IC Burn 

PARAMETERS 

Attitude Error, deg 

Angular Rate, deg/s 

Average Gimbal 
Angle, deg 

Angle of Attack, 
deg (Curing Max q) 

PITCH PLANE* 

RANGE 
AMPLITUDE TIME 

(SEC) 

-0.60 109.0 

-0.70 76.6 

-0.37 77.5 

-2.02 66.0 

YAW PLANE* ROLL PLANE* 

RANGE RPNGE 
AMPLITUDE TIME AMPLITUDE TIME 

(SW (SEC) 

-0.66 2.9 -1.02 13.5 

0.58 4.1 1.5 to 2.5** 62 Cl 

0.45 66.7 +0.09 63.6 
-0.09 67.3 

1.96 65.5 

Angle of Attack 
Dynamic Pressure 
Product, deg-N/CM2 
(deg-lbf/ft2) 

5.98 66.0 5.77 65.5 
(1250) (1210) 

Normal 
Acceleration, m/s2 
(Ws2) 

0.27 76.9 0.31 65.6 
(0.90) (1.00) 

*Corrected for biases 

**Caused by 63-second anomaly 



No divergent bending dynamics were observed. Figure 9-5 shows LH2 
slosh mass displacements measured during flight along with preflight 
predicted and postflight simulated displacements. The measured data 
shown has been reduced by 40% to account for amplification factors in 
the capacitance probe during S-IC flight. The deviation between 
measured and portflight simulated data may be due to: a) harmonic 
beating of the first slosh nlTde with higher modes not modeled in the 
simulation; or b) unpredictable slosh wave rotation out of the plane 
of the probe. 

Vehicle dynamics prior to S-IC/S-II first plane separation were within 
staging requirements. 

9.2.3 63-Second Anomaly 

The SA-513 launch vehicle instrumentation indicated unusual disturbances 
at about 63-seconds. An external moment caused an increase in roll rate 
to about 2.2 degrees/second. Pitch and yaw rate transients also were 
observed, but the frequency of these transients (about 4 Hertz) indicate 
that these were structural responses. The pitch and yaw accelerometers 
in the IU also recorded structural motion. 

An anarysjs has been made of the vehicle dynamics during the 63-second 
region of flight. It was found that the rigid-body and structural 
motion of the vehicle can be approximated by an external impulse of 
26,100 newton-seconds applied in the region of Solar Array System (SAS) wing 
nutier 2. This impulse is oroduced by a force of 290,000 newtons acting for 
0.09 seconds. The force is applied tangentially to the meteoroid shield (at 
vehicle station 75.34) at a point 30 degrees from posltion IV toward 
position I with pitch and yaw components of 251,000 and -145,000 newtons, 
respectively. 

Figures 9-6 through 9-8 show the simulated dynamic responses to the 
external force compared with the meacured responses. The measured error 
data shown is 1OC sample-per-second data. However, the available 
measured rate data shown is sampled at 10 samples per second. This low 
sampling frequency significantly affects the quality of the rate measure- 
ments. Figure 9-9 shows the simulated and measured I .U. lateral 
accelerations. The angles of attack are shown in Figure 9-10. 

A more complete discussion of the 63-second anomaly is contained in 
Section 17. 
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9.3 S-II CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 

Trz S-II stage attitude control system performance was satisfactory. The 
vehicle dynamics were within expectations at all times. The maximum values 
of pitch parameters and yaw attitude error occurred in response to Iterative 
Guidance Mode (IGM) Phase 1 initiation. The maximum values of yaw gimbal 
angle and all roll control parameters occurred in response to S-IC/S-II 
separation conditions. The maximum control parameter values for the period 
of S-II burn are shown in Table 9-3. 

Table 9-3. Maximum Control Parameters During S-II Burn 

I I PITCH PLANE. YAM PLANE* ROLL PLANf* 

PMWETEP LNITS MAGNlTYPf RANQ TIW RAGNITUPf RANGE 1 I HE MKN I TUOC RAYGC :iMt 
ISEC) (SEC) / ISfO 

Attitude Error K&a -1.7 199.5 0.4 726.5 -1.9 163.0 

?ttitu& Rate Peg/s 0.9 200.8 -0.1 166.0 1.8 164.1 

Averape Gitiri as -1.2 162.8 0.4 163.2 -0.4 163.5 
Angle 

-1 

*All biases roved 
- 

Between S-IC OECO and initiation of IGM Phase 1, corrmands were held constant. 
Significant events occurring during this interval were S-IC/S-II separation, 
and S-II stage J-2 etigine start. Pitch and yaw dynamics during this interval 
indicated adequate control stability as shown in Figures 9-10 and 9-11, 
respectively. Steady state attitudes were achieved within 10 seconds from 
S-IC/S-II separation. 

At IGM initiation, guidance coennands caused the vehicle to pitch up. During 
IGM, the vehicle pitched down at a constant commanded rate of approximately 
-0.1 deg/s. The transient magnitudes experienced were similar to previous 
flights. 

Other guidance command changes which caused dynamic cnanges were End 
Artificial Tau Mode and beginning of Terminal Steering. The engine defiec- 
tions in yaw following CECO were the result of change of trim conditions. 
The center engine was not precanted to canpensate for compliance deflection, 
and because of the location of fixed links this compliance effect occurred 
in the yaw plane as shown in the maximum yaw attitude rate in Table 9-3. 

Flight and simulated data comparisons, Figures 9-11 and 9-12, show agree- 
ment at those events of greatest control system activity. Differences 
between the two can be accounted for largely by engine location misalign- 
ments, thrust vector misalignments and uncertainties in engine thrust 
buildup characteristics. The inflight thrust misalignments were found to 
be -0.1 degree about pitch and yaw axes. 
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9.4 INSTRUMENT UYIT CCINTPCIL COFIPONENTS EVALUATION 

All elewnts of the Control Subsvstem functioned oroper?y throuahout the 
boost ohase of the mishion. Durina the coast phase of this fli:ht, all 
error and error rate sionals remained within the deadband. Ptritudc 
Control commands continued to be issued by the !U after S-II cutoff and 
vehicle responses indicated proper Thruster Attitude Control System 
function. 

Discussion of a switch from the ST-124M inertial platform Fitch axi, 
qimbal anqle fine resclver to the coarse (backup) resolver at 3805 seconds 
is presented in Sect'on a. Corrective action will be considered for any 
additional Orbital luork Shop launch vehicles. 

9.5 SEPPPATION 

9.5.1 S-IC/S-II Seuaration 

S-IC/S-II separation and associated seauencincl were accomplished as 
planned with eiqht S-IC retro-motors providing the separation forces. 
S-iC and S-II stape clearance was 7 feet better than the 1 foot required 
when liquid hvdrooen was dumped throuah the J-2 enqines. 

Durino the first plane separation period ii59 to 161 seconds), the maximum 
S-II roll attitude error and annular rate ;+ere approximatelv -0.7 dearee, 
and -0.4 dea/sec, respectivelv. YIximum S-II pitch and yaw attitude 
errors were -0.6 and 0.2 degree, respectively. Correspondina maximum 
pitch and yaw rates at this time were -0.1 and 0 dea/sec. These rates 
result in a lateral motion of the S-IC forward skirt -elative to the J-2 
ennines. This motion is calculated to be 0.02 meters (0.6 inches), 
resultsno in a clearance between J-2 enqines and S-IC staqe forward skirt 
of 9.9 meters (35 inches). In contrast, the clearance distance is 
tvpically 0.9 meters (36 inches) when pitch and yaw rates are zero. So 
the clearance in this case is normal. 

Separation was completed when the J-2 enaines main propelltnc ianition 
occurred at about 4.1 seconds from S-IC enqines cutoff. At that time the 
stases are parted a distance of over 50 feet, and tht! distance continues 
to increase with time. 

9.5.2 S-II Second Plane Separation Evaluation 

The S-II Interstaoe failed to fullv separate, causing elevated temperature 
and risk of structural failure as discussed below. 

Durina S-II fliaht it was observed that the heat shield forward face and 
thrust cone pressure measurements, Fiquri 11-3; thrust cone forward 
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surface temnerature measurements: Fiqure 12-7: heat shield curtain gas 
temoerature measurements, Figures 12-9 and 12-10; and enaine actuation 
svstem reservoir oil temperature measurements, paraaranh 6.11; were much 
hinher than measured on nrevious flights. The thrust cone temperature was 
seen to rise at a relatively raoid rate until CECC! instead of showing a 
distinct chanpe at interstaqe separation so characteristic of all previous 
fliahts. At S-II DECO, the measured SP-513 curtain aas temoeratures were 
about 234°F higher t/ran on previous flights. An analvsis of the thermal 
environment indicates that then.ally induced structural failure in the 
thrust structure area of the S-II staqe was apnroached and would have been 
exceeded for a "one contr, 1 engine out" condition. 

In addition, it was observed that the C-II staae burn time was longer than 
nominal at velocity cutoff. 

In order to determine the cause of the observed base reaion anomalies, the 
followino three failure modes we- considered and analyzed: a) flexible 
curtain failure, b) oas leak within the engine mountinq circle forward of 
the heat shield, and c) failure of the S-II interstage to separate. The 
analysis clearlv established that neither the flexible curtain failure mode 
nor the qas leak failure mode would have produced a condition which would 
result in a reasonable match of the observed data. 

The pressure and thermal analysis based upon the failure of the S-II aft 
inters tage to separate was based on these assunotions: a) flow field 
forward of the heat shield is fed by the reversed qases deflected by the 
aft surface of the heat shield, b) thrust cone and heat shield forward 
face pressures are nroportional to the heat shield aft face pressure. The 
results are shown in Figures 3-13 through 9-14 which show that the predicted 
trends for both the heat shield forward face and thrust cone pressures and 
thrust cone temperatures are in agreement with the flight data. 

Three other areas of investioation also provided supportive evidence that 
the interstaqe did not Dhvsicallv separate from the stage. These were: 
'1) radar observations, 
relative velocity. 

(2) vibration data, and (3) the S-II/Sk/S separation 

On previous Saturn V flights, chanqes in the radar echo were correlatible 
w'th the even,s of first and second plane separation, initiation of IQ4, etc. 
These same events were observed on the SL-1 fliah+ with the exception of the 
second plane separation event. No r"lanqe was observed in the radar pattern 
during the time frame in which second plane separation should have occurred. 

: 

t 

Analysis of radial vibrations at the forward skirt strinqer shows that on 
three orevious flights (AS-510 throuqh AS-512) the vibraticn sensor (flight 
measurement E1)081-219) detected the Linear Shapea Charge (LX) detonation, 
re,ponding with a transient damped low fmuency (15 to 17 Hz) wave shape 
modulatina the characteristic (about 100 Hz) frequency. In each case the 
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peak-to-peak amplitude of the transient is about four times the peak-to- 
peak amplitude of the residual vibrations and decays in about 0.5 seconds. 
The SA-513 vibration sensor resoonded to a disturbance at the time of 
second plane separation command; however, the transient response was only 
about twice the peak-to-peak amplitude of the residual vibrations and 
decays in a! jut 0.2 second. The smaller response on SA-513 could indicate 
that the source of the disturbance was not as strong as on previous 
flights. 

The actual S-II/SWS separation delta V was determined to be approximately 
18.5 s,irec. This aqrees closely with analysis of separation conditions 
when 5 II aft interstaae is attached. 

The above evidence shows that the S-II Interstage failed to separate, 
however, the electrical data seemed to indicate that a normal separation 
had occurred. A detailed analysis was required to resolve this paradox. 

The key elements of the second plane separation svstem are shclrn in 
Fiaure g-15. Two Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) units located near vehicle 
Position II, fire opposite ends of a Linear Shaped Charqe (LSC) loop 
that passes completely around the vehicle in the seoaration plane. When 
the LSC is detonated by an EBW firing unit the tension straps (199 
straps about the vehicle circumference) holding the interstage in place 
are severed and the interstaqe falls awav. The nomial sequence is for 
the EBW un,it 1A to fire first with the detonation propagating around the 
entire LSC loop in approximately 4 ms, towards Position I. As a backup 
the second unit fires 100 ms later with the capability of detonating the 
entire LSC loop from the opposite direction. If separation is nominal, 
electrical disconnect between the S-II stage and the interstaoe occurs 
prior to the second firina command 100 ms later and since the EBW units 
are located on the interstaoe the backup EBW is not triqgered. Elec- 
trical disconnect occurs when the S-II staqe and the aft interstaqe are 
approximately l/4 inch apart at the electrical connector panel. 

Since the firing sequence occurred normally and electrical disconnect 
at the interstage electrical panel was indicated by the normal voltaqe 
decay transient of the EBW 18 voltage monitor and battery voltage of 
units located in the interstaoe at least partial separation was indicated. 
Partial separation indicates that sryne of the tension straps were severed. 
Assuning that detonation did not propagate completely around the LSC loop 
an analysis was conducted to show where detonation was interrupted. This 
analysis considered that a sufficient ntier of straps were severed to 
pennit at least l/4 inch separation at the electrical panel, but that a 
sufficient ntier of straps xmained intact to hold the interstage on 
against inertial forces. The analysis shows that severinq a 165" arc 
(89 tension straps) will provide l/4 inch deflection for electrical 
connector clematinq and a minimum of 100' arc (55 tension straps) needed 
to hold the interstate. These results a= sham in Figure 9-16 and 
indicate that propagation was interrupted between vehicle Position III 
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and ?r)" bevond vehicle Position IV towards Position I. This corresponds 
to 3 location between strinqer 12 and stringer 162, Figure 9-15. 

Five LSC failure modes were investiqated. These included thermal damaqe, 
from aerodvnamic heatinq, LX failure to propaqate, installation/opera- 
tional damaqe, over-orcrssurization of the fairinq, and debris damaqe. 
Tile most probable failure mechanism was identified to be debris damage 
from the OWS mete,)roid shield which was lost at approximately 63 seconds 
(see Section 17). 

In analysis was nerformed to determine if the debris could impact the 
S-II staae and, in particular, the S-II interstage separation plane LSC. 
The analvsis determined that the debris could contact the S-II staqe and 
data indicates it did damaqe the S-II forward skirt area increasinq the 
vent area by annroximately 198 in2 as shown in Figure 11-5. The LH2 
tank sidewall was protected with spray foam insulation and probably 
incurred no damaqe from the pass'ng debris. Travelinq between 200 and 
1000 ft/sec, the debris probably hit the LSC orot?ctive cover and 
damaoed the LSC to interruot subsequent propaqation. Even if the debris 
had penetrated ;he LSC cover only, the resultinq temperature of the LSC 
would increase :o approximately 450 - 550°F because of aerodynamic 
heatina and auto-ignite. This condition could burn rather than detonate 
a short lenath of the LSC and impair detonation propaqation. 

Vehicle operational or hardware corrective actions are still under 
investigation for future missions of either an Apollo or Skylab Program. 
The necessity for Apollo vehicle desiqn changes and operational flight 
mission rule revisions will be assessed separately from Skylab mission 
applications, consistent with unique factors in each review. 

9.5.3 S-II/SWS Separation 

All of the S-II/SWS separation cormnands were issued and received 
properly. All expected responses from eiqht S-II stage vibration and 
acoustic measurements were received at the time of S-II/M separation 
verifyinq that separation had occurred at 591.1 seconds. 

The attitude errors that occurred durinq S-II/SWS separation were larqer 
than nominal, see Figure 9-17 for pitch, yaw and roll errors. These 
abnormallv large values are a result of the 593-second anomaly. The 
corresponding attitude rates and accelerations are presented with a 
discussion of this anomalv in Section 17. 

There is no flight data available to measure separation lateral clearance 
between the OWS radiator and the S-II/SWS interstage structure. A 
separation clearance analysis was performed based on the known rotation 
of the SWS vehicle after senaration and the predicted S-II staqe rotation 
due to center-of-gravity offsets. At the time when the OWS radiator had 
moved axiallv to the top of the S-II/SW5 interstaae, the lateral clear- 
ance was estimated ta be 1.4 meters. 
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An analysis of the S-II/SWS separation velocity (delta V) was made using 
S-II stage weight with and without the S-II inter-stage attached. If the 
S-II interstaae had separated as scheduled then the S-II weight at S-II/ 
SWS separation would have been 53,964 Kg and the separation delta V 
would have been 20.3 m/set. If the S-II interst&* was still attached 
then the S-II staqe would have been 5027 Kg heavier at S-II/SWS separation 
and the separation delta V would have been 18.5 m/set. The actual sepa- 
ration delta V, as determined by tracking data, was 18.2 to 18.9 m/set 
which agrees closelv with separation velocity with the S-II interstage 
attached. 

After successful S-II/SWS separation, the relative distance between the 
vehicle elements provided an adequate margin of safety when S-II staqe 
pressure safina/venting was initiated. The safing sequence was scheduled 
at 210 seconds after S-II/SWS separation. As can be seen by the dotted 
line in Fiaure 9-18, this interval is sufficiently long to insure an 
adequate clearance distance durinp safing. 
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SECTION 10 

ELECTRICAL NETWORKS AND EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM 

10.1 SUmARY 

The SA-513 launch vehicle electrical systems performed satisfactorily 
throughout the required boost and orbital phases. The Emergency Detec- 
tion System (EOS), in an open loop confic.ration, functioned qrooerly. 
The operation of the batteries, power supplies and switch selectors 
were normal. All Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) firing units performed nor- 
mally including the S-II second plane separation EBW firing upits, which 
reacted as expected during the S-II interstage separation anomaly. 

10.2 S-IC STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The S-IC stage electrical system performance was satisfactory. Battery 
voltages were within performance limits of 26.5 to 32.0 V during powered 
flight. The battery cl;rrents were near predicted and below the maximum 
limits of 50 amperes for each bdtttry. Battery power consumption was 
within the rated capacity of each battery, as shown in Table 10-l. 

Table 10-l. S-IC Stage Battery Power Consumption 

POWER CONSUMPTION* 
RATED 

BATTERY CAPACITY AMP-HR PERCENT OF 

(AMP-HR) CAPACITY 
. 

Operational 8.33 4.11 49.4 

Ins trunentation 8.33 5.68 68.1 
I \ 

I *Calculated from battery activation to end of telemetry (at 517.4 
seconds). I 

The two measuring power supplies remained within the required 5 +O.OSV. 
All switch selector channels functioned as commanded by the Instrument 
Unit (IU) and were within required time limits. 

The separation and retro-motor EBW firing units were armed and triggered 
as programned. Charging time and voltage characteristics were within 
performance limits. 
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The range safety conrnand system EBW firing units were in a state-of- 
readiness for vehicle destruct, had it been necessary. 

10.3 S-II STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The stage electrical power system was unchanged from previous flights but 
electrical control circuits were incorporated for orbital safing of stage 
pressure vessels. Redundant switch selector commands were also added to 
increase the reliability of the separation systems (reference Appendix 
B). 

The S-II stage electrical system performed satisfactorily. All battery 
and bus voltages remained within specified limits throughout the flight 
and safing operations. Instrumentation bus power was available well 
beyond the minimum predicted battery life to monitor S-II stage safing 
parameters. All bus currents remained within predicted limits. Main 
bus current averaged 30 amperes during S-IC boost and varied from 43 to 
51 amperes during S-II boost. Instrumentation bus current averaged 22 
amperes during S-IC and S-Ii boost. Recirculation bus current averaged 
87 amperes during S-IC boost. Ignition bus current averaged 30 amperes 
during the S-II ignition sequence. All battery temperatures remained 
within predicted limits. 

Battery power consumption and the rated capacity of each battery are 
shown in Table 10-2. 

Table 10-2. 5-11 Stage Battery Power Consumption 

RATED POWER CONSUMPTION 
BATTERY CAPACITY 

(AMP-HR) AMP-HR 
PERCENT OF 
CAPACITY 

I 

Main 35 50.30* 144 

Instmentation 35 51.80* 148 

Recirculation Xl 30 11.53** 38.4 

Recirculation #2 30 11.57** 38.6 

*Calculated from battery activation until end of data (at 3960 and 
7440 seconds for Main and Instrumentation batteries, respectively). 

I 

I 
**Calculated from battery activation until the batteries were 

electrically disconnected at time of S-II second plane separation. 
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All switch selector channels functioned as conmianded by the IU. All 
stage safing functions were performed satisfactorily. The LH2 recir- 
culation pump inverters operated properly. 

The range safety coma;id system EBW firing units were in the required 
state-of-readiness for vehicle destruct, had it been necessary. 

The non-propulsive vent EBW firing units which were added to SA-513 for 
C-II safing purposes performed satisfactorily. 

All EBW firing units for the stage separation systems performed satis- 
factorily including the S-II second olane separation units (?A and 16). 
Evaluation of the second plane separation EBW firing units arm and dis- 
charge characteristics has established that these units did not contribute 
to the interstage separation anomaly discussed in Section 9, Paragraph 
9.5.2. 

The primary EBW Unit 1A fired upcn conrnand resulting in only partial pro- 
pagation due to the damaged Linear Shaped rharge. This oropagation pro- 
vided sufficient physical separation of the interstage to cause dis- 
connect of the inter-stage interfacing connectors and interrupt of the 
firing command to the backup EBW Unit 1B. Thus, electrical signals were 
generated, which wem typical of the ncrmal separation sequence and gave 
no indication of an anomalous interstage separation. 

The normal separation sequence was initiated with the charging of EBU 
firing unit 1A and 18 following switch selector camnands at 183.217 and 
183.317 seconds, respectively. Firing of aft interstage separation EBW 
Unit 1A was then commanded at 189.917 seconds. This fij-ing resulted in 
electrical disconnect of the interfacing connectors at sane time between 
189.927 and 190.009 seconds. Firing carmand to the backup EBW firing 
unit 1B was issued by the switch selector at 190.017 seconds. 

10.4 INSTRUMENT 3NIT ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

The IU electrical system rwnained essentially unchanged from previous 
flights except for the incorporation of a heater across the 6D20 battery 
to increase its load and thereby ensure its passivation (reference 
Appendix B, paragraph B.4.1). 

The Ill electrical system functioned normally. Al7 battery voltages and 
currents remained in the nominal range until battery depletion. Battery 
temperature rise was nominal based on available data. Battery voltages, 
currents and temperatures are shown in Figures 10-l through 10-4. Bat- 
tery power consumption and rated capacity for each battery are shown in 
Table 10-3. 

Current sharing ?f the 6010 and 6030 batteries, to provide redundant power 
to the ST-124M, was satisfactory throughout the flight. Current shar- 
ing reached a maxi- of 22 anperes and 26 anperes frun the 6010 and 6030 
battery respectively during the S-IC burn as canpared to an average of 
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BATTEPY 

Table 10-3. IU Battery Power Consumption 

POWER CONSUMPTION 
RATEG 

CAPACITY 
AMP-HR PERCENT OF 

(AMP-HR) CAPACITY 

6DlC 350 231.84*** 66.2 

6D20 35c 212.72* 60.1 

6D30 350 381.52** 139.0 

6D40 350 375.10** 102.8 

*Co?culated from activation to the loss of telemerry at 67,620 
seconds). 

**Calculated from activation until battery voltage decayed below 
26.0 V (at 64,987 and 42,503 seconds for batteries 6D30 and 6040, 
respectively.) 

***Calculated from activation until loss of current data at 46,374 
seconds. Battery voltage indicated depletion at 65,880 seconds 

4 1 \ - c :.-:i: lo-;:. 

18 amperes and 21 amperes (see Figures 10-l and 10-3). 

The 56 volt power supply maintained an output voltage of 56.1 20.5 V 
which 4s well within the required Wierance of 56 52.5 V. 

The 5 volt measuring power supply performed naninallv, maintaining a 
constant voltage within specified tolerances. 

The switc;l Tlector, electrical distributors and network cabling per- 
formed nominally during the boost and orbital phases. 

10.5 SATURN V EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM (EDSj 

The ED: was flown in an open loop configuration with all abort signals 
being inhibited. The system was monitored for vehicle performance para- 
meters during the boost phase. All discrete indications for EDS events 
functioned normally. The performance of all thrust OK pressure switches 
and associated voting logic which monitors engine status was nominal. 

The Q-Ball, which sensed maximun dynamic pressure differences on previous 
Apollo flights, was not employed on this flight (see Appendix 6). 
As noted in Section 9, none of the EDS rate gyros gave any indication 
of angular overrate in the pitch, yaw or roll axis. = 1 
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SECTION 11 

VEHICLE PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT 

11.1 SUMMARY 

The S-IC base heat shield was instrumented with two differential 
pressure measurements. The SA-513 flight data show trends and magni- 
tudes similar to the Apollo flight data. 

The SA-513 S-II base region contained three absolute pressure measurements. 
The measurement on the aft face of the heat shield showed a similar trend 
and magnitude to Apollo flight data. Measurements on the forward face 
of the heat shield and thrust cone surface agreed with Apollo flight data 
up to the time of second plane separation. Following the time of second 
plane separation, however, the data from these measurements remain 
at a higher level than that seen during the Apollo flights. These higher 
levels, along with other anomalous data led to the conclusion that 
the S-IC/S-II interstage had failed to separate. 

S-II forward skirt pressure showed a more rapid decrease in pressure 
than was expected after 67 seconds, indicating a leak in that area pro- 
bably caused by danage from debris resulting from the loss of the meteoroid 
shield. 

11.2 BASE PRESSURES 

11.2.1 S-IC Base Pressures 

The base heat shield of the SA-513 S-IC was instrumented with two 
differential (internal minus external) pressure measurements, 00046-106 
and DoO47-105. ,The flight data, Figure 11-1, shcm similar trends and 
magnitudes to Apollo flight data. The maximun differential pressure 
was approximately 0.23 psi at an altitude of approximately 4 n. mi., 
which is well within the 2.50 psi burst and 2.75 psi crush design limits 
on the S-IC heat shield. 

11.2.2 S-II Base Pressures 

Figure 11-2 shows the S-II heat shield forward face pressure history 
(W150-206), the postflight analytical values, and the data band from 
previous Apollo flights. The postflight analytical values assune the 
S-IC/S-II interstage romained on throughout the S-II flight, as dis- 
cussed in Section 9. 
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From Figure 11-2, it is seen that no abrupt pressure drop occurs at 
the time of interstage separation and there is no characteristic pres- 
sure spike as has been observed on Apollo flights at the time of inter- 
stage separation. Also, the base pressures, following interstage 
separation time are an order of magnitude higher than corresponding 
Apollo flight values. 

The gradual pressure decay of the heat shield forward face pressure 
measurement following separation time has not been seen previously 
because the pressure in this area has dropped abruptly following 
separation as shown in previous flight data (see Figure 11-2) and 
noted above. However, the aft face measurement has shown this decay 
on previous flights and it is probably caused by the reverse flow 
expansion process. This effect was not accounted for in the 
postflight analysis. The corresponding thrust cone pressure data 
(D0187-206) is presented in Figure 11-3. Again it is seen that the 
thrust cone pressures after interstage separation time are also an 
order of magnitude higher than the data band of previous Apollo flight 
data. Except for the gradual pressure decay in the flight data, the 
postflight analysis is in good agreement. 

The heat shield aft face pressure history (DO158-206) is presented in 
Figure 11-4, together with the postflight analytical values, which are 
based on the S-IC/S-II interstage remaining on throughout flight, and 
the data band from previous Apollo flights. The analysis of the heat 
shield aft face pressures is developed using semi-empirical correlation 
between heat shield aft face static pressures and convective heating 
rates. These correlations are based on scale model hot flow test results 
and the data from previous flights. It is seen that the flight data 
fall within the data band of the previous flights as expected. 

On previous flights the heat shield aft face pressure drops by 
approximately 0.01 psia after the time of interstage separation. 
This pressure drop did not occur during the SA-513 flight. The 
decay of the heat shield aft face pressure previously noted on 
Apollo flights appears to be more rapid during this flight. The 
postflight analytical pressure history is in agreement with the 
flight measured history except for the pressure decay effect which 
was not included in the analysis. 

11.3 S-II FOWARD SKIRT RoESSORES 

The S-II Orbital Work Shop inter ;tage canparlment pressure history during 
S-IC boost, which was measured by pressure transducer W163-219, is 
shown in Figure 11-5. Also included in the figure is the analytically 
detennined postflight prediction which is based on the postflight 
trajectory used in conjunction with a local flaJ properties program and 
a multiple chambnr venting program. 
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The figure shows that the measured and predicted pressures agree quite 
well until about 67-68 seconds into the flight when the measured pres- 
sure starts falling more rapidly than expected. From about 85 to 100 
seconds, the measured pressures are about 0.75 psi less than the post- 
flight analytical values. This difference between the measured and 
predicted pressures is larger than the corresponding discrepancies 
obtained on the previous Apollo Saturn V launches. 

The sudden change in the slope of the measured pressure decay cuwe at 
67-68 seconds suggests an increase in vent area at about this time. An 
analysis was conducted to determine possible size and location of this 
anomalous vent area. It was found that the measured internal pressure 
could be matched by adding more vent area to either the S-II/OK frustum 
or the S-II forward skirt. The use of an equivalent vent area of 
approximately 288 in2 at vehicle station 2604 (frustm) or 108 in2 at 
vehicle station 2507 on the S-II fomard skirt, assuned to open at 68 
seconds into the flight, closely matches the measured data, as shown 
in Figure 11-5. Note that the added vent area could be the sum of 
several small holes or one larger hole. Also, the locations ass-d in 
the analysis are not the only possible ones. This would indicate a qood 
probability that skin damage from OWS debris (reference Section 17). 

The greater than expected pressure levels measured on the forward face 
of the heat shield and thrust cone surface following the time of S-II 
second plane separation are indications that the S-IC/S-II interstage 
did not separate. This anomaly is discussed in greater detail in 
Paragraph 9.5.2. 

11.4 S-IC/S-II SEPARATION PRESSURES 

There are no environmental pressure measurements in the fomard skirt of 
the S-IC, however, since the S-IC/S-II separation was close to nominal 
the pressures in this area should be well below maximum allowable values. 

The S-II base Rgion pressure transducer (UOO158-206, see Figure 11-4) 
exhibits normal response during the engine start transient, indicating 
tlat the S-II base region pressures were lower during S-IUS- separa- 
tion than during full thmst operations. 
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SECTION 12 

VEHICLE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 

12.1 SUmARY 

The SA-513 S-IC base region environmen t was similar to that experienced 
on Apollo flights. 

The SA-513 S-II base region thermal environment was expected to be 
about the same as that experienced on Apollo flights. However, the 
S-IC/S-II interstage failed to separate; consequently, the thrust cone 
region temperatures following scheduled time of separation were 
greater than experienced during Apollo flights. 

Aerodynamic heating environments were not measured on SA-513. 

Since the S-IC/S-II separation dynamics for SA-513 were nominal, the 
heating rates to the S-IC forward dome and S-II base area during 
separation were well below maximum allowable values. 

12.2 S-IC BASE HEATING 

The S-IC base region thermal environments for the SA-513 flight were 
indicated by two total calorimeters and two gas temperature probes 
located on the base heat shield. The sensing surface of the total 
calorimeters (C26-106 and C149-106) were mounted flush with the aft 
surface of the heat shield. The gas temperature sensing surfaces 
were mounted at 0.25 inch (CfO-106) and 2.50 inches (C52-106) aft 
of the heat shield surface. Data from these instruments are compared 
with Apollo flight data and are presented in Figure 12-1 and 12-2. 

The SA-513 S-IC base region environments have trends and magnitudes 
similar to Apollo flight data. 

1 
he maxi- recorded total heating 

rate was approximately 24 Etu/ft -set and occurred at an altitude 
of 11 n mi, and the maximum gas temperature was approximately 1718°F 
recorded 2.5 inches aft of the heat shield at an altitude of 11 n mi. 
In general, center engine cutoff (CECO) produced a spike in the 
environmental data with a magnitude and duration simi1G.r to that 
seen in Apollo flight data. 

Ambient gas tqeratures under the engine cocoons (monitored by 
CO242-101 through CO202-105) were within the band of previous Apollo 
flight data. These temperatures are shown in Figure 12-3. 
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12.3 S-II BASE HEATING 

The SA-513 S-I I base region thermal environment was expected to be the same 
as that experienced during the Apollo flights. The heat shield aft face 
total heating rate (CO722-206) measured during the S-II flight is presented 
in Figure 12-4 together with the post-flight analytical values, based on 
wind tunnel data and post-flight trajectory, and the data band of previous 
Apollo flights. It is seen that prior to CECO the flight heating rates fall 
slightly belon the data band of the Apo?lo flights, and considerably below 
the post-flight analytical values. The heating rate increase at CECO 
during this flight was greater than that noted on previous flights. This 
could be due to the S-!C/S-II interstage remaining on throughout the S-II 
flight (see paragraph 9.5.2, Controls and Separation) which affects the 
center-engine-out reverse fim pattern and hence the heat shield heating 
rates. 

The S-II heat shield aft side gas recovery temperature (CO731-206) flight 
history is presented in Figure 12-5 together with the post-flight analyt- 
ical output. The previous Apollo flight data band is also shown for 
comparison. It is seen from the figure that the probe indicated tempera- 
tures are in agreement with the Apollo flight data prior to CECO. Because 
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of the longer period between CECO and the Engine Mixture Ratio (EMR) shift 
on SA-513, the indicated temperatures during this period fall on the high 
side of the Apollo flight data band. 

The heat shield aft side gas temperature was 1265"F, 1520"F, and 1460°F 
prior to CECO, after CECO and after EMR shift, respectively. These values 
are about 200°F higher than the corresponding average values experienced 
during the Apollo flights. 

Figure 12-6 presents the SA-513 flight and post-flight analytical values of 
the radiometer (CO692-206) indicated radiative heat flux to the heat shield 
aft face. Also shown is the post-flight analytical values of the actual 
incident radiative heat flux at the same location. It is seen that the 
SA-513 flight radiometer output falls on the low side of the Apollo flight 
data band. 
the incident 

The discrepancy between the radiometer indicated output and 
radiative heat flux is due to the heating of the radiometer 

quartz window by convection and long wave plume radiation with the result 
that the radiometer sensor receives additional heat from the quartz window 
by radiation and convection across the air gap between the window and the 
sensor. 

There were no structural temperature measurements on the base heat shield. 
In order to evaluate the structural temperatures experienced on the aft 
surface of the heat shield, a maximum post-flight predicted temperature 
was determined for the aft surface using maximun post-flight predicted 
base heating rates for the SA-513 flight. The predicted maximun post- 
flight temperature was 983°F which is comparable to the maximum post-flight 
temperatures predicted for Apollo flights, and was well below the maximum 
design temperature of 1460°F for no engine out and 1550°F for one control 
engine out. timever, all three thrust cone forward surface temperature 
measurements were considerably higher than recorded on previous Apollo 
flights. The maximun temperature recorded by any of the three thrust cone 
forward surface temperature transducers was by measurement CO241-206 (see 
Figure 12-7) which exceeded the upper measurement limit of 150°F. Extra- 
polation of the recorded data indicates a maximun temperature of about 
165°F at the time of S-II outboard engine cutoff. The maximum temperature 
recorded on Apollo fiights was 3Zr'F. The thrust cone forward surface tem- 
perature measurements were not located in the region of maximum base 
heating, and a post-flight analysis was conducted to predict the maximum 
SA-513 thrust cone temperatures with inter-stage-on. The maximun predicted 
temperatures for SA-513, shown in Figure 12-8, were calculated using post- 
flight predicted base heat rates, and are in the same range as the maximum 
allowable temperatures for a factor of safety of 1.0 indicating a marginal 
structural capability for the thrust cone. 

S-11-13 measured heat shield curtain forward gas temperatures closely 
followed the upper range of previously recorded flight data up to S-II 
interszage separation time. Two of the five Rleasurements are shown in 
Figures 12-9 and 12-10, indicating a continued rise until CECO rather than 
a sharp decrease after the scheduled interstage separation event. A 
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typical engine actuation system reservoir oil terrperature is shown in 
Figure 12-11, also shming a more rapid increase than on previous flights. 
This base environment is attributed to the failure of the S-II inter-stage 
to separate (see paragraph 9.5.2). 

The greater than expected temperatures measured in the engine compartment 
following the time of S-II second plane separation are indications that 
the S-IC/S-II interstage failed to separate. This a!ong with other support- 
ing data is presented in paragraph 9.5.2 with the conclusion that S-IC/S-II 
interstage separation did not occur. 

12.4 VEHICLE AEROHEATING THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 

Aerodynamic heating environments were not measured on the SA-513 S-IC stage. 
The trajectory for SL-1 was slightly different than that for the Apollo 
flights which causes the aerodynamic heating environments to be less severe. 
Ground optical data were not available to measure plune induced flow separa- 
tion (PIFS) because of cloud interference. An estimate of the forward 
point of flow separation based on Apollo flight data adjusted to the SA-513 
flight trajectory is shown in Figure 12-12. This estimate shows the flow 
separation point to be farther up the vehicle aI; equivalent Apollo flight 
times because of the different trajectory. The step funct.ion change in the 
forward point of flm separation at CECO occurs later in flight for SA-513 
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than on Apollo flights, as shown in Figure 12-12. It is to be expected 
that PIFS heating would be slightly more severe than that experienced on 
Apollo because the exposure to this environment was about six seconds 
longer. 

12.5 S-IC/S-II SEPARATION THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 

Post-flight reconstruction of the S-IC/S-II separation (see paragraph 
9.5.1) indicates a .lower separation than the nominal prediction but 
within the 3-sigma band. The pressure and heating environments of the 
S-IC LOX tank dome should, therefore, be slightly higher than the pre- 
flight nominal predictions but less than the 3-sigma values and within 
the design limits. Since there are no environmental measurements in this 
area on the flight vehicle, no further analysis of the staging environment 
is planned for this flight. 

The S-II base region heating rate transducer (CO722-206, see Figure 12-4) 
exhibits normal response during the engine start transient, indicating 
that the base region thermal environment is less severe during S-IC/S-II 
Teparation than that corresponding to nominal flight conditions. 
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SECTION 13 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 

13.1 SUMMARY 

The S-IC stage forward compartment and aft compartrrrnt thermal environ- 
ments we;.e adequately maintained throughout the launch countdown and S-IC 
boost phase. 

The S-II stage engine compartment conditioning system maintained the 
atiient temperature and thrust cone surface temperatures within design 
ranges throughout the launch countdown. The system also maintained an 
inert atmosphere within the compartment. 

The IU stage Environmental Control System (ECS) exhibited satisfactory 
performance for the duration of the IU mission. Coolant temperatures, 
pressures, and flowrates were continuously maintained within the required 
ranges and design limits. 

13.2 S-IC ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 

The S-IC ECS performance was satisfactory and maintained temperatures 
within the required limits during launch countdwn and S-IC boost. 

The most severe prelaunch forward compartment thermal envirornnent typically 
occurs during J-2 engine chilldown. The lowest tiient temperature measured 
during SA-513 J-2 engine chilldown was -83.2OF. The lowest temperature 
measured during the flight was -13D°F at instrument location C2D6-120. 

The aft compartment environmental conditioninq system performed satisfac- 
torily durin 
temperature 7 

countdown. After the initiation of LOX loading, the 
12KlO) in the vicinity of the batteries decreased to 65'F 

which is within the battery oualification limits of 35 to 95°F. The 
temperature increased to 76OF at liftoff. Just prior to liftoff, the 
other anbient temperatures in the aft compartment ranged from 69.8"F at 
measurement C203-115 to 82.4"F at measurement C205-115. During flight, 
the lowest tenperaturP recorded was 52.7"F and was at measurement 
C203-115. 
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13.3 S-II ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 

The engine compartment conditioning system maintained the ambient temperature 
and thrust cone surface temperatures within design ranges throughout the 
launch countdown. The system also maintained an inert atmosphere within the 
compartment as evidenced by the absence of H2 or 02 indications on the 
hazardous gas monitor. 

The ambient temperature measurements external to the equipment containers 
indicated that temperatures within the containers were satisfactory and 
since there were no problems with the equipment in the containers, it is 
assumed that the thermal control system performed adequately. 

13.4 IU ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 

The IU Environmental Control System (ECS) performance was satisfactory and 
maintained temperatures, pressures and flowrates within the required limits 
for the duration of the IU mission. 

13.4.1 Thermal Conditioning System (TCS) 

Performance of the TCS was satisfactory throughout the mission, including 
modifications made because of the absence of an S-IVB Staqe on this fliqht 
(Ref. Appendix B). The temperature of the liquid coolant supplied to the 
coldplates and internally cooled components was continuously maintained 
within soecification limits of 45" to 68°F for the required IU lifetime. 

Sublimator performance parameters for the initial cycle are presented in 
Fiqure 13-1. The water supply valve opened as proqramned, approximately 
350 seconds after lift-off. The initial opening was delayed from the 
180-second time, used on all previous vehicles to allow the pressure within 
the IU compartment to decay to the level necessary for proper sublimator 
start-up. This level occurs later because of the additional volune of gas 
in the compartments joined to the IU in the Skylab configuration tiich must 
exhaust through the same vent area. Significant cooling from the sublimator 
was not evident until about 675 seconds after lift-off, at which time the 
coolant supply temperature began to decmase rapidly. At the first thermal 
switch sampling (650 seconds) the coolant temperature was still above the 
actuation point, hence the water supply valve remained open. The second 
switch sampling occurred at approximately 950 seconds and the water valve 
was closed by switch selector cmnd as proqramned. 

Effective with IU-513 and Ill-'.14, the Ground Support Cooling Unit (GSCU) 
is shut down 47 seconds prior to launch by the Terminal Count Sequencer. 
This was reflected, as shorm in Figure 13-1, by an initially rapid increase 
in coolant supply temperature (C15-601) from the stabilized pre-shutoff 
value, followed by a more gradual increase through liftoff and the first 
60 seconds of flight. This event is similar to that initiated at tiilical 
separation (lift-off) on all previous flights and does not, in itself, 
result in a significant change in overall system temperature levels. The 
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cohination of early GSCU shut-off and delayed water valve opening more 
than doubled the interim period of no active cooling on SL-1, but system 
temperature response was moderate and withi? the conservative predictions. 

Figure 13-Z shows temperature control parameters over the total time span 
for which data has been receiveti. Sublimator cooling was nominal and the 
coolant control temperature (Cl5-601) was maintained within the allowable 
range of 45 to 68OF through 36,000 seconds. At approximately 35*,64Oseconds 
the LVDC logic controlling water supply valve operation was inhibited by 
DCS command with the valve in the open position. This resulted in the 
valve remaining open and continuous operation of the sublimator. This 
event was undertaken bzsed on a real-time decision to attelrpt to extend 
the IU operating lifetime. In the nominal case, a major restriction in 
operational lifetime of the IU is over-heating of the electronic components. 
This occurs when coolant circulation ceases due to 6D40 battery depletion. 
By forcing the sublimator to operate continuously prior to this time a 
"subcooling" effect is achieved, and thus when circulation does cease, the 
time to reach an over-heated condition is extended. 

The average system heat load on IU-513 was significantly higher than on 
previous missions. This was due primarily to the solar inertial attitude 
and resulted in more frequent sublimator cycling end increased water 
consumption. A lack of sufficient data prevents an exact determination, 
but it is estimated that the average net system heat load in orbit was 
approximately 2.4 kilowatts. The total mass of water consumed through the 
operating lifetirne of the TCS is similarly estimated to be 120 pounds. 
Water accumulator capacity at lift-off is about 145 pounds, leaving an 
estimated residual of 25 pounds. 

Hydraulic performance of the TCS is indicated by the parameters shown in 
Figure 13-3. Operation was nominal with system flonrate and p~ess~rre 
relative!y constant through 42,000 seconds. At this time, output from the 
battery powering the pump began to &cay through normal depletion, causing 
a corresponding decrease in plnp o&let prpssurr! and flowrate. Fluid 
circulation ceased altogether at approximately 48,600 seconds when the 
punp outlet prpssuto becoms equt? tz that at the purp inlet. 

The TCS GN2 supply sphere pressure dec*y, which is indicative of GN2 usage 
rate, was normal and is presented in Figure 13-4. 

TCS pressurization as indicated by the coolant purp inlet pressure, D24-601, 
was maintained at the required level of 16 9.5 psia through 67,000 seconds, 
at which time the inlet pressure to the First Stage regulator had decayed 
to less than 200 psia. 
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13.4.2 Gas Bearing System Performance 

Gas Bearing System (GBS) operation wa= nominal throughout the IU-513 
m1551~n. Figure 13-5 shows platform pressure differential (Dll-603) 
and internal ambient pressure (D12-603). The differential pressure 
remained constant and within specification limits through 56,000 seconds. 
In the 56,000 to 60,000 second time frame both differential and ambient 
(reference) pressures began to decay as expected as a result of GN2 
depletion. At this time the supply pressure to the gas bearing regulator 
dropped below the minimum level for proper operation of the regulator 
(300 psia). The GBS GN2 supplv sphers pressure decay is depicted in 
cicwe 13-6. GN2 consumption was as expected. 

13.4.3 Component Temperatures 

All component temperatures remained within expected ranges throuqh<nIt 
the primary mission (Figures 13-7 and lC-8) and until loss of coolant 
circulation. As stated previously, cqnt;nuous sublimaeor ooeration 
was initiated at about 35,640 seconds to "+ubcool" t?e electronics 
and thus extend the operational lifetim. This operation was success- 
ful in lowerina comonent temperatures as Lhown in Figures 13-7 and 
13.8. The lower temperatzres were maintained until loss of irculation, 
whereupon the components generally began an imnediate and continued 
temperature increase until eventual loss of system power. The component 
temperature profiles during this period of no active cooling are 
virtually the same as was observed previously on S-IU-508 under the 
same general circumstances. 
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SECTION 14 

ZTA SYSTEC5 

14.1 SUtWARY 

Xi data systems performed satisfactorily throughout the flight. 
Flight measurements fv-om onboard telemetry were 99.7 percent reliable. 

Telemetry performance was satisfactory and no hardware anomalies were 
observed during any phase of the Skylab (SL)-1. Radio Frequency (RF) 
propagation was satisfactory, thouoh the unllsal interference due to 
flame effects and staging was expe;ienced. Usable Very High Frequency 
:kHF) data were received until 67,620 seconds (18:47:00). Signal 
itrcllgth variations cojnc:dent with the 63-second anomaly were observed. 
'rhe Secure Range Safety Command Systems (SRSCS) on the S-IC and S-II 
stages were ready to p ti ;orm tneir functions prooerly, on command, if 
flight conditions during launch phase had required destruct. The 
system properly safed the S-II aestruct system on a conrnand transmitted 
shortly after completion of powered flight (589 seconds). The perfor- 
mance of the Comnand and Comnunicatiobs System (CCS) was satisfactory 
from liftoff through 151,200 seconds (42:40:45). Good tracking data 
were received from the C-Band radar, with Hawaii (HAW) indicated last 
record of interrogation at 16,915 seconds (4:41:55). 1~ general, 
9round engineering camera coverage was good; however, there was no 
coverage of the 63 second anomaly because of cloud coverage. 

14.2 VEHICLE FIEASURE'AENT EVALUATION 

The SA-513 launch vehicle had 109b measurements scneduled for flight; 
one measurement was waived prior to start of the automatic countdown 
sequence leaving 1092 measurements active for flight. Three measure- 
ments failed during flight, resulting in ali overall measurement system 
reliabiiity of 99.7 percent. 

A sumnary of measurement reliability is presented in Table 14-1 for 
the total vehicle and for each stage. The waived measurements, failed 
measurements, partially fai!ed measurements, and questionable measure- 
ments are listed by stage in Tables 14-2, 14-3 and 14-4. None of these 
listed fa'lures had any significant impact on postflight evaluation. 

14.3 AIRBORNE VHF TELEMETRY SYSTEbE EVALUATION 

Performance of the seven VHF telemetry links provided good data from 
liftoff until battery depletion. Data degradation and dropouts were 
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Table 14-l. SA-513 Measurement Summary 

MEASUREMENT 

Failed 

Partial 

I 

Failed 

Questionable 

Reliability, 
Percent 

-! 
&ACCE 

294 

0 

1 

0 

0 

99.7 99.8 99.6 

S-II 
STAGE 

571 

1 

1 

2 

1 

INSTRUMENT 
UNIT 

228 

0 

1 

0 

0 

TOTAL 
VEHICLt 

1093 

1 

3 

2 

1 

19.7 

3 

experienced at various times during !aunch and earth orbit as on 
previous flights, due to the attenuzt'cn of RF signals. Signal 
attenuation was caused by S-IC stage flame effects, S-IC Center 
Engine Cutoff (CECD) and retro-motor effects at S-K/S-II separation. 
The main engine flame effect was very Grominent from 100 to 126 
seconds and was observed earlier than on previous Saturn V launches. 
Flame attenuation, combined with the relatively bad look angles at 
Merritt Island Launch Area (MIIA), caused an unexpected, long data 
dropout from 111.7 to 117.5 seconds. Flame attenuation effects 
were much less severe at Central Instrumentation Facility (CIF). 
The effects at S-IC/S-II separation and S-II engine start resulted 
in approximately 1.2 seconds of data dropout. Flame impingement 
on the jettisoned S-II aft interstage has produced signal dropout 
in all previous Saturn V launches. This expected signal deviation 
did not occur because the S-11 aft interstage did not separate 
(reference Paragraph 9.5.2). 

The performance of the S-II VHF telemetry systems was normal through 
second revolution. The performance of IU VrlF telemetry systems was 
normal during the entire earth orbit operation. A sumnary of avail- 
able VHF telemetry coverage showing Acquisition of Signal (AOS) and 
Loss of Signal (LOS) for each station is shown in Figure 14-l and 
Figure 14-2. The last VHF telemetry data was received at approxi- 
mately 67,620 seconds (18:47:00) at Madrid (WD). 

14.4 C-B!WD RADAR SYSTEK EVALUATION 

The C-Band radar subsystem operated satisfactorily during this mission 
with the only problems experienced occurring in the ground stations. 
sumnary of the C-Band radar coverage showing AOS and LOS for each 

I: o 

station is shown !n Figure 14-3. 
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Table 14-2. SA-513 Flight Measurements Waived Prior to Flight 

MEASULWlNT 
NVBER rtASUllEffN1 TITLE I 

NATUPJ OF FAILURE I REMARKS 1 

S-11 STAGE 

0012-201 El Helix Regulrtor Nersurement read nbicnt pressure Uaiver NR 13-l 
Outlet Pressure in tJw lor RACS node rather than 

mblcnt plus 1 VDC. 

Table 14-3. SA-513 Measurement Malfunctions 
TWE OF 
FAILURE OunATloN 

MMSURCWNT 
NW4EF WASUREWNT TITLE NATURf OF FAILURE ‘Z 

SATISFACTORY 
fPPFNATIlm 1 REHAKKS 

ICNURENfNT FAILURS. S-IC ST&E 

am-102 Tcrprrturr. Turbine Rrosumnt pegged off Probrble transbcer 
Mifold. Englne 2 

E339-206 lb~l Vibration 
Thmst cone 

No remme 

Bl-601 kastic. Flush 
m 

lo ovtputeaceptnolse Prior to 0*OfdS Prcbrble apn circuit 
during prlods of llftoff In c&le or cmnector 
ribratIon 

aool-zoz LZ LO1 fufeirr kosu-L pegged off zu Prior to Pmbrble trmsbcer 
Inlet T~rmbm scale high 264 seconds frtlum 

EODT-83 E3 ~draullc kn-nt pegged off 404 Prior to Pr&able trm&cer I 

bmvolr ?lttm scele la 4a s- fellurn 
Pm4tion 

Table 14-4. SA-513 Questionable Flight Measurements 

rt- 
lu8ER m-f TITLE @MaI OlESflQED I IEI(uKS I 

coo1404 I I N c-1 ho 

I 

w by l/Z*F over m 8 
olrdur)c TWratvR sewM prbd offer AS 

m. Did mot mflect I 

ZI of full sccle 
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Table 14-5. SA-513 Launch Vehicle Telemetry Links 

r 

t 
RF-1 

RP-1 

I 
i 

RF-i 241.5 

234.0 

BP-1 240.6 

a-1 ' 25C.7 

w-1 245.3 

s-IC 

S-IC 

S-II 

S-II 

s-11 

IU 

IU 

FLIGHT PERIOD 
(RARGE TIME. SEC) 

0 t4 517.4 

0 tn 517.4 

0 to 7461 

0 to 7461 

0 to 7461 

0 to 67.6M 

0 to 67.620 

PERFORnANCE SVlrURV 

Sdtisfdctory 

Ddtd Dropouts 

Range Tim (set) Durdtion (set) 

97.2 .2 

142.2 .9 

163.2 .8 

Sdtisfdctory 

Data Dropouts 

Rdnge Time (set) Duration isec; 

161.0 1.2 

SdtiSfdCt0t-y 

Ddtd Dropouts 

Rdnge The (set) Ilurdtion (set) 

111.7 5.8 

Phase front disturbances were experienced at the Cape between 300 and 
400 seconds, at Grand Bahama Island (GBI) between 300 and 733 seconds, 
and at MILA between 3@0 and 690 seconds. Phase front disturbances 
have been experienced during boost on almost all previous missions. 
The:, occur when the pointing information is erroneous as a result of 
sudden antenna nulls or distorted beacon returns. 

Telemetry data showed that several ground stations interrogated the trans- 
ponders during boost. 
ground station logs, 

However, according to the telemetry data and 
radar contacts after Bermuda (BDA) LOS at 885 

seconds were in the skin track mode with the exception of third revolu- 
tion from 16,600 seconds to 16,915 seconds when hAW used beacon tracking. 
The transponder operated normally during the HAW track. 

14.5 SECURE RMGE SAFETY COMMAND SYSTEMS 

Telemetered data indicated that the command antennas, receivers/decoders, 
Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) networks, and destruct controllers on each 
powered stage functioned properly during flight. They wem in the 
required state-of-readiness if flight conditions during the launch had 
required vehicle destruct. Since no arm/cutoff or destruct comr.ands 
were required, all data except receiver signal strength remained 
unchanged during the flight. The S-II range safety receiver signal 
strength measurements indicated that each receivers went out of satura- 
tion twice between 260 and ?70 seconds and receiver Number 2 went out 
again at 520 seconds. However, because of the redundant nature of the 
range safety system, the system was in the required state-of-readiness 
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if fli9ht conditions during the launch had required vehicle destruction. 
Power to the S-II stage range safety command systei-is was cutoff shortly 
after completion of powered flight by ground command, thereby deactivat- 
ing (safing) the systems. 

14.6 COMMAND AND COMfiUNICATIONS SYSTEM EVALUATiON 

14.6.1 Summary of Performance 

The CCS data indicate excellent performance of the onboard subsystem. No 
fiight equipment malfunctions occurred during the fligh:. Ground station 
coverage times through CCS batter-y depletion are shown in F;gure 14-4. 

Events occurring during boost caused a degradation of the CCS received 
signal strength at MILA as expected. S--iC stage flame attenuated the 
signal from 94 to 126.5 seconds. The minimum signal strength during 
this period was -105 dbm. S-IC CECO caused a drop in received signal 
strength from 142 to 144 seconds kith the minimum value being -lOr 
dbm. Very sl'ght, (almost negligible) signal fluctuations ,<?re noted at 
160 seconds during S-IC/S-II separation and retro-motors burn. 
These fluctuations were much less severe than experienced on previous 
flights because of the higher altitude at the time of occurrence. The 
usual signal strength fluctuations resulting from S-II aft interstage 
separation were not discernible on this flight because the aft inter- 
stage failed to separate. No dropouts occurred at MILA during launch 
except during handover to BDA at 450 seconds. 

The CCS #as tracked untii it ceased to transmit due to battery depletion. 
During the entire flight, the only dropouts occurring were at interrogat- 
ing station handovers. There were several stations that received fluc- 
tuating signals. These signal fluctuations appeared on both the uplink 
and downlink signals and were caused by vehicle maneuvers. lhe most 
severe signal fluctuations occurred over MAD during the first revolution 
from 1245 to 1490 seconds when the vehicle was maneuvering to solar inertial 
att'tude. The lowest downlink signal during this time period was -140 
dbm. Although this low signal was sufficient to maintain carrier lock, 
teiemetry data was lost. 

Five commands were transmitted and ali five rJere accepted. A detailed 
list of all commanas initiated by MCC-Houston is shown in Table 14.6. 

14.7 GROUND ENGlNEERING CAMERAS 
4 

In general, grourd camera coverage was good. Forty-seven items (49 from 
fixed cameras and four from tracking cameras) were received f:.om KSC 
and evaluated. Two items did not operate, two items did not have coded 
range time, and three items were obscured due to frost and ice. As a 
result of these saven failures, system efficiency was 85 percent. The 
short range tracking cameras trached until the vehicle was lost in clouds 
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Table 14-6. Ccmmand and Communication System Comrrlnd History, SA-513 

RMSE TM 
' TRAWS. 

SEcmos HRS:NIN:KC STATION 

11,037 3:03:57 HAN 

34,984 9:43:w 605 

35,549 9:52:29 TEX 

46.849 13:00:49 HAN 

10,375 13:25:15 Vlyl 

wmmos 

m Rploy Busses Off 

Rate Ilcasummnt Switch 

ECS Logic Inhiblt 

Tmmlnate 

Hater Valve Open 

NO. OF 
UORPS 
TRW. 

3 

3 

1 

1 

3 

REMARKS 

AcccpLzd 

Acceptad 

:. rcepted 

Accepted 

Accepted 

at approximately 30 seconds. One camera reacquired the vehicle at approxi- 
mately 85 seconds and tracked through 135 seconds. However, this camera 
had a 40-inch focal length lens a:ld provided little usable data. The 
long range (500-inch focal length lens) tracking camera was not cperated 
due to cloud coverage. 

An extensive and thorough analysis was performed on all Skylab-l engineer- 
ing film. 'Ihe analysis centered around the anomaly of the meteoroid 
shield being torn from the vehicle at approximately +63 seconds. Par- 
ticles (debris) were first observed on engineering film item E-46 (400 
frames per second) where a light colored and a dark colored particle were 
tentatively identified as coming from the vehicle. The white particle 
was observed and timed at 13.8 seconds for a period of 10 frames. The 
dark particle was observed at 15.4 seconds for a period of 31 frames. 

Subsequent analysis of other engineering film items identified nunerous 
particles falling from the tower. These particles were identified as 
carpet, panels from swing arms, plastic bags, boxes, a loud speaker, 
tape, etc. No particles were identified as coming from the vehicle 
during ignition, liftoff, and flight of the Skylab-l vehicle through the 
+63 second time period that onboard instrumentation indicated the anomaly. 
Uprange tracking cameras did not acquire the vehicle during the anomaly 
period due to cloud coverage. Therefore, optically Lhere was no coverage 
of the meteoroid shield anmaly. 

A search of tht pad area turned up items of debris such as those men- 
tioned above. The debris seen falling through the camera field of view 
was not a result of ground support equipmnt malfunction since all GSE I 
appeared to operate satisfactorjly during ignition and liftoff. 

i 
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SECTION 15 

MASS CHARACTERISTICS 

15. I SUMMARY 

Total vehicle mass, determined from post-fliqht analysis, was within 1.91 
percent of prediction from ground ignition through S-II stage shutdown. 
This larger than anticipated difference was due mainly to the S-IC/S-II 
large interstage not separating as expected. Had the S-II -1age residuals 
and OWS not been 4900 lbs. less than predicted, this perce ,e would have 
been greater. 

15.2 MASS EVALUATIDN 

Post-flight mass characteristics are compared with final predicted mass 
characteristics (MSFC Memorandum S&E-SAE-73-38)) and the operational 
trajectory (MSFC Memcrandun S&E-AERO-MFT-14-73). 

The post-flight mass characteris:, cs were determined from an analysis cf 
all available actual and reconstructed data from S-IC ignition through 
C-II/OWS separation. Dry weights of the launch vehicle are based on 
actual stage weighings and evaluation of the weight and balance log books 
(MSFC FOm 398). Propellant loading and utilization was evaluated from 
propulsion system performance reconstructions. 

Differences in dry weights of the inert stages and the loaded spacecraft 
were all within 0.72 percent of predicted, which was well within acceptable 
limits. 

Durina S-IC bum phase, the total vehicle mass was less than predicted by 
3464 kilograms (7637 lbm) (0.11 percent) at ignition, and less than 
predicted by 6465 kilograms (16253 lbm) (0.86 percent) at S-IC/S-II 
separation. These differences am due collectively to: S-IC stage dry 
wei 

4 
ht (103 ltnn), S-IC LOX loading (+I866 lbm), S-IC RP-1 loading (-6956 

lbm , spacecraft (-975 lbm), S-II stage and interstage (-1695 lbm), S-IC 
residuals at separation (-10541 lbs) and loss of meteoroid shield from 
L7WS during S-IC flight (-1153 lbs). S-IC burn phase vehicle mass is 
shown in Tables 15-1 and 15-2. 
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During S-II burn phase, the total vehicle mass was less than predicted by 
1211 kilograms (2670 ibm) (0.29 percent) at ignition, and greater than 
predicted by -2758 kilograms (6080 lbm) (1.91 percent) at S-II/@WS 
separation. These large deviations in mass are due to: S-IC dry weight 
(-96 lbm), S-IC/S-II large interstage dry weight (-91 lbm), S-II LOX 
loading (-1604 lbm), S-II fuel loading (t96 lbm), OWS at S-II ignition 
(-2128 lbs), S-II stage residuals at separation (-2688 lbn) and no S-IC/ 
S-II large interstage separation (+10992 lbm). 

Total vehicle mass for the S-II burn phase is shown in TTbles 15-3 and 
‘5-4. 

A sumTlary of mass utilization and loss, both actual and predicted, from 
S-IC staae ignition through OWS separation is presented in Table 15-S. 
A comparison of actual and predicted mass, center of gravity, and moment 
of inertia is shown in Table 15-6. 
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Table 15-5. Flight Sequence Mass Summary 
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KG LUH KG LBH 

227hlb2. 5313671. 227~9Q9. 50ud-tw. 

5649. 12455. 5608. 12364. 
*b3618. 1060197. ra2av1. 1064593. 

3453. 7bl3. 3453. 7bl3. 
09539. LV74LfU. UWJ96. 1Vb425. 

2856422. 62Y733b. 205295U. b2U969Y. 
-5VOb*. -Yb124. -45Ob7. -V9>5b. 

1ST FLT STb AT ctDAR 
6 -uST 
~41rrSTrGE 
N2 PURGE GAS 
THRUST OECAY-IE 
tNG EXPEhlDED PROP 
s-11 INSUL PURGE 
S-il FROST 
06 VET WIELD 

. 

2dlT35d. b211213. 2807491. b10034d. 
-294. -650. -294. -650. 

-2066744. - ‘L556>9J. -2062V71e -LSL(Iii?b. 
-lb. -3?. -lb. -37. 

-1053. -Z32i. -1142. -2431. 

-109. -4ld. -10’. 410. 
-17. 

-204. 
0. 

-3(L. 
-450. 

0. 

-11. 
-2u4. 
-522. 

-3e* 
450. 

-1i53. 

1ST FLT STG AT DECO 
THRUST DECAY .*‘S 

; :T  FLT STG AT SEP 
STG Al SEPAKATION 
S-ICIS-11 SMALL IS 

74ee39. lb5uVtib. 742571. lb3 709u. 

-6212. -v2e1. -6411. -9725. 

744625. loSlbl9. t3dlbr). lbL73b). 
-1b254b. -350441. -15h%. -34w1lJ. 

-a220 -1372. -b&O -1372. 

2ND FLT Stt AT SSC 

2w f~f STG AT IGN 
TriRuST ijUiI.DUP 
START TANK 

5.141'1. lZbldO5. 57VbU3. 1277382. 

5dl,l7. 12OldU5. 579603. 127790L. 
-5YO. -l>Cl. .-593. -IJC;l. 

-11. -25. -11. -25. 

2ND FLT STG AT h’s 
MAlhSTAGE 
ors VENT 
S-ICIS-11 LARGE IS 
TC b EYG PK>P 

580115. 12Ui)4?9. 579OUA. 12 7bb5b. 
43D90t. -94vva9. -431414. -V>llUb. 

-7b. -1bV. -76. -1av. 
-5027. -11503. J. U. 

-53. -1ld. -5v. -A30. 

2hD FLT STG AT COS 
‘WWST DECAY 

I4blbD. 31Y123. 14753J. 32525J. 
-145. -320. -lb’). -*7r. 

~YD FL; STG AT SEP 144605. 3lU9rJ. 147901. 326OOJ. 
STC LT SEPAQ4TtO?i -51609. -Ll)PSb. -55412. -ALI’lb4. 
!a-1I/G.+S 15 DHY -2972. -655,. -2977. -ba>r. 
6-I 1 lU.6 PR3P -430. -1JbJ. -4bti. -Aubu. 
UrS ATT FI(4ME -21. -4d. -r1. -Lb. 
0~5 DET PUG -1. -3. -A. -a. 

5rYLAh 1’. OKBIT 09439. Ar7100. sa4.74. lV5J51. 
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SECTION 16 

SATURN UORK SHOP SlMARY 

L 

:’ 

The Saturn Work Shop (SWS) was launched from Kennedy Space Center, 
Florida at 13:3O:O(i Eastern Daylight Time (17:30:00 Universal Time) on 
May 14, 1973. At approximately 63 seconds into the flight the meteoroid 
shield structurally failed resulting in premature release of the Orbital 
Work Shop (OWS) solar array wing No. 2 (refer to Section 17). S-II 
stage retro motor exhaust plune impingement on partially deployed solar 
array wing No. 2, at about 593 seconds, caused the wing to be torn 
frwn the OWS. 

The SUS was inserted into a near circular Earth orbit of 235 n. mi. alti- 
tude at an inclination of 50 de rees. 

9 
The payload shroud was jettisoned, 

and the Apollo Telescope Mount ATM) and its solar array were deployed 
as planned during the first orbit. The OUS solar array wing No. 1 
released as planned auring the first orbit but stopped after only a 
few degrees of movement. This array was restrained from further IIK)ve- 
ment by debris from the meteoroid shield. The rpnainder of the planned 
Skylab systenr activation and deployment functicns occurred as scheduled 
with transfer of attitude control from the IU to the ATM at approximately 
4 hours and 50 minutes. 

The SHS was maneuvered into a solar inertial attitude with the solar 
arrays at right angles to the Sun for maximun electrical paJer generation. 
The work shop area temperatures then rose above operating limits due to 
increased exposure to solar heat flux since the meteoroid shield was 
also designed to provide thenal protection. The SUS was pitched up 
toward the Sun at 13 hours into the flight to reduce the solar heat 
flux on the work shop area. This attitude further reduced the power 
generation capability which had already been severely limited by the 
loss of the work r?op solar array wing No. 2 and the failure of wing 
No. 1 to deploy. A continuous adjustment of SWS attitude was necessary 
to keep the power and temperature within acceptable limits. Constraints 
to maintain adequate heat in other critical areas of the Skylab and to 
optimize the operation of the attitude control system in an off-ncnrinal 
mode of operation added further cunplications. This delicate balance 
continued for approximately 10 days. 

The electrical power available fran the ATM solar array was further 
reduced by the requirement to cycle certain pawer regulator modules on 
and off to prevent over-heating caused by the unplanned vehicle attitudes. 
Although considerably belaw the total design capability, power was 
sufficient for the critical loads. Many components and systems were 
turned off or were cycled as required to remain within the pawer 
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generation capability. T+ese maneuvers and attitude control during 
several docking attempts caused a much larger usage of the attitude con- 
trol thruster impulse capability than predicted. Sufficient propellant 
remained, however, for the three manned missions that were planned. 

Due to the high internal temperatures that were reached in the work shop 
there was concern that outgassing of sane materials would be hazardous 
to the crew. Prior to the crew arrival, the habitation area was depres- 
surized and represstr-.;'zed four times to purge the internal atmosphere of 
any hazardous outgassing products. This cycle was started approximately 
4 days into the mission with internal pressure reduced to approximately 
0.6 psia and then repressurized to 2.0 psia with nitrogen for each cycle. 
The habitation ar?a was repressurized with the proper oxygen/nitrogen mix- 
ture prior to the first crew entry. The crew later tested this atmosPherc 
and no hazardous qutgassing products were found. 

The SWS was or;ginally planned to be manned on May 15, 1973, the day after 
launch) by the first of three astronaut ,rews. The manned launch, Skvlab-2 
(SL-2) was delayed 10 days for analysis of the SWS thermal and electr;cal 
power problems. This delay penrlitted analysis of mission impacts on 
SWS, the development of special repair hardware, and the time for crew 
training in repair methods. wecessary revisions to the flight plan were 
also developed. 

The first astronaut crew arrived at the SUS on May 25, 1973. After a 
flyaround inspection and a soft docking, the crew undecked and attempted 
to free the solar array wing No. 1 using special tools while standing in 
the open carmand module hatch. This activity was not successful. A 
later attempt on mission da7 14 using Skylab extravehicular activity 
facilities was successful +a deploying the wing which subsequently operated 
normally and relieved the electrical power shortage. 

The thennal problem was relieved when the crew deployed a parasol sun 
shade through a work shop scientific airlock. This -Iso allowed the 
Skylab to be returned to solar inertial attitude which increased the 
electrical Power output and returned the SUS to a nominal attitude control 
mode. 

The crew proceeded to canplete the SWS activation as planned. The environ- 
mental control system o,xrated satisfactorily; however. it was several 
days before the excess hest within the cabin was removed. On mission day 
11 the air temperature was down to 76.5'F which was still abovr! the 70°F 
planned. The SUS operated after activation approximately as planned with 
sune electrical power limi+Qtions until the solar array wing No. 1 was 
deployed. 

The exterior contrmination, based on measurw?nts available, was indicated 
to be acceptable and within the :*ange predicted. Sane visible deposition 
appeared on the exterior surfaces of windows, no serious optical contami- 
nation has been reported by any of the several investigators. 
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The overall experiment program was executed essentially as planned 
although twrl experiments had to be cancelled because the parasol 
occl;pied the solar scientific airlock. Some experiments were per- 
formed using the other scientific airlock as a contingency method. 
The solar experiments of the telescope mount were performed every 
day subsequent to mission day 4 and a total of 11 photography passes 
were made with ?:-,e Earth resources experiment group. An observation 
cf typhoon Ava wa s maae on mission day 13. 

The crew comp?eted the deactivation procedures and left the SWS on 
June 22, 1973, after a stay of 28 days. 
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SECTIrn 17 

63 AND 593 SECOND MOMLIES 

17.1 Sl#WARV 

Skylab-l launch vehicle lnstmntatlon recorded unusual disturbances at 
aoproxi~tely 63 and 593 seconds during flight. The first posrlblc evidence 
of anmalous behavior was an ?ncmasc In S-II stage antenna reflected power 
btgfnnl 

"9 
at S9.87 seconds. At 62.76 seconds the Orbital Work Shop (OYS) 

flln vau t vlbretlon u!easurrwnt recorded a structural translent which 
pmoagated up and down the space vehicle. At appmximately 593 seconds, 
Imdiately after S-Ii/Saturn Work Shop (SUS) scparrtlon, another trrnsfcnt 
was lndicakd by the IL' and SW5 Instrwenta'clon. 

The cause of the transient at 63 seconds was structural fallure and release 
of the CWS Ilwteomld shlrld, and p-turn fracture of the OUS Solar Array 
Systm (SAS) Ml 

"0 
No. 2 tle ckwn flttlngs (aodules), pemlttlng Ylng No. 2 

to partially dep oy. 

The S93 second trantlent was caused by tht partlally deployed SAS Ylng No. 3 
being rotrtetl past Its iully deployed posltlcm and tom fran Its hinges by 
Impimpent frm tht S-II retmwtor plune. 

The orlgln of these anaallts was !n a unique oaylord and external to the 
launch vehicle; thenfore, no launch vehicle cormct!ve action Is necessary. 

The vehicle reacted properly to the external disturbance orlglnatlng at the 
WS with no slgniflcant effect except for dmge to the S-II second plane 
separatjon systcrn. 

17.2 63 SECOND ANOHMV 

17.2.1 Initial Vehicle Response 

RevSc* rf data has shown the flnt evidence of aMmelous behavior was 
an Increase tn S-11 sta9e antenna reflected paw (NO35-225) possibly 
Indicating a vehIcle/9mund-plane sha,pt chrqt beginning at 59.87 
seconds. At 62.76 secon4s the OWS film vault vlbratlon ncasurawnt 
(f7000-436) recorded a transient. Thfs stmctural transient propagated 
up anti dam the soace vehicle fran the OMS as sham by the sequence of 
events depicted In Flqun 17-l. The vehklt also responded to a counter- 
clockwlse (NW) [all attitude references are defined lookfng fowad] 
roll torque beo'innlno at 62.04 seconds (see FCgum 17-Z). reducing the 
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roll rate frun .85 deg/s to .7 deg/s. This type of small roll activity has 
been seen on pr~lous flights as response to the Mach 1 (61.1 seconds) 
environment and thus could be attributed to either an early indicatlor, of 
the ananaly or normal Mach 1 acrodynmics. If the small CCM roll torque 
was related to the anomaly, It was probably due to the shield segment 
between the main tunnel and the auxlllary tunnel lifting into the air 
strean. The captured air flow would be deflected toward the main tunnel 
causing the observed torque. At 62.8 seconds, an abnormal clockwise torque 
was applied which increased the roll rate to 2.4 degas. This toque was 
probably due to the failing shield applylng a sudden force to SAS Wing NO. 
2. The resultant Impulse partially deployed Wing 2 and rolled the vehicle. 

17.2.2 Inltlal Wbltal Work Shop (CM) Measurwnent Response 

A detalled revfew of pertinent OUS measurrrncnts (as shown In Flgum 17-3) 
points to an ananalous condition occuwlrtg between 62.0 and 62.78 seconds in 
the OWS meteorold shleld and solar array panels. The exact time Is 
IndetermInate due to the low data sapling rate. The first IndlcatIons were 
loss of mttoqld shleld tcmperatum measuwnents C7011 and C7012. C7011 
was active when smpled at 61.3791 seconds and open at 62.7791 seconds. 
C7012 was rctlve when sampled at 62.0&53 and open at 62.8863. These two 
measurewnts sense the l xtenral temperature of the Meteorold Shield (MS) st 
Posltlons I and II, mspectfvely, as shown In Flgun 17-4. The lnstxnen- 
tatlon cabling runs a= sh#n tn Flgurr 17-S. Fran the fallue of temperature 
measurrrwnt Indlcatlon C7011 It can be asrtmed that the anomaly was locally 
fn prog~s no later than 62.7791 seconds. The gwd nadlngs at thlt time 
fm the US tenslon straps K7010, IVi~ll, and K7012, the S&S Wing No. 2 
fndlcatlon K72?1, and tmtpcrature mcasurrcmnt C7013, Indicate the dlstutiance 
was stlll conflned to the vehicle posltlon I/II quadrant and that the major 
fallurt of the MS had not begun. 

17.2.3 Meteoroid Shield Structural fallurt 

Ourlng the tlrc period babrccn the 62.760 seconds OWS fllm vault vlbratlon 
transient and the 62.779 seconds MS tmperaturr measurement C7011 loss, the 
launch nhlcla experienced no measurable transient affects from the Initial 
WS disturbance and the !M was In the conflguratlon as Illustrated by 
Flgure l?-641. 

At about 62.8 seconds the launcti vehicle began to rrrct to the WS disturbance 
and the major fallulcc Is klleved to have started. Table 17-1 presents a MS 
fallur, event corrtlatlon stmay. 
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KU PCCft EROHfTfR, VAU 
36 OU5 FKLM VAU?. VIE. 

0 Cbt-219 S-11 FOWARO SKIIT, VIB. 
08%219 S-11 FORUARD SKIRT, ACOUSTICS 

.0266-206 S-II LOX SIWP PRESS 

IME I GIMBAL PAD, VIB. 
'W/PRfVALM. VIB. 

INE 5 GMAl PAD. VIB. 
1, LOX PWW INLIT. PRESS. 
1, PIT& ACTUATCHt. OCLTA PRESS. 

MGIM 3. VAY ACTUATOR. MLTA PRESS. 
PITCH ACTUATOR. DfLTA PRESS. 
INCINE 4, YAM ACluAfuR, #LfA PRESS. 

201 LMGINL 1, VAu ACTUATOR. #LTA PRESS. 
202 ENGINE 2. VAU ACTUATOR. DELTA PRESS. 

-It FORWARO SKIRT, ACCfLfROHETfR. PIT04 
-IC FORWARD SKIRT. ACCELLRCMETER, YAW 

62.7 62.9 62.9 63.0 63.1 
PAMif TIME, SECORDS CENTER RJ’NCE TPf 

Flgure 17-1. Propagation of the 63-Second Transient 
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I 0 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

cm13 POs I*’ 
1 I 

TONS1011 NO06 I6 
(G7035 b 037) 

VIEY LOOKING FUO 

UUS Instrumntatim Locrtf~ 

Figure 17-4. OUS Instrumentation 1.ocatlon 



K7211 G7032 G7035 

\ 
67634 67037-P& 

LTRUNNION I 

TENSION STRAP3 

K7010 
K7011 
K7012 

SAS DEPLOY 

K7211 
K7212 

G7036 G7005 K7212 G7003 G7027 67028 G7030 

il 
I 
I k7OlOi :I( 

G702; & 67531 

\ AUX. T;;(NEL hAIN TUNNEL *I1 TENSION Iv f 
STRAPS 

TORSION RODS 

G7DD2 Giiiii 
G70D4 G7034 
G7027 G7035 
G7029 G7037 
G7028 67036 
G7D31 67026 
67030 G7005 
G7033 67006 

TEMPERATURES 

c7011 
' C7012 

c7013 
c7014 
:7015 
1-7016 
(7017 
Cl018 

Flgun 17-5. OWS Meteoroid Weld Instrunentation External Vim 
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Table 17-1. Meteoroid Shfeld Failure Event Correlation 

I E VtNT I LDCAl INUICATION (XC) LW INDICA;IOll (SEC) 

b2.?bO-62 !79 !E-l!x@. C.7011) 

Major Failure Begun 62.760-62 890 (F-7000. K-7011) 

Front Sklcld bZ.Bbi-62.809 (K-X10. U-7011. 
Seorrr ted K-7012) 

Shleld/Uitq 2 Ir*conclusrve 
lnterfcrcncr 

SZ.?97-62.807 (S-11 EAS.. 
IU Rolls 

62.857-62.887 (S-11 E1S*! 62.882 

62.887-62.907 (S-11 tAS=) 

Ulng 2 Aft 6:.813-67.913 (k-:?ll) 
Secmrtron 

62.907-62.937 (S-II EAS*) 

Shield/Uing 2 
Cleared 

Incanclurlrc 62.917-62.937 [S-II EAS*j 

Event Cmlete 62.939.63.2E9 (C-7013. C-?CIOA) 62.957-62.977 (S-11 fAS*) 

IQST PRCBIBLE 
TIM OF CCC'RREHCf 

62.760 

bZ.Lwo 

bZ.W2 

62.910 

62.925 

62.965 

l 163 millvsecond delay for structural trrnuirrlfm of transrcnt fra Uork Shoe to Elf ha5 been -red 
to rllo drrect caw~rr~son of CM5 md FAS data 

At 62.807 seconds the vehicle reacted to an abnormal clockwise torque which 
increased the roll rate to 2.4 

"9 
/s (Figure 17-Z). At 62.797 seconds, the 

the S-II engine actuation system EAS) responded to a force in the outboard 
direction between vehicle positions I and II (Figure 17-4 and 17-7). 
Figure 17-6b depicts the OWS configuration at about 62.8 seconds. 

At 62.899 seconds the first MS tension strap (K7Gl1, Figure 17-3) was 
indicated failed. The S-II EAS (Figure 17-7) also indicates that the first 
significant force was applied to the vehicle in a;( outh#ard direction, beginning 
at 62.83 seconds. The initial force peak occurred at 62.857 seconds at about 
80" from Position I toward Position II. Figure 17-6~ depicts the ONS con- 
fiauration at this time. It is believed that this force buildup caused 
the MS to slip around the OWS, releasing the tension strap 
At the same time the MS began to peel away from the OWS as 
reduction in magnitude fran 62.857 to 62.887 seconds and d i 
80" tmard 0' (Figure 17-7). 

indications. 
indicated by the 
rection change frm 

A closeup photograph of the OWS exterior, taken during the SL-2 CSM fly- 
around, is shown in Figure 17-8. The gold coated mylar covering, w'tich is 
exposed because of the missing MS, shows surface markings that could have been 
made by circunferential movement of the MS during struc%ural failure. 

At 62.887 seconds the amplitude of the force begins to increase with the 
direction changing from vehicle Position I toward Position IV. This is 
probably the result of the MS continuing to peel around the OWS as depicted 
in Figure 17-6d. Between 62.907 and 62.937 seconds the MS encounters the 
SAS Wing No. 2 causing premature deployment. At approximately 62.925 
seconds the MS cleared SAS Wing No. 2 and continued to peel toward Position 
III. At 62.939 seconds temperature measurement C7013, located at Position III, 
was still normal. 
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'MAGNITUDE 
I 

62.96 - 63.06 63.16 63.26 

V 270' 

S-II EAS RAN DATA 

62.797 62.897 62.097 

RANGE TIME, SECONDS 
6:. 097 TIME OF APPLIED I’ORCF: 

AT OWS (REFLECTS 7 63 
MSEC TIME DZLAY FOR 
STRUCTC’RAL TRANSh!ISSION) 

Fiaure 17-7. S-II Stage Engine No. 1 Actuator Response to the 63-Second Transient 
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The MS continued to peel counterclockwise around the vehicle with the force 
peaking at 62.951 seconds at Position III (Fiqure 17-7). This peak was 
probably due to the tearinq away of 75 percent or more of the deployed MS 
by the air stream. This tearing probably occurred between torsion rods 2 
and 3. Afterwards the vehicle continued a 4 Hz damped response to the 
third bendinq mode, which is hiqhly sensitive to radial excitation in the 
OWS area (refer to paragraph 7.2.4). 

The total extent of the damage was almost certainly achieved prior to 
63.289 seconds as indicated by the anomalous torque reading on aft torsion 
rod if1 located between Position III and Position II (Figure 17-4). The 
partially deployed positions of torsion rods dl forward (8"), $1 aft (18") 
and R2 forward (85") at 65 seconds also indicate that the tearing occurred 
around Position III and that a portion of the MS remained between Position 
III and II, probably as a result of beina entangled with SAS Wing NJ. 1. 
The tearinq of the shield occurring at Position III accounts for the fact 
that SAS Wing No. 1 was not prematurely released as was SAS Wing No. 2. 
Insufficient portions of the shield remained to applv the required force 
to cause premature deploymerIt. Table 17-2 is a listing of the position of 
the MS torsion rods at 65 seconds. 

Table 17-3 is a sequential slnmary listina of events occurring throughout 
the space vehicle and OWS that might be related to the 63 second anomaly. 

An estimate of the disturbing forces to produce the observed IU body 
mounted accelerometer measurement, was developed using a dynamic simulation. 
The best estimate of force and total impulse which provides a simulation 
match with the observed data is shown in Fiqure 17-9. This supports 
Figure 17-7 which indicated that the peak forces started in the area of 
SAS Wing No. 2. This is a tangential force located at SAS Winq No. 2 of 
approximately 290,000 N (65,200 lbf) with a total impulse of 26,100 N-set 
(5870 lb set). Figures 17-10 and 17-11 show a comparison of the measured 
and simulated data for the pitch and yaw acceleration and the roll rate. 
These figures show a good agreement betneen the trends of the measured data 
and simulation results. Some of the differences in the pitch acceleration 
appear to be due to hiaher modes and possibly som beating between adjacent 
modes. 

17.3 593 SECOND DISTURBANCE 

At approximately 593 seconds, followina S-II/SWS separation, another 
ttansient was indicated on the IU and OUS instrumentation. Table 17-4 is 
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Table 17-Z. OWS Meteoroid Shield Torsion Rod Indicated Positions 

iORWARD INDICATED POSITION INDICATED PCSITION DESIGFi POSITION WHEN 
,ORSI@N ROL PRIOP TO 60 SEC (DEG) x 65 SEC (DEG) FULLY DEPLOYED (DEG) 

AFT 
TORSION ROD 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

8 

85 

173 

175 

163 

170 

145 

18 

160 

165 

180 

165 

103 

165 

135 

148 

145 

156 

156 

145 

148 

148 

145 

156 

163 

163 

156 

145 

148 
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fable 17-3. Sequential Sunmar,y cf Events Related to C&Second Anomaly 

YEASUREMENl EVENT, MEASUREMENT OlSCPlPflON 
NUM8ER AND LOCATION 

N034-225 

G7008-432 

E7000-436 

c7011-434 

A2-SC3 

A7-603 

R6-602 

EZ-53G 

El-505 

Eel-219 

R4-602 

HlQ-603 

hl2-603 

0167-204 

c7012-434 

81-530 

S-II ANTENNA REFLECTED POVER INCREASE 

POSITI;)N - SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM, WING 1 

POSITIo)( - SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM, WING 1 

MACH 1 

VIBRATION ORBITAL WORK SHOF (OWS) FILM 
VAUT LONGITUDINAL 

TFMPERATURE - METEOROID SHIELD, CXTERIOR, 
NL)II)ERl 

'IU) ACCELERATION LONGITUDINAL 

(IV) ACCELERATION YAW 

ANGULAR VELOCITY ROLL CONTROL (IU) 

V16RATION. X-AXIS, PAYLOAD SHROUD Al 
ATM ATTACH POINT 

VIbRATICB, X-AXIS, STRUCTURAL TRANSITION 
SEClIO(Y, AFT BULKHEAD STRINGER 23, (MDA) 

RADIAL VIBRAfIOlY FORWARD SKIRT STRINGER 
(S-II) 

ANGULAR VELOCITY PITCH CONfROL (IU) 

I ACCELERdMfER PICKllP ST-124M (IU) 

Y ACCELEROMETER PfCKllP ST-124M (IU) 

;y'r:5 4 PITCH. ACTUATOR DELTA PRESSURE 
B 

TE~ERLTURC 
WlMBER2 

- METEOROIG SHIELD. EXTERIOR, 

ACOUSTIC, INTt~Al, PAYLOAD SaOuO AT 
Bcum 

62.93 
--- 

‘r TI:!E OF It~OICATION . 

md! 
59.87 

GO.87 

65.67 

61.1 

62.76 

u . 
FtAK 

T PEAK 
AMPLITUM 4 

t 

63.0 20.35 G 

62.78 

62.83 

62.80 

62.80 

62.81 

63.1 

63.1 

MID TO 
DOWN 

20.07 G 

to.38 G 

63.1 to.2 G 

62.82 43.2 20.2 G 

62.82 63.09 l 12G 

62.87 

62.85 

62.85 

62.85 

63.2 l 0.4O 

62.9 *0.4" 

62.89 

63.C 0.004 PS LITTLE DEVIATION FRO)1 NORMAL 

r 

1 REMARYS 

REil.ECTED POWER INCREASED 

7% CHANGE COHN (1 SAMPLE ONLY) 

3% CHANGE D!!WN (1 SAMPLL ONLY: 

'EGGED 

IO SPS 

12 SPS 



fable 17-3. Scauentlal Smmsrv of Events Related to 63ssccon4 hJmaly (Contfnued) 

K'Qll-434 

K7010-434 

WI-603 

K7211-426 

Dl67-2O1 

0167-202 

m-219 

D266-206 

E361-206 

E363-206 

K7012-434 

E363-206 

17;:; 1, PITCH, ACTUATOP, DtLIA PRESYIR,E 
. 

!I$; 2. PITCH, ACTUATOR. OELTA PMSSvRE 
. 

ACOUSTIC. FORYARD JkiPf BOMMRY LAYER 
(S-IO 

LOX SUIP PRESSURE (S-11) 

VIBPATICM, ENGINE 1 CIClBAL PAD, 
LlWITUDlRAL (S-11) 

VIBRATId)(. Lull/SW PMVALVE. LONGlTUDIAU 
(S-11) 

EVENT - MS, TENS STRAP 3, SCCUUED 

VIBRATION, ENGINE 5 THRUST PAD, 
LONGITU)IYM (S-11) 

62.91 

62.99 

62.95 

62.96 63.1 

62.96 63.Q6 

62.97 63.O? 

62 97 63.10 

62.97 63.05 

62.96 

REMARKS 



fable 17-3. Seouentlal Sumary of fvcnts Related to 63-Second Anomaly (Continued) 

ff ASUPfMfN f Eml, ~MUPfHfNT DfscPl~Tr~Y 
TIME OF INDICA1IDN, 

51 COWS PEAK 
NuaER AND LOCATION 1st tND. 1 PfAK ' PHPLITUDf REMARKS 

0166-201 fSINf 4, YAW, ACTUATOR, #LfA PRffSURf 63.00 120 SPS 
(S-11) 

a267-201 LMmf 1, LOX Pu4P rHlff PRfSSURf (S- I I1 62.99 63.5 

0166-201 ;r;; 1, VAN ACTUATOR, #LTA PRKSSURL 63.01 63.5 
m 

M-120 KaLfRATIm, PITCH (S-IC) 63.00 63.6 to.42 G 

a5-602 LslGuAR HLOCITv VAN amtRot (ILo 63.05 10 se 

0166-202 EffilNf 2. VAY. ACTUATOR CUTA PRESSURL 63.11 02 SPS 
(S-II) 

0161-203 tllCIlf 3, PITCM, ACTUATCR LlflfA PRfSSURC 63.15 12 SPS 
(S-11) 

f23-115 vI8MlltM, WPfR THRUST RING, LONGITU- 63.34 _ l 0 G MO CLfAR FIRST INDICA11OR. 
DINAl (S-ICI 

c7014-434 Tf Wf RATUW - MfTfOROID SHIELD. EXTERIOR. 63.53 HI0 To PfGGfD 
NWER 4 LIP 

C7016-434 TfWPfRAtuRf - MfTfOROID SHIflD, EXTERIOR, 63.63 HID to PfGGfD 
NWfR6 

C?OlR-434 WMPE RAT rrRf - HfffORDID Stt!fLD. EXTERIOR, 63.69 MID 10 PLGGf c 
RleeFR 1; . mm 

c 7013-434 TfHPfRAlURf - MfTfOROID SHIILD, fXTfPIOR 63.74 RIO TO PLGGED 
NUMJLP 3 

- YTEOROIO SHIELD. fXTfRIOR 
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-6.0 

v SIHIJLATED FORCE INTRODUCED, 62.88 SECONDS 

B 
1 SIMULATED FORCE REMOVED, 62.98 SECOtiDS 

END ROLL MANEUVER 

-ACTUAL (RAW DATA WITH BIASES REM@VED) 
-----SIMULATED 

62.6 C2.8 63.0 63.2 63.4 63.6 63.8 64.0 64.2 
RANGE TIME, SECOriM 

Fiaure 17-10. Cmpkison of Actual rnd Simulated Lateral IU 
Acceleratim During 63-Second Anomaly 
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B 
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TSIMULATED FOPCE INTRODUCED, 62.88 SECONDS 

B 
SIMULATED FORCE REWVED, 62.98 SECONDS 

' END ROLL MANEUVER 

- ACTUAL (RAW DATA WITH BICS REMOVED) 
--- ACTUAL DATA FILTEPED TO 1.0 HZ 
------SIMULATED 

6.0 

4.0 

2.0 

0.0 

.e.- 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
RANGE TIME, SECONDS 

Fimm 17-11. Cmarison of Actual and Simulated Roll Rate Durinq 
63-Second Anomaly 
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Table 17-4. Sequential Summary of Events Related to 593-Second Anomaly 

R6-602 

C?-603 

U-603 

A6-603 

E10-603 

EZ-510 

Hlrl-f93 

H12-603 

Wll-603 

f?DOO-1% 

C?213-133 

:?a9433 

:7215-033 

1u "Au KCftfFe?!*r 

IU L@IGITUU:NAt ACCttfUA:!DR 

IU P:iCH LCCFLfPATlLw 

VlBRAiIlN. WPFR WWTl*C RiNG. tOCI’!CW 
21. PERF’PCIDICULLP i II;: 

UIIIPITI~. L-AI!<. PATLOb@ S*ROt,P 1: IT" 
rrrrc* PolhT 

1ST IWI 

591.2 

591.2 

592.7 

592.5 

592 72 

592.8 

592.U 

592.0' 

593.05 

593.05 

593.05 

593.06 

593 of 

593.1 

5)r.a 

5%.1 

6D3.25 

rDf 

%m- 

593.l 

593.5 

593.M 

593.01 

593.D9 

S93.l 

$93.75 

PCecpRKS 
I 

l O.l G NO ISRLITUMS OF SlZf 

+O.lf G 

l 17 e 

12D SPS 

00.3 G NO ~LlTlKN CWIIX OF 
SlcNlfICU1Cf 

*ID TO  MUI 

II@ To mr 

@EUXD 

CCSSED 

nouu: 

a sequential listing of events that may be related to this ananaly. Rate 
gyros in the IU indicated pitch, yaw, and roll disturbances. The roll 
rate increase started about 592.5 seconds, 1.38 seconds after the structure 
was severed, approximately at the end of naninal retro-motor burn, and 
continued for approximately one second, At 592.83 seconds a severe shock 
was experienced by the Ill, with approximately +17 Q amplitude measured by 
E40-603 which is located near the root of the SAS Wing No. 2. About this time, 
probably between 593 and S!U seconds, all electrical signals frm SAS King No. 2 
were lost (Figurp 17-12). 
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v PCTRO FIRE 591.10 
TS-II/WS SEPARATION 591.1 

LEGEND: NORMAL.---UNKNOWN---o LOST 

UG 2 SEC 1 PNL 3 

C?244-423 
UG 2 SEC 1 PNL 7 

C7245-433 
WG 2 SEC 2 PNL 3 

C7246-433 
NG 2 SEC 2 PNL 7 

C?247-433 ----- 

M; 2 SEC 2 PNL 9 

C7248-433 
ff i  2 SEC 2 PNL 11 

C?249-433 
ff i  2 SEC 3 PNL 3 

C?250-433 
M; 2 SEC 3 PNL 5 

C7251-433 
ff i  2 SEC 3 PNL 7 

C7252-433 
ff i  2 SEC 3 PNL 11 

591 592 >YJ ¶Y4 5Y3 

RANGE TIME. SECONDS 

Figure 17-12. SAS Wing 2 Instrunentation Timeline for 593 Second Anomaly 



Figure 17-13 presents the location of pertinent IU instrumenta,Fion and :he 
general confiquration of the OWS at the 593 second time period. Figure 17-14 
shows the sequence of events during the 593 second anomaly as interpreted 
from measured vehicle motions and analyses of the aerodynamic forces acting 
on the vehicle durinq retro-iire. The followinq sequence of events is 
believed to have occurred. At 591.18 the retro-fire command was initiated 
and plume impinqement caused a positive yaw rate buildup and a reduction in 
the positive pitch rate. 

At 592.3 SAS Wing No. 2 deployed into the plume of the retro-motor in I-IV 
t!uadrant, and beqan to affect riqid body rates causing a large negative 
roll rate and a small neqative pitch rate increment. This impingement force 
deformed the arm as a cantilever beam in the -Z direction and produced a 
negative yaw rate which overcame the positive rate previously induced by 
plume impingement on the OWS. The retro impinqement also accelerated the 
deployment rate of SAS Wing No. 2. These retro exhaust plume impingement 
forces are shown in Fiqure 17-13. 

At 593.0 retro-fire ceased and basic riqid body rates became constant. The 
release of the side force on SAS Winn No. 2 which had stored strain enerqy 
in the SAS Wina No. 2 arm (and in the support point) in the direction normal 
to the hinqe line, caused local structural dyllsmic activity. This shows up 
as oscillations in the roll, pitch, and yaw rates. The IU accelerometers, 
located at Position IV, also pickup a local transient at this time. The 
SAS Wing No. 2 arm continued to deploy. 

At 593.4 a transient occurred in the yaw direction. This was possibly 
caused by the SAS Wing No. 2 arm as it progressed through its hinge stops. 

At 593.9 the SAS Winq No. 2 arm transferred momentum to the SWS causing a 
negative increment in yaw rate and a smaller positive increment in pitch 
rate. The SAS Wing No. 2 was tom away from the OWS at this time. All 
electrical communication with SAS Wing No. 2 was lost at that time. 
Correlatable structural oscillations were observed in pitch and roll rates, 
and smaller oscillations in yaw rate. Yaw is primarilv in the direction 
of the hinge, roll and pitch primarily normal to the hinge. The local 
structural dynamics were also picked up by the IU accelerometers at this 
time. 

17.4 METEOROID SHIELD FAILUPE 

The suspected cause of the structural breakup of the meteoroid shield is 
air flow throuqh the open areas of the auxiliary tunnel aft boot. Fiqures 
17-15 and 17-16 show the initial and second phase resoonses of the 
auxiliary tunnel system to externally applied pressures causing inward air 
flow at the aft rubber boot as well as through the open areas of the aft 
fairing. The result of the air flow at the aft boot is to change the 
loadinq condition from a crushing pressure along the entire length of the 
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LOCATION OF I.U. 
INSTRUMENTATION 

(1) ACCELEROMETERS ADOOZ-603, 
A0006-603, AND AOD07-603 
LOCATED AT POSITION IV. 

(2) RATE GYROS R0004-602, 
ROOOS-602, AND R0006-602 
LOCATED AT POSITION III. 

-J 
I 

2 
REMAINING PORTION OF7 
THE METEOROID SHIELD 

RETRO M@TOR 
LocATro~ (TYPICAL). 

Figure 17-13. Instrumentation Location and OWS Conf iguration Near 593 Secoks 

-SAS #2 IN 
DEPLOYED 
POSITION 



0 (591.2) S-II RETRO FIRE COWAN0 AN0 
PLUME IMPINGEMEM ON FRAGMENTS IN 

@ 

QUADRANT II-III 

@ (592.3) SAS 12 DEPLOYED INTO RETRD @ 
PLUM AND EXERTS FORCE ON SWS 

@ (593) END OF S-II RETRO FIRE 

t-@ 

(593.4) INITIAL TRANSFER OF SAS 
MOMENTUM TO SWS 

(533.9) FINAL VWSFER OF 5AS 
MOMENTUM TO SWS 

(592) TACS SYSTEM OPERATING TO 
NULL OUT RATES AND ATTITUDES 
INDUCED BY RETRO IMPINGEMENT 

2.0 

0.0 

-2.0 

-4.0 
5 

RANGE TIME - SECONDS RANGE TIME - SECONDS 

-@ 

Figure 17-14. Interpretation of IU Control Measurements During 5g3-Second Period 
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INITIAL PHASE AIR FLOW 

Figure 17-15. Meteoroid Shield-Flow Through Auxiliary Tunnel 

0 FlONTNNOlMiH SW - UDER SHIELD 

R U(STAME AENoELAsTIC CwlITIOII 
PRIMARY AIR FLW 
(AIFT 8oT) 

0 Tunnel Unseats 

6 Shield/Tank Separates 

o Pressurn Fills fhlcld/Tank Cavity /. 

l Deflcct'iun-Pressure RelatIonship 

l ~teomid Shield Lptures 

HIGH EXTERNAL 
PRESSURE CAUSE! 

ID FLON INTO 

Figure 17-16. Meteoroid Shield Response 
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tunnel to a condition where the forward tunnel section is subjected to a 
significant burst pressure. Only 0.2 psi is recuired to lift the shield. 
An average pressure of approximately 1.1 psi was aoplied over the forward 
2 to 3 feet of the shield. This force is sufficient to lift the shitld 
edge 2 inches or more as determined by structural test. Figure 17-17 
shows the Auxiliary Tunnel Pressure Distribution at 63 seconds (Design 
Burst Pressure Maximum 0.025 psid). The air flow at the aft end of the 
auxiliary tunnel permitted a burst pressurization of the tunnel and 
resulted in liftina of the shield toward the free air stream at approxi- 
mately 63 seconds. Ram air at approximately 1.05 Mach entered underneath 
the MS and caused a rapid pressurization and the divergent load-deflection 
condition led to a structural failure of the meteoroid shield. 

ASSVlED LEAKAGE AREA 5 IN2 

As 3d.85 a&es x6:.*5 3od.85 2&5 29& 29o~.ss 2865.85 282i.85 27&s 2d5.85 

VEHICLE STATION. INCHES 

Figure 17-17. X-1 Puxi1iar.y Tunnel Calculated Pressure Distribution 
at 63 Seconds 

17.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The observed phenomena resulted from a structural failure of the OWS 
meteoroid shield, at approximately 63 seconds, originating in the Quadrant 
between Positions I and II, and propagating counter-clockwise through 
Position IV to Position III. Static aerodynamic forces near Mach 1 acting 
on the protruding auxiliary tunnel are indicated to be the most probable 
cause. A substantial part of the meteoroid shield apparently separated 
from the vehicle and forced partial deployment of SAS Wing No. 2. A 
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portion of thk meteoroid shield remains between Positions II and III. 
These findings are confirmed by on-orbit pictures taken by the crew of 
Skylab-2. After S-II/SWS sep?ra.tion, the exhaust from the retro-potor 
in tne I-IV Quadrant apparently impinged on the partially deployed SAS 
Wing No. 2 forcing it to the fully deployed position. As it hit ttle 
hinge stops, the vehicle experienced a +17 g shock, the wing sheared 
off, and electrical connections were severed. 

Visual observation during rendezvous with the CWS by the Skylab-2 crew 
substantiated the conclusion from boost phase data that the OWS was 
operating witn most of the meteoroid shield and all of SAS Wing No. 2 
missing. it was also observed (verifying boost data) that SAS Wing 
No. 1 was being prevented from total deployment by the remaining portion 
of tne meteoroid shield. The most probable cause of the failure was 
the application of burst pressure to the meteoroid shield which was 
designed for crush pressure only. The crush pressure only criteria 
would probably have been valid provided the aft end of the auxiliary 
tunnel had been sealed. An examination of the auxiiiary tunnel aft 
boost design indicates that it rJas never intended to be an effective 
seal. 

17.6 IMPACT OF ANOMALIES ON LAUNCH VEHICLE 

The launch vehicle reacted properly to the external disturbance with 
no significant effect except for damage to the S-II second plane separa- 
tion system. This failure is discussed in paragraph 9.5.2. The origin 
of the 63 and 593 second anomalies were in a unique payload and external 
to the launch vehicle; therefore, no launch vehicle corrective action 
is necessary. 

17.7 INVESTIGATING COMMirTEE 

On May 22, 1973. Dr. Fletcher, NASA Administrator! appointed Mr. Bruce T. 
Lundin, Director of Lewis Research Center, as chairman of a board to inves- 
tigate the anomalies which occurred durinq the lawICh of Skylab-l. On 
May 18, 1972, Rocco A. Petrone, MSFC Director, authoriz-d tne Saturn Flight 
Evaluation Working Group (FEWG) to collect and analyze all flight data 
relative to the OWS meteoroid shield and solar array system anomalies 
during the launch phase of Skylab-l. The initial findings of the FEWG 
were submitted tc the SL-1 Investigating Board on June 12, 1973, for 
consideration. The findjngs of the Investigating Board are documented in 
"NASA ?qvestjgat;on Board Report on .;he Initia: Flight Anomalies of 
Skylab-l on May 14, 1973," dated July 13, 1973. 

The descriptions of th- meteoroid shield failure contained in this docu- 
ment and the Investi ::; ing Board's deport are substantially the same. 
The dsfferences are mirlor and are primarily due to refinement of the 
tined sequence of events. These differences can be attributed to MS#-C 
and contractor analyses received by the FEWG after the Board's investigation 
had been crimpleted. 
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APPENDIX A 

ATMOSPHERE 

A.1 SUWARY 

This appendix presents a sumnary of the atmospheric enviroment at launch 
time of the SA-513. The format of these data is similar to that presented 
on previous launches of Saturn vehicles to permit comparisons. Surface 
and upper level winds, and then&dynamic data near launch time are given. 

A.2 GENERAL ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS AT LAUNCH TIME 

Inuring the launch of Skylab-l, the Cape Kennedy launch are2 was experienc- 
ing cloudy conditions with warm temperatures and gentle surface winds. 
These conditions resulted from a warm air mass covering most of Florida. 
This warm air was separated fran a cold air mass over the rest of the 
South by a quasi-stationary front oriented east northeast - south southwest 
with its nearest point being about 90 miles northwest of KSC. Although 
the stationary front was weak, it still produced overcast conditions over 
Cape Kennedy prior to and during launch time (see Figure A-l). Surface 
winds in the Cape tiennedy area were light with a southerly component as 
shown in Table A-l. Wind flow aloft is shown in Figure A-2 (500 milli- 
bar level). The maximum wind belt was located north of Florida, giving 
less intense wind flow aloft over the Cape Kennedy area. 

A.3 SURFACE OBSERVATIONS AT LMCH TIME 

At launch time, total sky cover was lO/lO, consisting of scattered 
crrnulus at 0.7 kilometers (2,400 feet), scattered stratocumulus at 1.S 
kilometers (S,OOB feet), broken altocumulus at 3.7 kilancters (12,000 feet) 
and cirrus at 7.0 kilometers (23,OUO feet). Surface ambient temperature 
was "03OK (B6.0°F). During ascent the vehicle did pass through the 
cloud layers. No lightning was observed in the Cape Kennedy area. All 
surface observations at launch time awz suaaarired in Table A-l. Solar 
radiation data for the day of launch is not available, due to miscalibra- 
tion cf the instn;nents. 

A.4 UPPER AIR MEASUREMENTS 

Ua'a were used fm three of the upper air wind systems to compile the 
final meteorological tape. Table A-2 smarizes the wiud data systems 
3Sed. Only the Rawinsonde and the Super Loki Uart meteorological rocket 
data were used in the upper level atmospheric thermod~~aic analyses. 

A.4.1 Wind Speed 

Wind speeds welp light, being 3.0 m/s (5.8 knots) at the surface and 
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Table A-l. Surface Observrtlons at SA-513 Launch Time 

LocAfloa 

IASAlSOmGmund 
Ulnd lwer. 
Ylnds rrrund bt 
10 II (32.8 ft,- 

PRES- 
Z$ 
(PSIA) 

10.171 
(14.75) 

10.166 
(14.74) 

ss 

I. 

&r 
"K 

(OfI 

291.5 
(65.0) 

190 )00.6 
(81.3) 

294.9 
(71.1) 

0 

0 

. lnrtntmeous rtrdln9r rt t-0, unless othcnrfrc noted. 
w Above nrtural pm&. 
." 9rllom felrrrr site. 
. IQ Wlnuta rvwrpr &out T-O. 
. . 1 mhute rvrra91 about 1-O. 
l . Totrl sky cover. 

VISI- 
Bllllr 

Km 
STAT Hi 

T 
'LOW 
icnWT 
TENTHS) 

SKY COVER 

ipEE 
ws 
~MOTS) 
--_ 

2.5r 
(5.0) 

3.011 
(6.01 

DIR 
(MC) 

2btr 

14011 

155 

177 



500 MILLIBAR HEIGHT 'F \ 
CONTOURS Al 1200 2 1%. * 00. (0. 
MAY 14, 1973 
CGNTINhXJS LINES INDICATE HEIGHT CONTGURS IN 
FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL. DASHED LINES ARE ISO- 
THERMS IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE. ARROWS SHOW 
WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED Al THE 500 MB LEVEL. 
(ARROUS SAME AS ON SJRFACE MAP). 

Figure A-2. 500 Millibar Map Approximately 5 l/2 Hours Before Launch of SA-513 
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Table A-Z. Systems Used to Measure Upper Air Wind Data for SA-513 

I I RELEASE TIME I PORTION OF DATA USED I 

START END 
TIME TIME L 

TYPE OF DATA (UT) AFTER TIME TIME 

(iii, 

ALTITUDE AFTER ALTITUDE AFTER 

IF:) 
T-O 
(MINI &I 

T-O 
(MINI 

FPS-16 JImsphere 1745 15 125 15 64 
(410) 

14,725 
(48,310) 

Rawlnsonde 2000 150 14,750 198 24,750 231 
(48,392) (8l,21)0) 

Super Lokl Dart 1800 30 62,500 
(205,050) 30 25,oDO 56 

. . . . (82,020) . . 



increasing to a peak of 34.4 m/s (66.8 knots) at 12.70 kilometers (41,666 
feet). The winds began decreasing above this altitude, becoming rela- 
tively calm at 34.25 kilometers (112,367 feet). Above this level, winds 
increased again to a peak of 41.0 m/s (79.7 knots) at 54.50 km (178,804 
feet) altitude as shown in Figure A-3. Maximum dynamic pressure occurred 
at 12.03 kilometers (39,459 feet). At max Q altitude, the wind speed and 
direction was 24.2 m!s (17.0 knots), from 264 degrees. SL-1 pad 39A 
wind data is available in MSFC memorandum S&E-AERO-Yl-IS-72 

A.4.2 Wind Oirection 

At launch time, the surface wind direction was from 140 degrees. The 
wind direction was southb!csterly throughout the lower and middle 
troposphere, becoming westerly throughout the u per 
stratosphere. Above 20 kilol:lcters (65,616 feet P 

tropospnere and 1c;wer 
easterly flow prevailed. 

Figure A-4 shows the complete wind direction versus altitude profile. 
As shown in Figure A-4, wind directions were quite variable dt altitudes 
with low wind speeds. 

A.4.3 Pitch Wind Component 

The pitch wind velocity component (component parallel to tht! horizontal 
projection of the flight path) at the surface was a tailwind oi 7 5 m/s 
(0.9 knots). The maximum tailwind, in the altitude range of :! to 16 
kilaneters (26,247 to 52,493 ft). was 26.2 m/s (50.9 knots: observed at 13.03 
kilometers (42,732 feet) altitude. See Figure A-5. 

A.4.4 Yaw Wind Component 

The yaw wind velocity component (component normal to the horizontal pro- 
jection of the fli ht path) at the su;-face was a wind from the right of 
3.0 m/s (5.8 knots 3 . The peak ydw wind velocity in the high dynamic 
pressure region was from the left of 24.9 m/s (48.3 knots) at 12.68 kilo- 
meters (41,584 feet). See Figure A-6. 

A.4.5 Component Wind Shears 

The largest component wind shear (Ah = 1,000 m) in the max Q region was a 
pitch shear of 0.0139 set-1 at 14.05 kilometers (46,095 feet). The largest 
yaw wind shear, at these lower levels, was 0.0107 set-1 at 9.25 kilo- 
meters (30,347 feet). See Figure A-7. 

A.4.6 Extreme Wind Data in the High Dynamic Region 

A summary of the maximun wind speeds and wind components is given in 
Table A-3. A suwnary of the extreme wind shear values (Ah = 1,000 meters) 
is given in Table A-4. 
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Figure A-3. Scalar Wind Speed at Launch Tim of SA-513 (SL-1) 
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Figure A-4. Wind Direction at Launch lime of SA-513 (SL-1) 
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Figure A-S. Pitch Wind Velocity Crrnponent (WX) at Launch lime of SA-513 (SL-1) 
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Table A-3. Maximum Wind Speed in High Dynamic Pressure Rsgicn for 

Apollo/Saturn 501 through Saturn 513 Vehicles 

MAXIMUM AIND MAXIMUM WINE COMPONENTS 

VEHICLE 
NUMBER SP:ED 

DIR ALT PITCH (Wx) ALT GLT 
M/S (DEG) 

k, 
M/S KM 

YA;,iW, 1 

(KNOTS) (KNOTS) (FT) (KNOTS') (::) 

SA-501 26.0 273 11.5c 24.3 11.50' 12.9 9.00 
(50.5) (37,700) (47.2) (37,700) (25.1) (29,500) 

SA-502 27.1 255 13.00 27.1 13.00 I?.9 15.75 
(52.7) (42,650) (52.7) (42,650) (25.1) (51,700) 

SA-503 34.8 284 15.22 31.2 15.10 2i.6 15.80 
(67.6) (49,900) (60.6) (49,500) (43.9) (51,800) 

SA-504 
I( 

76.2 264 11.73 74.5 11.70 21.7 11.43 
148.1) (38,480) (144.8) (38,390) (42.2) (37,500) 

SA-505 42.5 2?0 14.18 40.8 13.80 18.7 14.85 
(82.6) (46,520) (79.3) (45,230) (36.3) (48,723) 

SA-506 (189$ 297 11.40 11.18 12.05 
(37,400) (l4l$ (36,680) (l&1) (39,530) 

SA-507 47.6 245 14.23 47.2 14.23 -19.5 13.65 
(92.5) (46 670) (91.7) (46 $70) (-37.9) (44,780) 

SA-508 55.6 252 13.58 55.6 13.58 15.0 12.98 
(108.1) (44,540) (108.1) (44,540) (29.1) (42,570) 

SA- 509 52.8 255 13.33 52.8 13.33 24.9 10.29 
(102.6) (43,720) (102.6) (43,720) (48.5) (33,160) 

3A-510 18.6 063 13.75 -17.8 13.73 7.3 
(36.2) 

13.43 
(45,110) (-34.6) (45 830) (14.2) (44 Lw) 

;A-51 1 (5::;; 
257 11.85 26.0 12.5 

(50.5) 
11.85 15.50 

(J8-0) (38,880) (24.2) (50,850) 

3A-512 45.1 311 12.18 34.8 12.18 29.2 
(87.6) 

11.35 
(39 -945) (67.6) (39,945) (56.8) (379237j 

;A-513 34.4 267 12.7C 26.2 13.03 24.9 12.68 
(66.8) (41,666) (50.9) (42,732) (48.3) (41.584) 
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Table A-4. Extreme Wind Shear Values in the High DynaTic Pressure Region 
For Apollo/Saturn 501 through Zat,k513-Vehicles 

(,h = iOO0 m) 

PITCH PLANE YAW PLANE 
VEHICLE - 

NUMBER 
SHEAR 4LTITUDE 

SHEAR 
GLTITUDE 

(SEC-l) 
(FTM) 

(SEC-l) Krl 
m 

SA-501 0.0066 10.00 0.0067 lO.CO 
(32,800) (32.800) 

SA-502 0.0125 14.90 0.008-1 13.28 
(48,900) (43,500) 

SA-503 0.~103 16.00 0.0157 15.78 
(52,500) (51,800) 

:A-504 0.0248 15.15 0.0254 14.68 
(49,700) (48,160) 

SA-505 0.0203 (5O::i; 0.0125 15.53 
(50,950) 

SA-506 0.0077 14.78 0.0056 10.30 
(48,430) (33,790) 

SA-507 0.0183 14.25 0.0178 14.58 
(46.750) (47,820) 

SA-508 0.0166 15.43 0.0178 13.98 
(50,610) (45,850) 

SA-509 i 0.0201 13.33 0.0251 11.85 

! 
(43.720) (38,880) 

SA-510 0.0110 11.23 0.0071 14.43 
(36.830) (47,330) 

;A-511 0.0095 13.65 0.0114 15.50 
(44.780) (50,850) 

SA-512 0.0177 7.98 0.0148 10.65 
(26.W (34 940) 

SA-513 0.01:9 14.05 0.0107 9.25 
owJ95) (30.347) 
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A.5 MERMOOYNAMIC DATA 

Comparisons of the thermodynamic data taken at SA-513 launch time with 
the annual Patrick Reference Atmosphere, 1963 (PRA-63) for temperature, 
pressure, density, and Optical Index of Refraction are shown in Figures 
A-6 and A-9, and are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

A.5.1 Atmospheric Temperature 

Atmospheric temperature differences were small, generally deviating 
less than 3 percent from the PRA-63, below 63 kilometers (206,690 feet) 
altitude. Temperatures did deviate to 2.5 percent of the PRA-63 value 
at 14.50 km (47,572 feet). Air temperature was warmer than the PPA-63 
at the surface and oscillated about the PRA-63 above this ievei. See 
Figure A-8 for the complete profile. 

A.5.2 Atmospheric Pressure 

Atmospheric pressure deviations were slightly greater than the PRA-63 
pressure values frorr;l the surface through 26 kilometers (85,301 feet) 
altitude. The peak deviation of 1.1 percent occurred at 17.85 kilometers 
(58,562 feet) altitude. See Figure A-8. 

A.5.3 Atmospheric Density 

Atmospheric density deviations were also small, being within 3 percent 
of the PRA-63 below 35 kilometers (114,828 feet) altitude. The density 
deviation reached a maximum of 3.0 percent greater than the PRA-63 
value at 18.25 kilaneters (59,875 feet) as shown in Figure A-9. 

A.5.4 Optica? Index of Refraction 

The Optical !ndex of Refraction at the surface was 10.4 x 10B6 units lower 
than the corresponding value of the PRA-63. The deviation then hecane 
less negatve with altitude, ard approximated the PRA-63 at high altitudes, 
as is shown in Figure A-9. The maximum value of the Opt'cal Index of 
Refraction was 1.39 x 10-6 units greater than the PRA-63 at 13.25 
kilaneters (43,471 feet). 

A.6 COMPARISON OF SELECTED AMOSPHERIC DATA FOR SATUIF( V LAUNCHES 

A -urnnary of the amspheric data for each Saturn V launch is shown in 
Table A-5. 
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Table A-5. Selected Atmospherfc Observations for Apollo/Saturn 501 through 
Saturn 513 Vehicle Launches at Kennedy Space Center, Florida 

SA-ws ZlDlc6a 0151 tst 3911 10.201 15.0 00 5.7.. YP 4110 ctrrus Ii.22 14.0 701 

sew 3-r 69 1100 t5t L9a IO.995 19.6 (1 69 19r) ?/IO strItac~lw*. 11.73 76.2 Z64 
IO/10 ~ltostr,tvs 

u-909 Id nay 69 lZ49 CDT IW 19.190 26.7 ?I 9.8 net I/!0 CWIUS, 14. IV 42 5 210 
t/IO rltamulus. 
10110 c4rrw 

SA-5w 16 Jul 69 0931 EDI 191 10.2OJ 29.6 ?I I. I 175 l/IO CWIYS, 11 40 9.6 297 
2110 bItamlus, 
P/IO c~rr0srrltYs 

SLW? I4 mov 69 1111 IS1 391 IO.011 27.0 92 6.0 ?Kl IO/IO ~lr4loCmulu~ lb.21 67.6 2b5 
rltn raln 

Skwn 11 m 70 1611 EST JPA 13.113 2O.b 57 6.1 105 C/IO eltoc(Nlus 11.58 55.6 25Z 
IGllO clrrostrrtus 

w--)0) 31 Jn 71 I(03 w m IO.141 11.1 n ::c: g:: V/IO cwlws 13.51 51.8 2% 
Z/IO rlt#coccruluI 

SLSIO 1 Jul 11 o)w Lol m IO.195 x9.0 b8 5.1.. 15w Ill0 ClwuS Il.75 l8.b 013 
5.4** 158*. 

W-911 lb lyr I2 1254 IS1 m 10.1~1 31.1 41 
t:: 

Zb9 Z/IO cuvlus Il.05 ?5.1 zs7 
zw 

S&c)18 I DC 71 0833 25T ))A IO.201 11.1 93 4.1 00s 12.18 45.1 111 
5.4 335 

Z/IO rtrrtocwlM8. 
)/IO c1rnls 

%5ll lb m&y 79 1330 tm m 10.171 30.0 53 i:: ::: l/l0 nrvlur 12.m w.1 767 
3/10 stratocWIw 
5110 rltoclrvlur 
S/l0 c(M) 

I -- 
%6tmlmeou6 nedlngs frm cberts at T-0 (mless otherbAse noted) frm rnemmmten on lwnch phd 39 (4 b 0) ltght pole 
et 18.1 m (50.0 ft). kplnntnp with M-509. rtnd wasuremnts wwe requtred bt the 161.5 m  (530 ft) leml frm 
-ter charts on the LUT. 
no1ylts of 

these tnstmttrneous LUT *In& we piven directly unCr the llsted prd llpht pole wtnds. 
mwmetrn rm rbow neturrl grrde. 

l qot lnrtmt.enews. but one mtnute rverrpr tbout T-O. 



APPENDIX B 

SL-l/SA-513 SIGNIFICANT CONFIGURATION CHANGES 

isle 

B.I INTRODUCTION 

The Skylab-l (SL-1) space vehicle consisting of the SA-513 Launch Veh 
- * the Saturn Work Shop (SWS) is the first to be launched in the 

Skylab series. The SA-513 Launch Vehicle booster is comprised of 
Saturn V hardware as follows: S-IC-13 stage for initial boost; S-II- 
stage for final boost into a near circular earth orbit; and IU-513 . 

13 

stage, located in the SWS, to provide sequencing and guidance cmands 
for the space vehicle during launch, ascent and payload orbital 
insertion. The SWS is the orbital payload of SL-1 and is comprised of 
the Payload Shmud, Orbital Work Shop, Airlock Module, Hultiple 
Docking Adapter, and Apollo Telescope Mount and IU stage. The IU 
stage, structurally a part of the Saturn Work Shop, provides initial 
sequencing and attitude control cotmaands to the SUS in addition to 
being a functional part of the SA-513 Launch Vehicle. Figure B-l 
shows the Skylab Space Vehicle configuration. 

8.2 S-IC STAGE 

8.2.1 S-IC Configuration 1 

The S-K Stage, as shown in Figure B-2, is a cylindrical structure designed 
to provide the initial boost for the Saturn V/Skylab-l vehicle. This 
booster stage is 138 feet long and has a diameter of 33 feet. The basic 
structures of the S-IC are the thrust structure, fuel (RP-1) tank, 
intertank section, LOX tank, and the forward skirt. Attached to the 
thrust structure are the five F-l engines which produce a combined 
nominal sea level thrust of 7,610,DOO lbf. Four of these engines are 
spaced equidistantly about a 30.33 foot diameter circle. The four out- 1 
board engines are attached so they have a gimballing capability, Each 1 

outboard engine can move in a 5 degree, 9 minute square pattern to pro- 1 
vide pitch, yaw, and roll controi. The fifth engine is mounted on the i 
stage centerline. In addition to supporting the engines, the thrust 2 

structure also provides support for the base heat shield, engine accessories, 
engine fairings and fins, propellant lines, retro s!otors, and enviromtental I j 
control ducts. The intertank structure provides structural continuity 
between the LOX and fuel tanks, which provide propellant storage; and the 
forward skirt provides structural conlinuity with the S-II stage. 

8.2.2 s-IC systelns 

Systems on the S-IC include: 
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a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

h. 

i. 

j. 

k. 

Propulsion System as discussed in paragraph B.2.1. 

Propellant Storaqe and Delivery System* The fuel tank, with 29,301 
ftd capacity, supplies RP-1 and the oxidizer tank, with 47,369 ft3 
capacity, supplies LOX to the engines. 

Propellant ?ressurization System. Maintains required propellant 
inlet pressure to the engine turbopumps and provides for tank 
venting. 

Retm Motor System. Eight solid propellant retro motors, located 
inside the four outboard engine fairings and attached to the thrust 
structure, provide separation thrust after S-IC burnout. 

Purge System. This system provides pressurized nitrogen to 
various engine subsystems and cocoons to reduce concentration of 
hazardous gases or for thermal conditioning. 

The Pneumatic Control Pressure System which provides a pressurized 
nitrogen supply for cornnap!! operations of various pneumatic valves. 

The POGO Suppression System. This system provides gaseous helium 
to a cavity in each of the LOX prevalves of the four outboard 
engine suction lines. These gas filled cavities act as a "spring" 
and serve to lower the natural frequency of the feed system and 
thereby prevent coupling between engine thrust oscillations and 
the first longitudinal mode of the vehicle structure. 

The Hydraulic System. This system distributes power to operate the 
engine valves and thrust vector control system. 

The Electrical System. This system distributes and controls the 
stage electrical power. 

The Environmental Control System (ECS). This system protects the 
IC stage compartments from temperature extremes, excessive humidity 

and hazardous gas concentrations. 

The Instrunentation System. This system monitors functional opera- 
tion of the stage systems and provides signals for vehicle tracking 
during S-IC burn. 

The more significant configuration changes between AS-512 S-IC and SA-513 
S-IC are shown in Table B-l. 

8.3 S-II STAGE 

8.3.1 S-II Configuration 

The S-II Stage. as shown in Figure B-3, is a cylindrical structure 
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Table B-l. S-IC Significant Configuration Changes 

f 

F 

SYSTEM CHANGE REASON 

F-l Engines Provide 1-2-2 Engine 
Cutoff Sequence 

To avoid exceeding 
structural design 
limits of the Apollo 
Telescope Mount (ATM) 
at outboard engine 
cutoff. 

designed to provide second stage boost of the Skylab payload into earth 
orbit. This booster stage is 81.5 feet long and 33 feet in diameter. 
Propulsive power is provided by five 3-2 engines with a combined nominal 
thrust of 1,158,279 lbf. The four outboard engines are provided with 
gimballing capability to provide attitude control in pitch, roll and 
yaw during powered flight. The fifth engine is mounted on the stage 
centerline. 

The S-II stage is made up of five major units: (1) aft interstage, 
(2) aft skirt thrust structure, (3) liquid oxygen tank, (4) liquid 
hydrogen tank, and (5) forward skirt. 

B.3.2 s- I I systems 

Systems on the S-II include: 

a. 

b. 

Propulsion System as discussed in paragraph B.3.1. 

Propellant Storage and Deliver S stem 
ftj capacity supplies LH2 iw-a 

The fuel tank with 37 
an t e 0x1 izer tank with 12,745 ft3 

737 

capacity supplies LOX to the engines. The two tanks are separated 
by a cOrnnon bulkhead. h 

C. Propellant Pressurization System. Maintains required propellant 
inlet pressure to the engine turbopumps and provides for tank venting. 

d. Purqe System. This system provides for thermal control of equip- 
ment containers in the forward and aft S-II skirt areas, S-II 
engine compartment, and S-II/S-IC interstage during launch operations. 

e. 

f. 

Pneumatic System. This system provides a pressurized nitrogen 
supply for operation of stage pneumatic valves. 

=P= This system provides for non-propulsive venting of 
prope ant tanks and gas storage bottles after end of powered 
flight. 

9. Fliqht Control Subsystem. The flight control subsystem incorporates 
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h. 

i. 

j. 

a self-contained hydraulic s.;>tem for gimbal control of the 
engines. A continuously operating closed-loop hydraulic system 
is provided for each outboard engine to control engine gimballing. 

Instrumentation. The instrunentation system acquires and transmits 
data associated with vehicle performance and its environment. The 
system consists of transducers, signal conditioners, telemetry 
equipment, and RF equipment. 

electrical Subsystem. The electrical power system contains 
battery power to supply inflight electrical power and distributes 
the power to various equiument containers and other major subsystems. 

Environmental Control Subsystems. The environmental control sub- 
systems consist of two basic subsystems: the thermal control 
system for thermal protection of equipment containers on the ground 
including containers in forward and aft skirt and engine com- 
partment conditioning system for purging and temperature control of 
the S-II/S-IC interstage during launch operations. 

Significant configuratix changes between S-II-12 and S-II-13 are shown 
in Table B--2. 

Table B-Z. S-II Significant Configuration Changes 

8.4 INSTRUMENT UNIT (IU) 

8.4.1 IU Configuration 

The IU, as shown in Figure B-4, is a short cylinder fabricated from an 
aluminum alloy honeycomb sandwich material and although functionally a 
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a part of the booster vehicle, is structurally a part of the Saturn 
Work Shop. The IU provides sequencing camnands for both the booster 
and Saturn Work Shop and provides guidance, navigation, and control 
commands to the booster. The IU has a diameter of 21,6 feet and a 
length of 3 feet. The cylinder is manufactured in three 120 degree 
segments which are joined by splice plates into an integral load bearing 
unit. The top and bottom edges of the cylinder are made from extruded 
aluminum channels bonded to the honeycomb sandwich material. Cold 
plates are attached to the interior of the cylinder which serve both 
as mounting structure and thermal conditioning units for the electrical/ 
electronic equipment. 

5.4.2 IU systems 

Systems on the IU are: 

a. The Environmental Control System (ECS) which maintains an acceptable 
environment for the IU equi-merit. ‘ . 

b. The electrical system which supplies and distr i 
power to the various systems. 

b 

? C. The navigation, guidance, and control system. 

butes electrical 

d. The measurements and telemetry system which monitors and transmits 
signals to ground monitoring stations. 

e. The flight program which controls the LVDC from seconds before 
liftoff until the end of the launch vehicle mission. 

The more significant configuration changes between AS-512 IU and SA-513 
IU are shown in Table B-3. 

B.5 SATURN WORK SHOP (SWS) 

6.5.1 SWS Configuration 

The SWS, shown in Figure B-5 in the deployed configuration with the 
Carmand and Service Module docked, is composed of an Orbital Work Shop 
(ON); an Airlock Module (AM); a Multiple Docking Adapter (MDA); a 
Saturn V Instrument Unit; an Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM); and a Payload 
Shroud. 

The Orbital Work Shop is a modified S-JVB Stage which has been fitted 
out to be suitable for manned habitation, and for the performance of 
experiments in orbit, and provides: 

a. A habitable environment, with crew provisions and consunables; 

b. A capability for experiment installation and storage before launch 
and operational space during manned phases; 
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Table B-3. IU Significant Configuration Differences Between Ill-512 and IU-513 
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system. 
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w+io swanas. 

Neccsr*ry to l ccmpl?sh u-1 gvrawue functiams. 

To limit rchlcle cwna reta to Qploye3 Skylab 
stmcturll 11nitrttms. 
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Figure B-5. Saturn Work Shop (SWS) in Orbital Configuration 



c Lid gas attitude control system for varying the attitude of the 
cluster; 

d. A solar array power source, mounting provision for the array and 
routing of power to an electrical power management and distribu- 
tion system; 

e. Storage of cluster waste material. 

The habitable portion of the Work Shop is shown in Figure 8-E. 

Six cold gas thrusters are mounted in two dimetrically opposed locations 
on the aft end of the Work Shop to provide attitude control augmenting 
the three control moment gyros located in the Apollo Telescope Mount. 

Solar arrays, consisting of two wings, are mounted outside the York 
Shop to generate electrical po;Jer in conjunction with the power generated 
by the solar arrays mounted on the Apollo Telescope Mount. 

A meteoroid shield deploys some six inches radially from the outer 
surface of the Work Shop to provide thermal radiation shielding and 
protection from meteoroids. 

The Airlock Module provides a structural support for the modules located 
forward of the Work Shop, provides a habitable passageway between the 
Work Shop and the Multiple Bocking Adapter, and contains an airlock 
for astronaut EVA activities. 

The structural assembly consists of a tunnel section, a structural 
transition section for attachment to the MDA, truss assemblies for 
support of the tunnel section and gas supply corltai;rers. the deployment 
assembly for the ATM, and the Fixed Airlock Shroud (FAS). 

Electrical power, environmental control, and camnunications support 
Frovided by the Airlock Module to Skylab includes the following: 

a. Eight rechargeable batteries with individual charger/regulator 
units provide a total average output capability of 3830 watts. 
The batteries are charged by the solar array on the Orbital Uork 
Shop. 

b. An active/passive rzdfator thermal control system (16,000 Btu/hour 
heat rejection), umbilical provisions for extra-vehicular activity, 
and the cluster's 5 psia, nitrogen and oxygen atmosphere supply and 
air purification systems. 

C. VHF systems for data and for comand, and also delayed-time (recorded) 
voice operating with redundant deployable antennas. 

The Multiple Docking Adapter provides docking facilities for the Comand 
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and Service Module. Two docking ports are provided: the prime docking 
port is axially located on the forward end, and the backup port is 
located on the side. 

The Apollo Telescope Mount is a solar observatory with the capability 
to observe, monitor, and record the structure and behavior of the Sun. 
The Telescope Mount is supported by a deployment assembly. Throughout 
launch and orbitE; insertion the module is stowed axially forward of 
the Multiple Docking Adapter. After orbit insertion it is rotated 90", 
from the longitudinal axis of the cluster, to its operating position. 

The ATM provides primary attitude control for the Skylab by means of 
control moment gyros. Experiment pointing control is provided, to + 
limited extent independent of the Skylab attitude. as a "fine tuning" 
function in order to assure the pointing orientation 2nd accuracies 
required by the solar astronomy experiments. 

ATM solar arrays provide electrical power to Telescope Mount systems, 
and also, in a power sharing role, to the Skylab as a whole. 

The Saturn V Instrument Unit is structurally a part of the Saturn Work 
Shop and is discussed in Paragraph 8.4.1 of the booster description. 

The payload shroud provides environmental and aerodynamic protection 
for the Saturn Work Shop modules forward of the .\irlock Module, and it 
carries all ground and powered flight loads gentr%d by the Apollo 
Telescope Mount. Jettison is accomplished by pyrotechnic devices 
initiated by ccrrmands from the Instrument Unit after orbital insertion. 
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